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CHAPI'ER I

INTRODUCI'ICN

with divorred families headed by waren :in the United States
rising 181% between 1970 and 1981,

1

divorce became a societal reality.

This phenarenon of divorce errerged so dramatically that research is still
teing gathered regarding the effects of divorce on the Arrerican family
and particularly children.
This dissertation focuses on the ego identification of the preschool child, both fran psychoanalytic and cognitive viewfX):ints, and
considers the crisis of divorce' s .impact

1..1p:>n

the child's developrental

processed to.vards ego identification.
Scope of the Study
Because the research tends to be scattered, the scope of this
study is to review the literature and present a cohesive approach to
tl:e intrapsychic process of ego identification of the preschool child.
This stu:iy focuses on a conceptual frarrework link:ing together relevant
tl:eories that shed light on the inner world of the child facing ego identification of the preschool child, both within the triadic relationship
of rcother-father-child, and within the dyadic relationship of single
parent-child.

This research does not include actual case studies or

1
Arthur Norton, "S:ingle-Parent Families," 1981 Census Report,
Wash:ington, D. C.: United States Census Bureau. Chicago Tribune, June
18, 1982.

1

2

treat:nent nodels for children of divorce.

Patterns of variability in ego

identification are prop:::>sed in understanding the child fran the divorced
single-parent family.
The first chapter introduces the extensive problem of divorce,
exam,ining it fran both international and national perspectives.

Previous

research is reviewed regarding the topic of divorce and its effect on
children.
The second chapter surveys the work of Jean Piaget arrl his insights
into cognitive processes of the child, particularly fran birth to five
years old.

Piaget 1 s naturalistic, cbservational sttrlies of his

CMn

three

children, Jacqueline, Lucienne, arrl Laurent, present a unique oontribution
to better understarrling the qualities that canprise the sensor.i.notor-

preoperational period of the child's cognitive life.

Piaget 1 s lecture

notes, translated. fran the French, include sane relatively unknCMn insights
regarding the subject of affectivity, intellectual unoonscious, arrl his
hypothesis for a

1

Reaction Schema of Persons 1 developed by the preschool

child.
Concurrently, between 1960 and 1980, the works of ego psychologists

.

such as Anna Fretrl, M:lanie Klein, Rene Spitz, John BcMlby, Jane Loevinger,
Margaret Mahler, Gertrude and Rubin Blank were published.

These authors

contributed. invaluable concepts identifying the intrapsychic process of
how a child achieves basic personality structure reaching ego identification.

This literature concentrates on the triadic relationship (nother-fatherchild) in the ego identification of the child.

The third chapter of this

sttrly sunma.rizes the main contributions tcWcrrds understanding the child 1 s
ego identification made by these authors.

Within the historical context

of the structural theory of Ego Psychology related. to the intrapsychic

3

processes of the child, ma.lll thanes are developed to understand the child
of divorce better.

Sore of these thanes are:

(1) the psychoanalytic

understanding of 'IIDurning' in the child, (2) the origins of superego
crucial to the child's identification, and (3) 'play' and its crucial role
in the life of the presch::x:>l child.

The third chapter also presents the

psychoanalytic writings regarding the developnental processes of the
child achieving ego identification and individuation in the triadic
relationship (IIDther-father-child).
The fourth chapter concentrates on the dyadic relationship (parentchild) and surveys divorce and the variables that the child will enrounter
in the developnental process of ego identification.

It includes an Oral

History interview with Dr. E. James Anthony regarding children of divorce.
Anthony has contributed valuable insights into the developrental processes
of children, both fran Piagetian and psychJanalytic vantage points.

He

was a rolleague of Jean Piaget as well as a current associate of the
British Psychoanalytical Society, London, England, an association whose
nembership c::auprises Irost of the ego psychologists previously mentioned
in this chapter.

Anthony helped establish a dialogue betw=en Piaget' s

contributions in Genetic Epist.arology and the British Psychoanalytic school

in 19 54.

2

Anthony, in his works both in Arrerica and Europe, shcMs that

the works of the ego psychologists and Piaget are invaluable to the understanding of the child when one agrees that "affective and rogni tive developrrent are intima.tely and inextricably intertwined."

3

Twenty years later,

~- Jarres Anthony, "The Significance of Jean Piaget for Child
Psychiatry," British Journal of Medical Psyclx:>logy, 29, 1956, pp. 20-34.
3

sohan and Celia M:Jdgil, Piagetian Research (Canpilation and
Hunanities Press, 1976, p. 24.

Carmentary}, Windsor, canada:

4

Piaget was to express his

ONn

opinion about the relationship in Genetic

Epistarology and the ego psycmlCXJists when he ranarked, "What has been

true for the stlrly of affective developnent is also true of menory, perception and all :mental functions; through their formation, we can study
and understand their mechanisms.

Here, there is a funda:mental agreem:mt

between the field of psychology and my

ONn

work. "

4

Besides establishing

the dialogue between Piagetian and psychoanalytical thought, Anthony's

unique contr.ibution tava.rds understanding children include his longitudinal
Risk Research Project in St. I..ouis, Missouri, fran 1967 to the present,
including children of divorce.

Fran this project Anthony, with Gannezy,

ooined the tenn, "Vulnerable-Invulnerable Child Syndrane ... s
The fourth chapter also presents divorce, not as an event, but as
a process, and attanpts to define a process of divorce fran the child' s
theoretical framework.
The fifth chapter shavs a theoretical formulation drawn from the
Piagetian and psychoanalytic frameworks and the variables of divorce
affecting these developnental processes.

It also identifies a nourning

l.iberation process for the children of divorce.
Because 50% of children in the United States will be raised in
a single parent family for a significant portion of their lives,

6

the

hypothesis of this dissertation is that the triadic relationship {notherfather-childl is no longer a valid, single approach to explain all
4
Jean Piaget, "The Future of Developnental Child Psychology,"
Journal of Youth and Adolescence, ~{2), 1974, p. 87.
-\:. Janes Ant.l-Dny, Julien Worland, Cynthia Jones, St. I..ouis Risk
Research Project: Ex,perinental Studies canpreb=nsive Prc>gress Report
(unpublished), St. Inuis, Missouri: February, 1980, p. 2.

~orton, "Single Parent Families," p. 9.

5

children achieving ego identification.

Based on the concept of the

internal .i.mPge of the absent parent (parental .imago), and the representational thought of the child (particular1y expressed in the child's
fantasy life) being a crucial canponent to the child 1 s adequate resolvement in reaching ego identification, three patterns in the parental .imago
of the absent parent fran divorce are hypothesized in this chapter.
Hypothesis I.

There is a relationship between a lack of fonnation

of parental image and the age of the child at the tine of the divorce.

If

the child is under 15 rronths old at the tiire of the divorce, the child
has no or little internal image of the absent parent.

This lack of parental

image allows the child to crnpensate in one 1 s family, extended family,
social and cultural contacts in reaching ego identification.
Hyp?thesis II.

There is a relationship between a strong internal

p::>sitive parental .image and ego identification that parallels the triadic
relationship of rrother-father-child,

If the absent parent has on--going

CXI!1TIUnication with the child and parental conflicts on child-related issues
are worked out adequately, then the child reaches ego identification within
the triadic relationship.
HYfX?thesis III.

There is a relationship between feelings of

rejection, aband.onrrent, and ambivalence of the child to.vards the absent
parent and the fonna.tion of a <Ustorted parental .image.

Consequently, the

child creates a fantasy life surrounding the distorted parental image
which can be a key to understanding the child's disrupted ego identi....

fication.

6

The ;fifth chapter suggests that further research is needed to define
the third hypothesis because ego identification becanes tmresolved until
the ambivalence or splitting is worked through.

A process of resolverrent

for ego identification needs to be explored in further research.
The sixth chapter looks at .implications for further research and
directions implicit in the present research for future projects regarding
the impact of divorce on children.

This study is written with the assunption that the nother is
the single parent raising the child of divorce, as in "nine out of ten
7
The child of
cases, single-parent families are headed by a female."
divorce is defined as pre-school, that is, fran birth to 5 or 6 years
of age.
Meth:rlology of the Study
Because there is relatively little material related to the topic,
th:rre is a need of pr:ilnal:y sources to understand better the theorists
related to ego identification and the interrelatedness of the a::>gnitive
process in the preschool child with one's affective life.

Research for

this study has been canducterl in Geneva, Switzerland, at the University
of Geneva (Archives of Piaget), Internal Bureau d'Education, Catholic
Bureau, archives of the Institut d' Rousseau, Uni terl Nations, and UNICEF.
The unpublished and published works of Arma Freud, Melanie Klein, John
BcMlby, Rene Spitz, and other unpublished papers by British psychoanalyt-

ical nenbers considering the topic of ego identification have been studied
at the Brit;ish Psychoanalytic Institute in london, England.

7~·, p.

9.

7

Research has also been pursued at Washington University, particularly
at the Division of Child Psychiatry located at the Harry Edison Child
oevelopnent Research Center, St. Louis, Missouri, where Dr. E. Janes
Anthony's thirteen year longitudinal study of the "Vulnerable-Invulnerable
child" and "Children-at-Risk'' Project, as
centering around children of divorce,
Divorce:

v.~ell

v.~ere

as an Oral History interview

undertaken.

International and National Perspectives

The problem of divorce and its dramatic rise in society is
examinErl in light of its impact on children.

Statistics are used regarding

children of divorce under 18 years of age.
As

can be seen by Roussel and Festy's demographic studies, Paris,

and the United Nations' derrographic studies, Geneva (Appendix A, p. 237),
the United States in the last twenty years "has the highest divorce rate
am::mg nations and the figures are increasing. "

8

The divorce phenarenon seems to have ccrre later to other countries.
For example, in England the steady annual increase in the divorce rate
took a big surge upwards as the Divorce Refonn Act of 1969 becarre law.
In 1961, there had been 25,400 divorces grantErl; by 1971, divorces had

risen to 74,400, while the 1972 figures show 119,000 divorces in England.
Three-quarters of all divorces involve children under 16, and in 1972,
there v.~ere 130,401 children affected by divorce.

The majority of

divorces occurred in the first 10 years of marriage so that a considerable number of young and particularly vulnerable children are
8
. E, James Anthony, "Children ~t Risk fran Divorce, a Review,"
The ~1ld in His Family at Risk; YearOOak of the International
Assoc1ation for Child Psychiatry and Allied Professions, 197 4, p. 462.

8

affected by the crisis of divorce.

9

By 1980, in the United I<i.rgdan

''there were six father-less families for every one IrOtherless family.
Am:mg the IrOtherless families, half the breakdcwns had been caused by
divorce or separation and half by her death."
A report in 1974 shCMs

10

that nearly two-thirds of fatherless

families in England had a gross ina::rre of less than 20 pounds per week,
as canpared with only 5% of two-parent families with one earner.

Even

lone fathers, though better off than lone IrOthers, were much poorer
than two-parent families.

If a lone parent earned IrOre than 12 pounds

a week, governmental aid was deducted accordingly.
50% of net earnings were taken into account.)

(In Dernnark, only

Consequently, n:others who

worked full-time were financially worse off because of their lav earning

ability.

11
The "Poor Man's divorce," or separation without legal divorce,

played a bigger role than actual divorce until recently when oountries
like England initiated refonn laws to protect the IrOther financially who
is raising her children alone.
In France, due to the irregularity of pensions CMed to IrOthers
who

are the main caretakers of the children in 80% of the divorce cases,

the Refom Act of 1975 was established to assure regular almony payirents.

12
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"Children of Divorce," National Children's Bureau Highlight
National Children's Bureau, London, England, March, 1975, p. 1.

10

"Fathers in the United Kingdan," Ideas Forum, UNICEF, Supplemant
No. 10, Geneva, Switzerlarrl, June, 1981, p. 3.
11
Jessie Parfit, "The Finer Report on One-Parent Fanilies: A
Suntna.ry," National Children's Bureau, Highlight No. 11, National Children's
Bureau, London, England, July, 1974, p. 1.
12
Jacques camnaille, "Les Enfants du Divorce," Infollllations
Sociales Families 1-bnoparentales, June-July, 1979, p. 93.
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is estiJnaterl that in France between 540, 000 and 600, 000 children
13
. .
under 18 -were rece~vmg
a 1'JJOC>ny payment s after divorce.
It

In 1980, Banbardier writes of the divorce crisis in Quebec,

Canada, that ''few would assert they do not like children and yet the
fragility of the marriage-tie, in Quebec, points to one out of three
marriages ending in separation or divorce."

She further states:

The monolithic Quebec of the pre-l960s, with its 95% of religious
observance, has given way to a pluralistic society within less than
10 years. Truly, the children of separaterl or divorcerl parents ~ 4
longer constitute a negligible minority of our school population.
A study in New Zealand undertaken in 1978 shave
parent' families· are a fact of New Zealand family life.
children

that 'soloOVer 65,000

are being cared for in solo-parent families and the nmnbers,

according to the study,

are likely to irx:::rease.

15

In the overall statistics of divorce per country, hCMeVer, the
Uniterl States leads the other nations.

It seans that the United States

is the only country that can afford divorce.

Because of the large divorce

population in the United States, many European oountries look to this
nation and SWeden for research rega.rc:lin:J the divorce era they are
experiencing and its .implications.

16

naN

As Wallerstein and Kelly have

pointed out, "in the late 1960s and early 1970s a truly extraordinary
13

o. Silhol, Estimation des Pensions Al.imentaires non PayEfes ou
Mai PayEks, Ministre de la Justice, Paris, France, 1978, p. l.
14
Denise Banbardier, "The Young Child, a Full-Fledged Citizen?",
World Organization for Preschool Education Papers, Quebec, canada,
August, 1980, p. 6.
15

"Families in Special Circumstances: Solo-Parent Families,"
Social Developnent Co1.mcil, Department of Social Welfare, Wellington,
New Zealand, December, 1978, p. 40.
16

"Children of Divorce," I.orrlon, Highlight No. 13, p. 2.
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rise in the incidence of divorce took place - each year .fran 1972 to
1979 over a million new children below the age of 18 experienced the

divorce of their parents. "

17

By 1978, nearly 4 out of 10 marriages in the United States ended

in divorce.

Statistics shaw the highest divorce rate during the early

years of marriage, with "the victims of divorce tending to be young
children."

18

In 1980, 12 million children under 18 had divorced parents.

19

The National Institute of Mental Health study has found that because

of the rising divorce rate, 45% of all children born that year would
live in a single-parent household for same period before reaching 18.
This statistic is further substantiated in another report:

20

"hence

approximately 46% of United States' children, under the age of 18, have
experienced or are experiencing a single-parent family home. "

21

The United States Census Bureau recently released 1981 population statistics that shaw "single-parent families have doubled in
11 years and that nearly 75% of the men and wcnen maintaining single22
parent families were either separated or divorced. "
The divorce
17
Judith Wallerstein and Joan Kelly, Surviving the Breakup:
Haw Children and Parents Cope with Divorce, New York: Basic Books, 1980,
p. 5.
1

~ancy Schoyer, "Divorce and the Preschool Child," Childhood
Education, September-october, 1980, p. 3.
19

"Children of Divorce," Newsweek, February 11, 1980, p. 58.

20

"The Children of Divorce: How to Cope with Their Psychological
Prablans," Businessweek, 2579, April, 2, 1977, p. 102.
2

~elen Raschke and Vernon Raschke, "Family Conflict and Children's
Self Concepts: A canparison of Intact and Single-Parent Families,"
J9urna1 of Marriage and the Family, .£ (2) , May, 197-, p. 373.
2

~orton,

''Single-Parent Families," p. 9.
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phenO'flel10n affecting children is -well stmna.rized by the statement of Dr •

.Albert Solnit, when he canrents that "divorce is one of the lTOst serious
23
and canplex :rrental health crises facing the children of the 1980s. n
Reviev of Previous Research
The review of previous research on this topic shews research in_
divorce and the single-:r;arent family and/or ego identification in
children, but no research has been found that treats the topic of this
study in its total consideration.
Dr. Judith Wallerstein in her Erikson Iecture in Chicago in 1981
stated that "there is little or no research related to heM divorce affects
24
children under two years of age."
Dr. Marion Tyson, in her Ph.D. dissertation, considers a psychoanalytical developtental approach to children by examining a large body
of psychoanalytic material, concentrating mainly on the constructs of
Arma Freud and Ferenczi.

She also considers the works of ego psychol-

ogists such as Mahler, Spitz, Kohut, Jacd:>sen, and Hart:man and does an
excellent piece of work synthesizing their work into a 16 developtental
line fraiTEWOrk.

H~ver,

she differs fran this study in two areas:

(1)

she does not t:::'eat ego identification in the dyadic relationship of
parent-child, except within the nonnal process of the pre-d:>ject constancy stage of the child, and (2) she only :rrentions the importance of
Piaget' s work regarding the cognitive processes of the child, but does
not try to interrelate them with psychoanalytic theory in her
23
"Children of Divorce," Newsweek, p. 58.
24
Ju:iith Wallerstein, "Children of Divorce: After Divorce, the
Children or the Car?", lecture at Erikson Institute, I.Dyola University,
Chicago, Illinois, April 16, 1981 (tape).
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developn::mtal

fr~rk.

She states:

Previous attempts have been made (e.g., Wolff, 1960, and Decarie,
1965) to oorrelate aspects of psychoanalytic theory with Piaget 1 s
theory, but these efforts have not been entirely satisfactory. For
example, Decarie attanpte:l a canparative empirical study. Ho,.vever,
she concluded that her results were only an approximation, feeling
that psychoanalytic theory was more difficult to validate empirically
because of the much larger part played by inference as CC111p3red with
Piaget's theoretical formulations.
Hc:Mever, one nrust take care not to 'throw the baby out with the bath
water. ' The kno,.vle:lge of how a child develops in one area may add a
previously unavailable depth to our understanding of other areas.
Anne-Marie Sandler (1975), for example, illustrates haw k:no,.vle:lge of
Piaget 1 s theory can help us understand the way in which the relevant
stage of a child's thinking may contribute significantly to his
oedipal difficulties.25
Michael J. Nester examines "Role Chan:;re and Dysfunctionality in
Single-Parent Families" in his dissertation.

The problem of his study

is

that there exists a nunber of dysfunctional single-parent families in the
United States with adolescent children and there is a paucity of data concerning family role changes within this group.

Using the Single Parent

Family Questionnaire (SPFQ) and the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (Sl'AI),
he concludes fran his findings that single parents intensify their
"expressive leadership" after divorce and perceive their children as
having assumed a more instrurental leadership role as a function of
changing fran a two-parent family to a single-parent family.

The findings

of this stu:ly suggest that therapists may have to inclu:le an evaluation
of family role changes and inter-role relationships when dealing with the
. 1e-parent family. 26
s1ng
2

~ion Phyllis Tyson, Developrental Lines of Personality GrCMth:
A Psychoanalytic Developnen.tal Approach to Assessment and Treatm:mt Planning,
The Fielding Institute, 1979. University Microfilms International (unJ?Ublishe:l) , pp. 9-10.
26
Michael J. Nester, Role Change and Dysfunctionality in SingleParent Families, Uni te:l States International University, 1980. Dissertation
~stracts International, 41, No. 3, Septanber, 1980, p. 1121-B.
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Mallery 1 s study regarding single-parent preschcx:>l children
deals with separation and adjustrrent to schcx:>l.

This study examines

differential adjustment to preschool by single-parent and intact-family
children.

It is posited that single-parent children would have dif-

ficulty adjusting, manifested by greater separation-related behaviors.
The theoretical base is the separation-individuation theory of Mahler,
Pine, and Bergman (1975) and the related theory of Abelin (1971) on the
role of the father's presence.
are rejected.

The results reveal that all hypotheses

Interestingly enough, the study sha.vs that it was the

intact-family children derronstrating greater separation anxiety.

The

conclusion is that furt:.her research is needed to see how children of
single parents do manifest separation anxiety when adjusting to preschool.

Mallery suggests a re-examination of the six-year exploratory

study of Speers, McFarland, Anloud, and CUrry (1971) on children facing
unbearable situations who manifest difficulties by
service of adaptation' .

1

repression in

This study shows that, while these children

demonstrated significantly less separation anxiety adjusting to preschool,
they later developed pathological syrrptans.

As Mallery's study deals

with two-and-one-half year olds to three-and-one-half year olds, the

data suggest that children whose fathers left prior to the infant's
seventh rronth do not experience the traumatic loss that older children would.
Wilkinson' s study treats elerrentary school children of divorce
through group counseling ( 1977) .

There are 24 children in the control

group and 26 children in the experimental group. The hypothesis is posited
27
Berrell E. Mallery, Single-Parent Preschool Children: Separation
and Adjustment to School, Yeshiva University, 1980. Dissertation Abstracts
International, 41 (4), October, 1980, p. 1514-B.

27
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that there would be no difference between children of divorce group and
control group regarding self-esteem, divorce attitude and school
attendance.

The author identifies fifteen dependent variables, including

•sex of child' and 'use of group process' •

The Coopersmith Self-Esteem

Inventory and Divorce Attitude Measure are used.

Wilkinson's study

shows no significant difference between the children of divorce group
and the control group regarding divorce attitude, self-esteem and school
attendance, tlnugh the author chose for both groups children 'Who were

. .
. behav~or
.
. the c 1 assroam. 28
academ1c
problems 1n
exhib~t~g
These studies show the need to identify the variables that affect
the behavior of children of divorce, but lead to a deeper question:

What

intrapsychic changes take place in the child of divorce?
The study that is a pivotal turning point in the study of children
of divorce was done by Judith Wallerstein (1978) for her Ph.D. dissertation
fran Lund University, Lund, 8\\ed.en.

The study is based on the first

stages of a five-year longitulinal study in Northern California.

It is

designed to explore and assess the psychological responses of 131 children fran 60 divorcing families.

Wallerstein's research, in collaboration

with Kelly, is primarily 'hypothesis-generating' in that it represents
a first attempt to examine directly the responses of children of divorce
in a nor.mal population.
The Children of Divorce Project was formally established in 1971
in the Children's Division of Marin County, California.

It is a research

and pilot intervention program designerl to illuminate the needs of
28
.
Gary s. Wilkinson, Small Group Counseling with Elem:ntary School
Children of Divorce, Dissertation Abstracts International, 37 (10-A),
April, 1977, p. 6287-6288.
--
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children and adolescents caught in the stressful process of family dissolution and to provide psychological interventions and social and
.
1 recu.tutt::uua
~~-~-ti·ons. 29
educatJ.Ona
Wallerstein acknONledges the concern of nonnal ego identification
with the child of divorce in her consideration of 'theoretical frameworks 1 in her study.

Her use of psychoanalytic theory refers to the

triadic relationship of nother-fatber-child as 'the triangular attach:rrents of family life' and she considers the role of 'the absent parent'
causing imbalance in the child negotiating the ccmplex tasks of developmental stages.

She sees the child experiencing 'psychic hazards' and

canpares the 'absent parent' to the death of a loved one or at least a
'transitory loss' with consequences of the grieving process for the child
of divorce.

30

She does not treat this topic in depth, but rather as a

theoretical basis to better urrlerstand the psycmlogical responses of
children of divorce fran preschool age through adolescence.
~ver,

Her study,

is the first to study a nJnnal population of children rather

than children in theraw or being treated in psychiatric clinics.
Two other studies sean counter-indicative of negative effects

suffered fran divorce.

Both studies have as t:h=ir papulation school-

age children or adolescent children and do not focus on preschool
children regarding ego identification.

The Raschke study (1979) col-

lected data fran 289 third, sixth, and eighth grade children concerning
self concept, family structure and family conflict.

Using the Pier-

29Judith s. Wallerstein, Psycmlogical Responses of Children ar:rl
Adolescents to Divorce: Firrlings fran the First Stage of a Five-Year
~i tudinal Study in Northern California, Unpublished dissertation subnu.tted for Ph. D. degree, LUrid University, Lund, Sweden, November, 1978, p. 3.
30Ib'd
_J._., pp. 5-8.
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~is

Children's Self Concept Scale to ItEa.Sure self-concept and self-

reports for farnily structure and family conflict, no significant differences in self-concept scores of children fran intact, single-parent,
reconstituted family or other types of families
concept scores

are found.

Self-

are significantly lONer for children who reported higher

levels of family conflict:
These findings have important implications for those professionals
w::>rking in various ways with families. They do not support those
previously-cited studies (e.g., Landis, 1960; Westman, 1972; Houston,
1973; Hetherington, 1973; Wallerstein & Kelly, 1974, 1975, 1976)
generally showing a negative jmpact on children caused by narital
separation of their parents. 31
It is to be noted that of 289 sdx:>ol-age children given questionnaires
in Raschke's study, 61% were black children arrl 39% were white children.
"Single-Parent family"
family."

is not necessarily defined as a "post-divorced

This distinction

is not clarified in the study.

32

It also

did not treat the critical period of ego identification of the presdlool
child and the variable of family structure.
The Berg and Kelly study (1979) examines three groups of children, including children of divorce, those fran intact but rejected
families, arrl those fran intact and accepted families.

These three groups

are evaluated for self-estean levels on the Piers-Harris Children • s
Self-concept Scale.

Contrary to current clinical impressions, children

with divorced parents

are not found to evidence self-estean levels lower

than those of intact-accepted families.

families, however, evidence

Children fran intact-rejected

self-estean levels significantly lONer than

.
~elen J. Raschke and Vernon J. Raschke, "Family Conflict and
au.~a.:en's Self-concepts: A Canparison of Intact and Single-Parent
Farrul~es," Journal of Marriage arrl the Family, 41(2), May, 1979, p. 373.
32
Ib'd
-~--,
p. 374 •
3
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tn:>se of the two other groups.

The fifty-seven subjects tested in the

stl.iiY are fran nine years old to fifteen years old.
QP.ldren 1 s Self-concept Scale is used.

The Piers-Harris

The authors ronclude that there

is a need to investigate the various cirCliDlStances of children in the
family structure.

33

Surrmary
The rise of divorce in the last 20 years errerged so dramatically
in the United States that research is still being gathered as to its
effects on families and children.

Internationally, divorce is becoming

a reality, but at a slo,.,:er pace than in the United States due to the
financial factor of being a single parent in Europe.
to the United States for

rese~ch

Other nations look

regarding the effects of divorce on

children.
This research focuses on ego identification of the preschool
child, both fran psychoanalytic and rogni tive viE!W};Oints, and ronsiders
the crisis of divorce 1 s linpact upon the child' s developrental processes
towards ego identification.

It does not include experimental studies,

treabrent rrodels, or case studies, but through a review of the literature
hopes to add to theory-building research regarding the child of divorce.
A

review of previous literature sh:Jws no research to be found

that treats the topic of

33

this study.

.
Berthold Berg and Robert Kelly, "The M=asured Self-Esteem of
Children fran Broken, Rejected and Accepted Fanilies," Journal of Divorce,
~(4), Summer, 1979, pp. 363-369.

CHAPTER II
JEAN' PIAGET 1 S a:NCEPIUAL FIW-1EW::>RK OF CXX:;l:'UTIVE PROCESSES
AND ITS INTERREI.A'I'ECNESS 'IO THE EGO IDENI'IFICATION OF THE CHILD

In order to present the intrapsychic process of ego identification,
the relationship of ocgnitive developrent to ego develo:prent is needed to
present a more canprerensive picture of the preschool child.
ship is discussed by Loevinger.

This relation-

She points out that "cognitive develop-

rrent is the cornerstone of human developrent, as a mole, because cognitive
principles constitute the broadest and the most encanpassing structures
.
.
.. 1
that one can l.Il1ag me.

In this chapter, the theoretical background of Jean Piaget,
relationship of intelligence and affectivity, and three alternative
hypotheses Piaget presents to Freudian conceptualizations of the preschool
child are discussed.

Piaget 1 s lecture notes, Les Relations entre

L 1 Affectivite et L 1 Intelligence dans le neveloppement Mental de L 1 Enfant
(1954) are the main reference.

2

In order to understand the process of

the preschool child (birth to two years) sustaining rrental image fundarrental to parental image, imitation, rrental image and affective
object constancy are treated in this chapter.

The characteristics

of pre-operational thought in the preschool child (two to six years old)
1
Jane Loevinger, Ego Developrent, San Francisco:
Company, 1976, pp. 41-42.

Jossey-Bass

2
Jean Piaget, Les Relations entre L'Affectivite' et L'Intelligence
dans le De'velopperrent Mental de L 1 Enfant (unpublished) , Paris, Noverrber,
1954, pp. 1-195. Unpublished translation by Charlotte Elli.rn-o:xl, University
of <?Ucago, December, 1965 pp. 1-24; pp. 24-195 translated with the
1
assJ.stance of Father Andre Rousseau, C.M., DePaul University, 1982.
18
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and creativity will conclude the chapter.
Theoretical Background of Jean Piaget
One of th= criticisms regarding Piagetian research in the 1950s
is

that it was too much of a "one-man" system, too self-contained and

with too many self-references.

3

In countering this

vie~N,

Anthony points

out that Piaget was a "creative borrower of genius" transposing and amplitying all that he borrowed 'While acknowledging his sources.

The "creative

borrowing" in the making of Piaget' s system is found in the follCMi.ng
.
4
f 1gure:
CCNCEPTS

Circular reactions

J. M. Baldwin

Adualism

J. M. Baldwin

Assimilation-imitation theory

J. M. Baldwin

Transductive thought

Stern

Participations

Levy-Bruhl

Syncretism

Renon, Claparerle

Artificial ism

Brunschwicz

The double morality system

Durkhe.im, Bovet

Ftmctional stages of developnent

'
Claparede

Envirol'll'D2Iltal interaction

Maine de Biran

Regulations

Janet

Autistic stage

Freud

Narcissism sans Narcissus

Freud

\

3
, . · E. J. Anthony, "The Significance of Jean Piaget for Child Psychiatry,"
Br1tish Journal of Medical Psycrology, 29, 1956, pp. 32-33.
4

Ibid., p. 34.
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Piaget 1 s later association with Barbel Inhelder was to take care
of this criticism through their canbined work that shCMS
istics of intuitiveness and creativity 1 and :}'et

character-

is theoretical, factual

and accurate in its research.
To understand and capture all of Piaget' s work would be too canplex a task because of his voluminous writing, but David Elkind clearly
surrma,rizes the stages of cognitive thinking presented by Piaget in the
diagram on the following page.

5

Relationship of Intelligence and Affectivity
To focus an the relationship between the cognitive arrl affective
processes that is instrurrental in the child 1 s construction of reality, I
shall treat Piaget 1 s conceptualization of affectivity arrl its relationship
to intelligence.

Anthony CCt"ttlElts on this relationship between the

<XJg-

nitive processes and the emotional life of the child when he says that,
like Moliere 1 s gentlanan, '\ve may not have recognized it!"
believes that if genetic epistarology is the

ne;..r,

Anthony

precise and compact

language of intellectual behavior and adequate reflection of rrental events,
it might be applioo with equal effect to the at:Otional life.

6

He further

indicates that "it is not sufficient to 1.1I'lderstand dynamics of feeling;
we must also understand the genetics of thinking 1 after which

that we really 1mderstand our patients.

"We

may claim

Our present un:lerstanding is too

lopside1." 7
Piaget believed that an "intellectual unconscious" adds a
.

~avid Elkind, The Child s Reality:
1

H~lls:la.le, NJ:
6

Three DeVelopnental Themes,
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1978 1 pp, 88-89.

Anthony, "Significance of Jean Piaget," p. 32.
7
Ibid.' p. 34.

Diagram 1
DEVEIOPMENI' OF THE SELF AND ASSOCIATED COCNTIIVE CXJNSTRJcriOOS*
Age
0 - 2 Years
Sensor.i.notor
Self
(self as d:>ject)
2 - 6 Years
Symbolic Self
(self as symbol
creator & user)

2 - 6 Years
Lawful Self
(self as rule
maker and
follO¥rer)
11 - 15 Years
Reflective Self
(self as theo:ry
builder and
tester)

*Elkind

Mental Operations
Major Achievarents

Transient versus
Abiding

Objective versus
Subjective

Universal versus
Particular

1. Sensor.i.notor coordinations
2. Construction of a
world of permanent
objects

Distinguish betvJeen
sourrls, sights , etc.,
that are transient
fran those that are
abiding.

Distinguish between
disappearance caused
by the object 1 smovements & those brought
about by the subject 1 s awn movarents.

Distinguish between
human faces in general
and rrother 1 s face in
particular.

1. Preoperations &
the symbolic function
2. Construction of a
system of representations of the
object world

Distinguish be~en
symbols that are
temporary designations (leader) &
permanent designations (narres, rel.
affiliations, etc.).

Distinguish between
symbols the child
has created & those
that are collective
in origin.

Distinguish between
use of symbols for
the one & for the
many ("Daddy" for one
man only).

1. Concrete operations
2. Construction of
rules governing
objects and representations

Distinguish rules
made up for the m::ment (games, etc. ) &
more abiding rules
such as those related to cheating, lying, etc.

Distinguish betvJeen
rules the child
assumes are operative & those that
are actually in play.

1. Formal operations
2. Construction of
ideals, theories

rv

1-'

Distinguish between
ideas held by the
theories & those that self & ideas held 1::¥
are abiding. (~t- others (imaginary
a:ry thoughts sareaudience construetions).
times assU!l'ed to be
abiding need to be
warded off.)

Distinguish between

IOCl'rentary thoughts &

Distinguish between
rules & exceptions to
them (language rules,
garre rules, as they
apply to harrlicapped
children, etc. ) •
Distinguish between
ideas unique to the
self & those that
are tmiversal to mankind (personal fable).
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significant contribution in understanding the child.

Anth::my cx:mm:mts

that "the important clinical implications are these:

if intelligence

reaches back in this way to the beginnings of life, and it is always so
closely tied to affect, then it follows that intellectual disturbances
8
nrust have deep roots and deep emotional canponents. "
Anthony further obse:r:ves the interaction of the intellectual
processes and emotional processes when he states:
This deep aspect of intelligence and this 'dynamic association with
affect' may help to th.rcM light on the learning disabilities and the
bad habits of thought that present themselves to the clinic in the
guise of so-called 'pseudo-retardation, ' magical thinking, syncretisms,
and incapacities to generalize or abstract. The extent and 'depth'
of the disability ma.y be denonstraterl by a radical and systematic
analysis of the thinking process.9
Ironically enough, "Piaget has been saret.irres criticized by
psycOOana.lysts because he has not concerned hilnself with the affective

canponents of CCXJili tion 'INhich is a central problem for the psychoanalyst
in studying the nental devel()flre!1t of the child ... lO

Piaget' s main tix:>ught regarding affectivity lies in a series of
lectures that he gave at the Sorbonne in Paris, France, between 1953 and
11
1954.
Sane rather vi tal concepts and thoughts of Piaget concerning
affectivity, particularly in relationship to the Freudian school, are
found in this relatively unknown work of Piaget.

1.

In a first sense, it can nean that affectivity intervenes in the
8
Ibid. , p. 32.
9
Ibid. , p. 32.
10
.
Se1ma Fraiberg, "Libidinal <lJject Constancy and Mental Representat-:on,". The Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, 14, New York: International
U~vers1ties Press, 1969, p. 26.
li

,

Jean Piaget, Ie Relations entre L'Affectivite et L'Intelligence,
pP. 1-195.
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operations of intelligence, that it stimulates or agitates than (sets
them into rrotion) , that it is a cause of acceleration or retardations
in intellectual developrent, but that it could not rocxlify the structures
of intelligence as such.
2. In a second sense, it can nean on the contrary that affectivity
intervenes in the very structure of intelligence, that it is a source
of understandings and original cognitive operations.l2
Piaget' s understanding is found in his 'provisional conclusion'
which follCMS the first sense:

Affectivity is constantly at work in the functioning of thought, but
it does not create new structures ...• One could say that the energizing
force of behavior depems upon affectivity whereas the structures
depend upon cognitive functions .13
Examining the ideas of Clapar€de, Pierre Janet a.ril Kurt Lewin,
Piaget re-emphasizes "this distinction between structure and energizing
force sh:Jws that even th:>ugh intelligence a.ril affectivity are always inseparable in concrete behavior, we must consider them as different in
nature. "

He canpares the relationship of intelligence and affectivity to

the functioning of an autcrrobile depending on gasoline which sets the rrotor

into action, but does not change the structure of the machine.

14

Piaget believes that "all behavior is an adaptation a.ril all adaptation the re-establishrrent of equilibrium between the organisn and the

environrrent." 15
With respect to adaptation, one can state precisely that equilibrium
takes place

be~ the two

poles of assimilation, relative to the organ-

isn which conserves its form and accarm::Xiation, relative to the external
12
Ib'd pp. 1- 2 .
_1_.'
13Ib'd
_1_., pp. 7-8.
14Ib'd
_1_., p. 8.
15Ib'd
_1_., p. 4.
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situation in interaction with which the organism modifies itself.
ACcording to Piaget, these two notions have a nental as well as biological
rreaning.

Thus, adaptation is always an equilibrium between accc:nm::dation

. '1 a t'~on. 16
and assJ.llU
Taking these important concepts, Piaget has identified one step
further, for he sees these notions having two rreanings, with roth affective
and cognitive carponents:
Assimilation with respect to its affective aspect is Interest (John
oev.ey defines interest as 'assimilation to oneself') ; with respect
to its cognitive aspect, it is Understanding in the marmer of the
baby in the sensorinotor dana.in.
Accamodation with respect to its affective aspect is Interest in the
object insofar as it is new. With respect to its cognitive aspect-,it is, for example, the adjusbrent of thought schernas (patterns of
thought) to phenarena. 17
Piaget is clear arout his conviction that "there is, in truth, as much
oonstruction in the affective dana.in as in the cognitive dana.in ... lB

He

canpares cognitive structures and affective structures conterrporaneous
.,.
in develq:ment in the diagram on the following page.

19

Thus, Piaget identifies six stages paralleling cognitive processes
and affective developrent.

The first is Hereditary Make-Up with instinctive

tendencies including hunting instincts (Stanley Hall), instincts of defense
(fear and aggression) , curiosity, sexual instincts, parental instincts
(maternal and paternal instincts), social instincts, selfish instincts,
and play instincts.

16

Ib'd
-~--'

p. 5 .

17Ib'd
_~_., p.
5.
18Ib'd
_~_., p.
11.
19Ib'd
1 . , pp. 12-14.
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DIAGRAM

2:

OF THE STAGES OF INTELLECIUAL AND AFFECI'IVE
DEVELOPMENI' (Piaget)
A

sensori~tor

Prosocial Intra-Individual Feelinss
(accc:mpanying the action of the
subject, whatever that action may
be)

or Non-Socialized

!_ntelligence

Heredi t.ary Make-up (Montages
-instinctive terrlencies
-emotions
Perceptive Affects
-pleasures and pain rourrl to
perceptions
-feelings of the pleasant and unpleasant (pleasures and displeasures, liking and disliking)

I Hereditary Make--up (Montages)
-reflexes
-instincts (group of reflexes}
II First ~sitions as a
function of experience before
properly so-called sensori-notor
intelligence:
-first habits
-differentiated perceptions

Elenent.ary RegUlations
(in Janet's sense) activation,
inhiliition, reactions to tennination, with a feeling of success
or failure)

III Sensori-Motor Intelligence
(Fran 6-8 nonths until the
acquisition of language - second
year)

B

Verbal, Conceptual or Socialized
Intelligence

Inter-Individual Feelings
(Affective exchanges between persons)

Pr~ational

Representations
(Interiorization of action in a
not-yet reversible thought)

Intuitive Affects
(Elementary social feelings,
appearance of first noral feelings)

V Concrete Operations
(fran 7-8 years to 10-11 years)
(Elementary operations of classes
and relations)

Nonnative Affects
Appearance of autonarous noral
feelings with intervention of the
will (right and wrong, the just and
unjust, no longer depend upon
obedience to a rule)

IV

VI Fonnal eperations
(Begins at 11-12 years, but is
fully realized only at 14-15
years)
-logic of propositions
-freedan fran content

'Ideological' Feelings
-the inter-individual feelings are
repeated as feelings havi:rg collective ideas as objects
-parallel elaboration of the personality: the individual assigns
himself a role and sare goals in
society

26

....

Second are Perceptive
Affects.
'.
'

.;;....,..-.......-...-.

These inchrle feelin:]s of pleasure,

pain, pleasantness, 1.mpleasantness that have beccroe attachoo to perceptions
t.hr<JU9"h experience.

There are alternative rhythns with joy and sadness,

excitation and depression, pleasure and non-pleasure, pleasantness and
\IDpleasantness.
The Third Stage prc:xluces affects or feelings that are Elanenta.ry
RegUlations to cogitive behavior.

Interest, for example, regulates

activation while fatigue, the prooecessor of exhaustion, regulates reactions to tenn:ination.

Janet's theoJ:y is used to shCM heM the sense of

failure tenn:inates an action by a feeling of sadness.
'negative teDmination regulations'.

These are called

Piaget shows that the paradox of

these feelings have an association with the child's drive for equilibrium.
Need, for example, is definoo as "disequilibrium and the satisfaction of
. 'f'J.es re-equJ.'librJ.um.
.
" 20
a need sJ.gru.
Piaget draws fran the theory of Kurt Lewin to explain the interrelationship of the person with the objective configuration of the fields
(precursor of 'abject relations'} and the importance of the person's
21
previous activity.
Fran Freud is discussed 'object choice' and the process of the child's affective arrl cognitive defocusing of self to the
external world.
"Object" is defined by Piaget as a "polysensorial canplex which
continues to exist without any perceptive contact. "
characteristics:

22

It implies two

solidity (:the abject lasts longer than perception), and

20

b'd , pp. 14-32 •
!2:..._.

21Ib'd
-2:__·, pp. 32....33.
22Ib'd
-2:__·, p. 35.

27

localization (:the object exists apart fran the perception)_ •

23

Here,

piaget clearly distinguishes the difference between the pr.imitive behavior
of the infant in 'recognition' and the 'evocative memory' of the infant's

mental representations that enables the child to have mental images .
The process of the child 1 s affective and oogni tive defocusing on
self to 'object choice' involves, for Piaget, the five follCMi.ng transformations:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

The construction of the object proper as a permanent element.
Transformation of the causality--transformation is the objectification and spatialization of causality.
Persons aa;ruire the sane characteristics objects have (persons
became objectified and spatialized). Persons became localized
even when they escape perception and are autonarous sources of
causality.
Imitation of others.
Awareness of being aware of self and his own activity. It involves
an awareness of self, awareness of others arrl awareness of analogies between self and others. 24

These five transfonnations identify, for Piaget, the process of defocusing
fran self to 'abject choice, ' crucial to urrlerstanding that the preschool
child must go through certain cognitive schemas to achieve

1

abject choice'

and 'person choice 1 •

These first three stages, as discussed by Piaget in the parallel
developnent between cognitive and affective processes, are at a preverbal
level.
The Fourth Stage of affective developnent is the energence of
Intuitive Affectivity and Inter-Individual Feelings or Affective Exchanges

between persons.
life.

This period begins in the secorrl year of the child 1 s

Piaget refers to the simplest inter-irrlividual (social) feelings as

23Ib'd
___!__·, p. 35.
24Ib'd

___!__·'

pp. 36-37.

28
, liJdng 1 or 'disliking' and discusses the contribution of Adler in understanding self-estimation fran the viewpoint of superiority arrl inferiority.
This is the first reference that Piaget makes to a Freudian counterhypothesis and his

1

schana of reaction to persons 1 •

26

This period also

marks the first moral feelings of the child.
The Fifth Stage is marked by Nonnative Affects.

In this stage

autoncroy and moral feelings with intervention of the will (right a:rrl
wrong; the just and unjust) appear.

27

It is to be noted that this stage

ooincides with the concrete operational stage of the child C7-ll years)
marked by the concept of 'irreversability 1 •

28

Finally, the Sixth Stage begins in the child at 11 years of age
but reaches its zenith when the child is 14 to 15 years old.

This stage

inclu.:les 'Ideolcgical Feelings, ' including the processes of abstract
oonceptualization a:rrl reflection which are present in the fonnal operations
of adolescence.

29

In this stage, the inter-individual feelings are

repeaterl as feelings having collective ideas as objects. Sirru.lltaneously,
there is a parallel elaboration of the personality:
assigns himself a role arrl has goals in society. ''

"the individual

30

25Ib'd
_1_., pp. 71-84.
26Ib'd
_1_., p. 94.
27
Piaget defines 'Affectivicy' with inclusion of the 'Will~
"Affectivity -- under this tenn we shall incll.rle feelings properly socalled and in particular the emotions; diverse terrlencies, including the
'higher tendencies, ' a:rrl in particular lf-l1e will. 1 "
28
Elkind, The Child's Reality, p. 98.

p. 14.

29Ib'd
-·_1_., p. 119.
30
Jean Piaget, ~Relations entre

L'Affectivit~

et L'Intelligence,
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This relationship between the parallel developrent of affectivity

and co:plltive processes brings out three important alternative-hypotheses
that Piaget brings to Freudian conceptualization:
Cclrq;?a.rison of Fretrl and Piagetian Theory
FREUD

1.

The infant in the first year

PIAGEIT'

1,

Freud asSI..llles m:mtal functions

of life is in the stage of nar-

in the infant capable of

cissism and represses into the

mental representations,

unconscious her/his earliest

~ative

me:rrories.

symbolic function.

merrory, and
The

infant, in the first year,
is incapable of symbolic
and evocative memories.

The infant is in 'narcissi&n
sans Narcissus 1 •
2.

In identification, the child

2.

The question is 'continuity
Just as there

identifies with mother-father

of feeling 1 •

.images and through trans-

exist Reaction-Schernas to

ferences and displacem:mts

Cbjects, there exist

relates to other persons with

Reaction-Schemas to Per-

a reservoir of feelings that

sons on the cognitive-

appear-disappear fran the

affective level of the

unconscious level into the

child.

conscious level.

preserved but are 're-

Feelings are not

structured 1 or 're-created •

30

in the present m::rcent
by the activation of the
Reaction Schemas of
Persons.
3.

The child cannot be treated

3.

The child may be reached

before reaching the verbal

at the pre-verbal level

level.

by the various stages of

play.
1.

First Year of Life:

Repression or Incapacity for Symbolic

Meroc>ry?

Piaget, in explaining intercarmunication with others, asks "what
forms of feelings would develop?"

He takes, for example, the case of

attachrtent to the m::>ther and states that instinctive impulses are insufficient for explaining the different behaviors of the child at three
weeks, two m::>nths, or two years.

How do these transfonnations take place?

Piaget ccmpares the hypothetical assumptions of Freud to his

CMn

alter-

native hypotheses:
The first solution is that of Freudianism; besides the 'Ichtriebe'

instincts of conservation aiming at the subject itself, there
exist these 'Sexualtriebe' present fran the beginning. These sexual
impulses are penna.nent and are preserved fran stage to stage, but
t:.rey change their object as they develop and these transfers constitute the criterion of distinctions between the different stages
of the affective life.
So -we may distinguish in the first year of the child three phases:
(1) the libido regards only the infant's CMn body; digestive stage.
Then, very soon, there are peripheral differentiations including the
oral and anal stage; (2) it regards the activity of the child's CMn
bcdy, in general, 'primary narcissism'; and (3) the child transfers
affectivity on external objects and persons, especially the m::>ther,
and there are a variety of conflicts, intra-individual feelings,
CCinplexes, etc.
To each of these displacements are to be added repressions regarding

31
previous stages so that these stages do not disappear, but they may
re-appear in the case of regression. Therefore, displacarent and
its correlative repression constitute the mechanisn which successively
transforms affectivity.31
Piaget sees Freud as rrostly concerned with explaining adult affectivity
and regressions to the infantile stages.
genetic. "

32

"His stud.y is too little,

Piaget points out that the child does not have the mental

functions, which will develop later, to neet Freud's theo:r:y.

Piaget de-

fines 'narcissisn as the lack of differentiation between the self and
non-self 1 •
,

Narc~ssus

The pr:i.rnary narcissism of the baby is 'narcissism without

I

.

33

The concept of 'repression' seems to intrigue Piaget as a key to
unCierstanding Freud:
Pfister reasoned that the notion of repression might be broadened to
include 'reflexive inhibition'. But, of this interesting idea,
Freud made too liberal a use arrl his theory is not equal to the established facts. As mentioned before, Freud used repression to explain
the fact that there are no IDE!I.TOI'ies of the first year of life. It
seens rrore likely, however, this lack of m:m::>ries reflects the s:i.nple
fact that the young infant does not have evocative narory, which presupposes representation arrl the symbolic function, rather than he has
such mem::>ries but represses thzm and so, how can the yo~ infant have
such merrories in representation arrl syrrbolic function?34
Piaget' s first counter-hypothesis seems to suggest that the child
of divorce before the middle of the second year of life does not have the
cognitive apparatus for evocative nenory and its subsequent symbol and
imagery.
Parent.

Thus, the child does not have a stabilized image of the absent
It poses the question what, then, are the main factors of the

divorce that influences the infant before eighteen m:mths'?
31

Ibid. , pp. 33-34.

32Ib'd
_J.:_., p. 34.
33Ib'd
_~_., p. 35.
34Ib'd
_~_.,
P· 35.
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2.
~lings

Identification with 1-bther-Father rmages:

Reservoir of

of Reaction Schenas to Perscns?

Piaget considers the relationship of nother, father and familial
,images central to identification of the child in relationship to others.
Is it through the process of transference or displacement of the notherfather imago througoout the person's life to others that accounts for the
person's relationship to others?
First, Piaget surrmarizes Freud's position:
The Freuiiians give a simple schelre of explanation that is clear and
simple at first. I will recall two or three of these concepts: (1)
fixation of the unconscious to the past; the individual has experienced
in the past an affective experience when he made a choice of the object.
The image of the nother or the father is engraved in the unconscious
during the individual's whole existence and the unconscious influences,
with:mt awareness of the subject, his conduct because there is a
fixation fran previous experiences.
We are told, for example, that a man all his life loves only one

wanan, his nother, aril he keeps looking for the .image of his nother
under different fonns, either reSE!Tbling her or correcting that Imago.
In the ~ fashion, the authority of the father will play a role by
35
fixating in the past, that which is continued through new experiences.

But What does this role of the 'imago' consist of?

Piaget then

goes on to treat the Freudian concepts of Transference and Projection.
He counters Freud's concept of 'transference' by saying this notion of

displacement of the activity aril affectivity of others is much nore.
It is a restructuration of the entire affective and cognitive universe,
the other perscn beccmes an independent d:>ject, that is pennanent
and autonarous, relationships between self and others are not sinply
between the subject's activity and an external object. 'Ihese relationships start to beccme true exchange relationships be~ the self
and the other person. Fran there will result valuation, nore i.mpc:n;tant
and nore stable and the beginning of interpersonal noral feelings.36

wnm

Piaget presents a new hypothesis to the continuity of feeling in
35
Ib'd P· 92 •
-~-·'
36Ib'd
_~_., p. 37.
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the life of the person.

Rather than adopting the Freudian interpretation

of unconscious fixation to primitive impulses as though oonsciousness

aaa.pts to nEM cirCUllStances yet nnconsciously preserves primitive feelings
frCIU the ever-present rmconscious of the past, Piaget presents the idea

of new and tmique feelings in each cirCI.lffiStance, but in association with
a cognitive-affective Reaction Schema of Persons developed fran the life
of the person.

Thus, according to Piaget, every affective response to a

situation is 're-created' rmiquely by the person rather than preservation
of archaic feelings surging fran the rmoonscious to the conscious.
A gcod example is cited regarding this hypothesis in treating the
feeling of aggressivi ty:
Certainly, we can invoke the topographical layer of the unconscious
by Freud, distinguishing two regions with the mental life, the unconscious and the conscious; Aggressivi ty then ccmes to the surface
of the conscious but then disappears into the unconscious to care back,
etc. In the first hypothesis, there would be preservation of the
affective charge; the feeling is preserved and there is continuity
in this case. In this example, it is obvious that our whole life
would be influenced by our m::>ther and father image charged with these
feelings.
But there is no real proof that it exists this way; the fact to be
explained is oontinuity, but continuity could care fran Schanas of
Reaction, witlx:>ut bothering with unconscious representations.
Aggressivity is only the result of m::nentaneous imbalance bebNeen two
temperarrents in a position. The oontinuity factor would be the
temperament, (i.e., the whole of the Reaction Schernas) oonfronted
by the oonflict because there will be tensions of opposite reactions.
Once the balance is re-established, there will be no dealing with
aggressivity. What is preserved is neither unconscious images nor
feelings, but what I would call 'Scba:nas of Reactions ' . 37
Here' Piaget sees tension of aggressive feelings caning fran the oonflict
of two ~amants (the 'Reaction Schanas' of two persons) and oontinuing
until equilibriun is established through resolution of the conflict.
He explains and defines 'Sclanas in Reaction to Persons' by
37
Ib'd
_l.!_.,
p. 95 •

Tow~
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saying:
I want to avoid calling 'affective schemas for persons' and 'cognitive
schana.S for objects 1 • What I'm saying is that all Schanas are roth
cognitive and affective with nore or less degrees accorcli.nJ to the
interests towards the objects and persons to which the schanas are
directed.
What are the schemas? The 1 schema' is a node of reactions susceptible
to be reprcrluced and generalized, for example, sensorimotor intelligence
to describe the behavior of the infant. 1 Schanas 1 are tools for active
generalization.38
The sdleroas preserve thanselves as a node of reaction and all these
schanas cc:mpose the personality of the person. These nodes of reaction
tend towards sul::Inission, liberation, revolt, etc. 39
Piaget 1 s obsavations on

1

love 1 in relationship to this concept

are quite interesting:
IDve itself, no matter how great, does not always have the Salll;:! degree
of intensity. Proust speaks of 1 the intennissions of the heart 1 ; there
is 1 acedia 1 S};Oken of by the mystics; one may ha"'iie an intense feeling,
then an intennission. There are fluctuations, oscillaticns. What
happens? Is it always the Salll;:!? Evecy DCM and then, would it burst
into the conscious and 1:h:m disappear into the unconscious? Or do
we have two individuals who understand one another and whose schema
of reactions understand one another by canplerrentary reactions? If
this is the case, they will re-create again and again the Saill;:! feeling without preserving the feeling as such. Sene people would prefer
40
the re-creation of the feeling rather than the feeling being preserved.
To better understan:i the identification process with the m:>ther

am

father, Piaget talks about the superego of the child being 'the proto-

type of Reaction Schanas 1 and interrelates these concepts by reflectin:r:

The prototype of these Reactions Schemas is the superego. The superego is the interiorization of the parents and source of the kind of
noral authority which will generate all kinds of results. It is an
example to initiate, a source of obligation, duty, guilt, selfpunishrrent, that can be attached to the superego. It is a pr:ine
~le of Reaction Schemas.
It is not only identification of nother
or father, an image of the past to which everything else is reduced
38Ib.d
_1._., p. 95.
39Ib.

~.,

p. 94.

40Ib.d
_~_., p. 94.
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to the present situation, but the sut:erego is the product of continuous
assimilation and by analogy be~ the present situation that reminds
us of the past and the situations previously lived in the fcmily.
The sut:erego is, on the other hand, schema susceptible of generalization. It is not only a tool for repetition. The individual who
has a strong superego gives the orders. and carrnands h:irnself .•• new
carmands that he ;imposes on himself. He .imposes new directions on
the top that he has received and lived with in relationship to the
experience of his parents in past tines. 41
In SUliiiarY, then, Piaget sees the continuity of feeling throughout

tre person's life caning not fran a preservation of feeling, reappearing
fran the unconscious, but rather in association with a cognitive-affective
sc:tena of Reactions to Persons developed throughout life an:i feeling, in
association with Reaction to Persons being 're-created' and 'unique' .
Piaget does not, hc:Mever, underestimate the ;importance of the rrotherfather image when he says in a .later work:

"As for the love of a child for

his parents, bloc:rl ties could hardly explain the int:irnate cx:mnunion of
valuation which makes practically all the values of the small child det:endent
on the image of his rrother and father. "

42

Piaget's general philosophy of the child's interaction between
heredity and enviroment and the .importance of continuous interaction
seans to be a vi tal ccmponent to understanding the rrother-father Imago,
rumely, that the images are affectively incorporated by the child and are
the first images to establish a Reaction Schema to Persons.

HcMever,

while these images are critical to the rudirrentary Schema of Persons
devleoped in the child, Piaget differs fran Freud in that he does not

see the images as 'static' or 'preserved' ; rather there are continuous
41

Ib'd
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p. 98 •

J ean P1aget,
.
. Psy:cholog1'cal Studies, trans 1a ted by Anita
.
SlX

zer and David Elkind, New York: Randan House,

1964, p. 36.
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interactions resulting fran the Reaction Schanas to Persons that are ongoing, unique and 're-created.'.

With Piaget' s belief in 'will' which he

included in affectivity, t:.h=re is 'choice' .:irrplied. which differs fran the
determinism of Freud.

The concept of 'Reaction Schemas to Persons' seems

to be a concept to rmderstand better that the reaction of the child to the
absent parent in divorce holds rrore hope in reaching the child's Imago of
rother-father and having continuous reactions and interactions which are
unique and 're-created.' in each encormter.

Exarrples might be in the

extended family of the child (e. g. , grandfather, rmcles, etc. ) where the
absent parent might be the father.

It poses the question, though, as to

what happens when the image of the absent parent is strong and leaves the
child rmresolved as to the causality of the divorce, thus affectively
producing in the child grief, anger, and abandonrrent?
3.

Reaching the Child:

Not Attainable Until the Child Can

Verbalize in Treatment or Possible Through the Child's Play?
Piaget felt the child is primarily reached through play in conveying
the preoperational, symbolic thought.

First, Piaget discusses imitation in relationship to play.
types of imitation are identified.:

Three

(1) sporadic imitation in the form of

'contagion' (sare other person or action is present that the child imitates);
(2) llnitation of a knCMn rrodel in opposition to new :rrodels; and (3) systematic llnitation of new rrodels, including unknCMn elerrents such as
parts

of the l:xxly.

unknCMn

This allCMS the infant to establish correspondence

be~ visible parts of another person's l:xxly, particularly the hands and

the face and the parts of one's
but not visually.

CMn

l:xxly, which the child knCMS tactilely

The child becanes aware of the difference between

self and activity through this imitation.

Piaget later on talks about

37

•deferred .imitation' involving

~al

.llnagery and symbolic thought.

43

Piaget sees imitation as the converse and canplementary of play.
''What is repeated and rehearsed in imitative play are the actions of others,
and events witnessed and heard of rather than experiences.

The child can

jnlitate only to the extent to which he has already learned or becxrce capable
.
. to action.
.
" 44 P1aget
.
then goes on to shaw
of translatmg
Vl'sual cues m
symbolic schemas in relationship to the play of the child, a fonn that he
sees as expressing the cognitive-affective schema of the child.

He presents

in his lectures nine fonns of syrrbolic schema applied to play:
1.

The nost elementary is one which I call 'symbolic schema.s • , that
is, schemas borrat.Jed fran action and which could provide opportunities for the same exercise of play which transfonns the child's
action. This is the beginning of representation; example: the
teddy bear that sleeps.

2.

Applying new schenas to objects; example:
teddy bear to sleep.

3.

The ass.imilation of one abject to another; it is systematic in which
anything beccrres anything else: example:
the child noving a
shell over a piece of cardboard and saying 'rra:M' because he saw
a cat.

4.

Another symbolic play is reprcrlucing entire scenes, continuous,

not ITD'fentaneous; example:
5.

the child putt.inJ the

the child directing plays.

Another variety is a reprcrluction of lived scenes but with the use
of reasoning; example: Piaget tells of walking with a child in
the nountains and warning the child not to get too near the precipice because it was dangerous. The child invented a boy narred
'Cadile' wl'n fell over the edge and played what might be the
result of Piaget' s caution to the child if not heeded.

6.

Games consisting not only of reprcrlucing reality, but transfonning
it in the sense of canpensation in play activity; example: the
child, afraid of a dog at a gate, ircm:rliately organizing play to
acquire courage at not being frightened of the dog.
43
Jean Piaget, "Syrrbolic Play," fran Play, Its Role in Develc:ptent
and Evolution, edited by Jerane Bruner, Na>1 York: Basic Books, Inc., 1976,
p. 563.
44
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Susanna Millar, The Psychology of Play, Baltinnre:

1968 , p. 164.
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Books,
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7.

A form of play called liquidation. Piaget points out there are,
very often in reality, experiences not assimilated by affectivity,
for whatever reason, and this situation reappears in play until it
is canpletely integrated into reality. Piaget tells alx>ut using a
shovel in the garden and accidentally hitting his daughter, whereup::>n Jacqueline began to cry and Piaget told her 'he was sorry'.
She continued to cry until she picked up the shovel, hit him, and
when he didn't say anything, she said, "Say I' rn sorry ..•. ' ,
whereupon she was able to oontinue her play in the garden without
any further interruption.

8.

What I will call symbolic cycles which will oontinue sorretilres
for a day or weeks with a central person and all sorts of variations
with that person; exarrple: a play alx>ut a dwarf girL

9.

Finally, a last category which will infer syrrbolic play with several
people and beccrres collective. Therefore, it doesn't transform
right away the symbol, whether individual or collective. It is
difficult to tell whether the child implies social participation
or egocentric play. There also is differentiation of the individual
from a collective syrnbol.45
This schema of the evaluation of the play was preliminary to the ideas

that Piaget was later to develop in his beck, Play, Dreams, and Imitation

in Childhood

(Appendix B, p. 240) .

Piaget sees play as primary in reaching the child's view of reality.
He

sees 'dream analysis' as also helpful, and discusses 'dreams' when

considering the child:
In sh:Ming the continuity of play and symbolic thought, this can be

shown by the very teclmiques of psychology teaching. In the psychoanalysis of the child, which had not been developed in the beginning of
Freudianism but was given birth to specialized rrethcrls by Anna Freud
and .Melanie Klein, you knav, tffire teclmique of child psychoanalysis
precisely utilized play because it is difficult to get information,
accurate information, on dreams from children and rrore difficult to
get associations of ideas relating to dreams. The teclmique of dream
analysis was r~laced by play analysis and there is canplete oontinuity
between both. 46
Piaget shows the creative process of the child

~ressed

in the gam=

of play which gives free rein to one's imagination or the symbolic

45
46

p. 192.

Ibid., pp. 172-174.
Jean Piaget, res Relations entre L'Affectivite' et L'Intelligence,

39
tl'X>ught within which she;1le roordinates freely diverse elem:mts arrl :personifies them.

"This leads to the idea that the affective life of the child

is orienterl to.vards the social, material reality on the one hand, while

an the other, to.vards that liverl by the 'me' of the child including his
. con fl'l.Cts and Joys.
.
" 47
desires, his
The various stages of play represent, to Piaget, how the child may
be reached for the

play.

child~ s

sy.mbolisn arrl reconstruction of reality through

Piaget ackn.o.vlerlges that the follCMers of Fretrl, namely Melanie

Klein and Arma Fretrl, have developed play therapy.
forem:>st in the techniques of play therapy.

Melanie Klein seems

Piaget, though, challenges

the Freudian concept that the child must be at a verbal level for therapy

and points out how the child may be reacherl at the preverbal level through

play.
In conclusion, Piaget defines the relationship of affectivity and

intelligence as "the energizing force of behavior depending upon affectivity,
\lhereas the structures deperrl upon cognitive functions, and. that affectivity

is constantly at work in the functioning of thought, but it does not create

new structures."

48

He shows that there is a parallelisn in the stages of

intellectual and affective developrent.

This parallelisn is helpful in

understanding the dlild' s cognitive thinking arrl the relationship of
affectivity to the presch::x:>l child arriving at a sense of self.
Intellectual Unconscious
Anthony states that Piaget believerl in the existence of an intel47Annunciacion de Bevilacqua, "Creativity in the Child," 1-bntevideo,
~I'llJUay, World Organization for Preschool Education Conference, Conference
~s, Quebec City, canada, Au;ust, 1980, p. 6.
48
Jean Piaget, res Relations entre L'Affectivite et L'Intelligence,
p. 32.
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J_ect:JJa1 unconscious, which Piaget

saw as c:x:mparable to the affective

unconscioUS postulate1 by Freud.

Anthony points out that the Piagetian

cx:ncept of the intellectual unconscious was "not a separate region of the
Jlli,nd, a limbo of forgotten ideas and affects waiting for a stimulus to
~e,

but rather as part of a continuous rcovanent along a conscious49
unconscious spectxun. "
Piaget agreed with Binet that "thought is an
unconscious activity of the :mirrl" and though the ego was conscious of the
contents of its thought it knew nothing of the structural and functional

reasons that forced it to think in a particular way and was not aware of the
i,nnen'lX)st nechanisns that directed this t.l"ought.
sciousness was neede1 in the field of cognition.

Piaget felt that uncon50

Anthony notes the follaving similarities between the intellectual

and affective unconscious as found in Piaget' s writings:
1.

Cognitive repression has a similar inhibiting role to that of
affect repression. In the cognitive sphere, this neans that an
earlier schema cannot be integrate1 into the system of conscious
concepts and is therefore el.imina.ted by one of b.K> processes conscious suppression or unconscious repression.

2.

The 'return of the unconscious' fran the intellectual unconscious
consists of a reconstruction through conceptualization where the
cognitive unconscious is furnishe1 with sensorlirotor or operational
schs:nas organized into structures that carry the potential of
future intellectual activity.

3.

The conceptual reconstruction characteristic of 'becaning unconscious' may encounter conflict on the way arrl manifest itself in
partial or distorted fann. '!his would be tantarrount to an 'intellectual ccrnplex'. (catharsis in the affective sphere is similar
to cognitive conceptualization. )

Conceptualization, catharsis and remembering do not represent the
emergence of dynamically conflicting ideas and feeli.JBs, but consist
9
Ioui
: E. J~s Anthony, "Notes an Eroc>tions and Intelligence," St.
s, Missour1., 1982, p. 50.
4.

soib.
~-,

p. 50.
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of a reconstruction of past sdlernas (intellectual and at'Otional)
in terms of the present. Aca::>rding to Piaget, rrerory works 1 like
a historian who reconstructs the past, in part deductively, on
the basis of dOC1.ll1el1ts which are always, to sare extent, incomplete. He offers this analogy in opposition to Freud 1 s picture
of the archaeologist 1 digging up the past 1 •
. • •Cognitive rrerories w:rre not retained in the unconscious, but
rather as sch3nas of actions or operations that were constantly
adapted to the present and oriented toward equilibration as a
continuous structural process.51
Thus, Piaget shc:Ms a strong relationship between intellectual and
affective life and believes that just as Freud has shown the "affective
unconscious" in his work, Piaget believes in the "intellectual unconscious"
operative in the child.

surrmary
Piaget discusses his differences with Freud in three areas.

First

he considers the question of whether the mental functions of the child are

not yet evolved or whether the child represses rrerories, particularly in
the first year of life.

Piaget believes the infant in the first year is

incapable of symbolic and evocative rrerrories.
cissisrn without Narcissus 1 •

The infant is in

1

nar-

Secondly, Piaget considers familial images

and whether they evoke preserved feeling through displacenent or trans-

ference to new persons and objects or whether feeling is fresh and unique
in each evolving situations but
activation of

1

1

re-created 1 in the present m:::ment by the

Reaction Schema of Persons 1 •

Thirdly, Piaget speaks of

reaching affectivity-cognitive sch3nas in the child by their imitation and
play·

He describes in his lectures nine stages of play which he later

elaborates on in his book, Play, Dreams, and Imitation in Childhood (1962)

~

B, p. 240).

Piaget also discusses the presence of the intellectual

51Ib'
~- , pp. 50-51.
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uncxmscious and how he sees it operative in the child.
Relationship of Irnitation and Mental Image
Piaget links imitation with mental image.
of rental image as seen in the following diagram:

He defines the process
52

Diagram 3
:0,1"'1VL

.'.LL,; .t'Ul\IL.T.LUI.'J

(Differentiation Between Signified and Signifier)
COLLECI'IVE SYMBOLIZER - - -

- SIGN

t

IDITERNAL IMITATION- - - -

- - - - SOCIALIZATION

SIGNIFIER

t

INDIVIDUAL SYMBOLIZER - -

- - - - - SYMBOL

t

lliTERNAL IMITATION- - -

- - - - - .MENI'AL IMAGE

t

MEANING- - -

- - - - -

- INDEX, SIGNAL - SIGNIFICANT

t

PERCEPI'ION- -

- - - PARr OBJECI'

t

REALITY - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - OBJECI' - EVENT - BEHAVIOR SIGNIFIED

Piaget, in the Psychology of the Child, states that although true rrental
representations do not exist in the early sensorirrotor sub-stages, young
babies do begin to rerognize significates, that is, the actual object,
event, action or behavior that is immediately present in the real environrnent.

The baby identifies same salient features or part of the significate

as an indicator that the schema is present.

53

Piaget does not believe that

the child is thinking in truly representative fashion until the child can
intemally evoke same word or image in the mind without same fonn of
external cue.

For the child to understand a oollective symbolizer, the

child must first be able to imitate a schema in its presenoo; then the child
52
.
Clara Schuster and Shirley Ashburn, The Process of Human Develop--!_, Boston: Little, BrCMn and Carpany, 1980, p. 245.

~

.
.
Jean P1aget and Barbel Inhelder, The Psychology of the Ch1ld,
anslated by H. Weaver, New York: Basic Books, 1969.

tr
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J[lllSt imitate the schema when it is absent.

This 'delayed imitation' in

itself is proof that the child can internally represent or fo:r:m a mental
jjnage of the selected schana (internal imitation) .

The attainrrelt of

symbOlic functioning manifests itself when the child is between two and

four years of age.

54

This is the tirre for "make-believe" or symbolic play.

Thus, the child learns to act in thought on his/her :images of
objects·

Eventually, "these internal actions, perceived as imagined :rrove-

nents will themselves fo:r:m 'a schema. '"

55

The next step is to try to detennine the relationship between
:Unages and imitation.

In this respect, imitation seems to be both the

instrunent of transition leading fran the sensorirrotor stage to the symbolic
and the very source of images, which would be deferred and internalized
..

lllU.ta

t'J.on. 56

When, then, does Piaget see the child being capable of imagery?

As

early as 1935, Piaget was pondering this relationship of imitation to mental
;

imagery as seen in an essay fran Institut des Science de L'Education, Les

,

Theories de L'Imitation, when he said:
Imitation is not fran birth nor a piece of equipnent in the service of
intelligence nor a sirrple production. It is that intelligence that
is an aspect of representation. It is the sensori:Irotor representation
that prepares interior representation. The progress of the process of
imitation has, then, victories of canprehension which include sensorinotor mechanisms with assimilation and gradual accrnmx1ation. The
54
Schuster and Ashburn, The Process of Human Developtent, p. 245.
55
·
Brian Rotman, Jean Piaget: Psychologist of the Real, Ithaca, NY:
Comen University Press, 1977, p. 41.
56
P
Jean Piaget and Barbel Inhelder, "Intelligence," ~irrental
~logy: Its Scope and Method, edited by Jean Piaget arrl Paul Fraisse;
anslaterl by Therese Surridge, lDndon: Routledge and Ke:Jan, 1969, p. 91.
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a rru.s
en explanation.

piaget notes that image poses a problem in distinguisJring between "pro-

longing the .imnediate :m::nent by a perception" and "the search for under-

standing. " He states that it is i.np:>rtant to study precisely the relation-

shiP between these diverse significations and when the activity of repres.

entation begms •

,.58

In an unpublishoo lecture fo1md in the UNESCO Archives (July 18,
1947, Paris, France) in Geneva, Switzerland, Piaget <Xm!'ents tJ1at "on the
psychological plane, the child thinks, at first, by rreans of intuitive
images and later by concrete

pr~sses

born of action which are not yet

translatable into abstract propositions ..•. "

59

When then do these intuitive

ilnages begin?
Concerning this stage of developrent at which images appear, what we
have said aves much to oonjecture. Psych:::>analysts date back imaged
syrrbols to well before the level of the second year, which is where
~ ourselves situaterl it (with syrrOOlic play and deferred .imitation).
The discussions which one of us (Piaget) had on this subject at the
Menninger Foundation at Topeka (U.S.A.} led to the conclusion that the
nost appropriate verification of this stage 'WOuld be to apply to
infants at various levels of devel~t, the techniques userl by Derrent
and Wolpert to record eye novenents during sleep. There is no doubt,
indeed, that dreams begin before the age of 11 to 16 rronths, but are
they ITOtor dreams (e.g., dogs barking while they sleep) or symbolic
dreams?60
57
Jean Pia_get, Ies ~ies De L'Imitation, Geneva, Institut
des Sciences deL 'Education, Cahiers de Perlagogie exper.i.rrentale et de
Psycrologie de 1 'Enfant, 6, 1935, p. 6.

.
~ Jean Piaget, La Fonnation du Symbole chez L'Enfant, Imitation,
1el;l et reve Image et Representation, Institut de Rousseau, Geneva,
Switzerland, 1945, p. 8.
59
'11.--..Jean Piaget, "The M:>ral Developn211t of the Adolescent in 'IWo
·.n~ of Society, ,Pr.llnitive and :r-kJdern," Se:ninar on Education for International Understanding at Sevres, Paris, France, July 18, 1947, unpublished,
8

p. 4.

60 .
PJ.aget, "Intelligence," p. 139.
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Imitation, then, is a continued process both in the sensorirrotor

and preoperational periods while m:mtal imagery in
present before the second year.

the child seans to be

To the pre-school child of divorce, the

mental image of the absent parent would be developing around the middle
of the second year of life.
Affective Object Constancy
The purpose of this investigation is to detennine the COTL:ection
what psychoanalysis calls 'object relations' in the area of
the errotional developuent of the infant, and the developnental stages
of the schema. of pennanent objects which I attarpted to analyze in
1937 in the area of the develq:ment of intelligence. 61

be~

Piaget here refers to his work, The Construction of Reality in the Child,
and particularly his chapter on "The Developrent of Object Concept."

72

In this work, Piaget arploys the tenn "pennanence" for the achievem:mt of

an d:>ject concept (Stage VI in sensorirrotor developnent) and refers to

o::nstancy as an attribute of pennanence; thus, constancy is not identical

with penna.nence.

"Constancy'' then refers to the stable, objective, pennan-

E!'lt attributes of things which implies autonany fran the subject and his
perceptions or his actions. n 63
"The evolution of 'things' to 'objects' takes place gradually
fran the beginning of life to sarewhere between 18 to 24 nonths; it
61
.
Jean Piaget, "Foreward," Intelligence and Affectivity in Early
Cllildhood, Ther~se Gouin Decarie, translated by Elisabeth and lewis
Biairlt, New York: International University Press, 1965, p. xi.
62
tz:
Jean Piaget, The Construction of Reality in the Child (1937),
anslated by Margaret Cook, New York: Basic Books, 1954, pp. 1-96.
63
.
Selma Frailierg, "Libidinal Object Constancy and Mental Represen~~·: The Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, 14, New York: International
1ty Press, 1969, p. 77.
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corresponds to the six stages of general sensor:im::>tor intelligence."

64

It was Heinz Hartmann (1952) who first referred to the tenn
"cbject constancy,'' relating it to the -work of Piaget.

65

Mahler was to use the term "anotional object constancy. "

Later, Margaret
66

It was the -work

of Therese Gouin oecarie (1963, 1965) that focused on the connection
be~

what psychoanalysts called "abject relations" in the area of

sootional develq:ment and the develq:mental stages of the schema of
pennanent objects.

necarie, in her }:x:x:)k Intelligence and Affectivity in

Early Childhood, follows the investigation of ninety infants and concludes
that her studies had proven the existence of a close link between intellectual develq:ment analyzed under the specific aspects of abject concept
(Piaget) and affective develq:ment analyzed under the specific aspect of

abject relations (psychoanalysis).

67

;

Hc:MeVer, DeCarie attenpt.Erl to bridge the gap by advancing Piaget 1 s
criteria for 'evocative mrory' (£ran 15 to 18 rronths - Piaget) by placing
the child's evocative mrory for her;his rrother figure at 12 rronths.

Piaget, in an othel:wise cc:rcroon:latory preface to nS:arie 1 s Intelligence arrl
Affectivity in Early Childhood, took exception to this revision of his
criteria for evocative m:m:>ry and affinrEd his position on the 18 rronth old

~ese Gouin ~ie, A Study of the Marrtal and Errotional Development of the Thalidan.ide Child, Geneva, Switzerland, Archives of Piaget,
1ll1pllblisherl, 1963, p. 18.
.
6

65

Heinz Hartmann, "The Mutual Influences in the Develq:ment of
~o and Id," Essays on Ego Psycoology, New York: International University
ess, 1964, pp. 155-182.
66
Schuster, The Process of Human Develo,ptent, p. 273.
67
.
M:x1g1l, Piagetian Research, pp. 21-22.
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criteria, citing corroboration fran other studies.

68

For Piaget, "the capacity to sustain the image of an object
independent of perception which, as :rreasured on the objective scale of
69
piaget, has short duration at Stage IV (8-12 months). "
"It is the conservation of the object assured fran the sensori-rrotor schema of object
permanence (that schema. is elaborated in the course of the first ten to
70
twelve nonths of the infant.)"

The capacity to sustain the image gains

relative autonany fran the presenting stimulus at Stage VI of sensorinotor
71
period (18 rronths).
This concept seems to parallel closely the findings of Piaget that
the child's images originate in the "internalization of imitation"
the middle of the second year of the child.

72

arotmd

Both imagery and errotional

dJject constancy seen to be processes contingent on the develOfi0011t of
73
evocative nerory in the child.
Consequently, both the child's image and
arotional c:bject constancy of the parents sean contingent as to when the
child reaches the stage of evocative rrarory which Piaget places at eighteen
nonths.

This stage of evocative rrrerrory has important irrplications as to

how the child, previous to eighteen rronths, is affected by the crisis of

divorce.
68
Fraiberg, "Libidinal Object COnstancy," pp. 34-35.

69Ib.d
_J._., p. 43.
70
"
,
,
.
Jean Piaget, Episterrologie et Psychologie De L'Identite, Geneva,
Switzerland: Presses Universitaires De France, 1968, p. 1.
7

~aiberg,

"Libidinal Object COnstancy," p. 243.

72
Jean Piaget and Barbel Inhelder, Mental Imagery in the Child
(translated fran the French by P. A. Chilton), New York: Basic Books,
! 971, p. 367.

73Ib.d
_J._.

I

p. 381.
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Characteristics of

Pr~ational

Thinking of the Child (2-6 years)

Whether v.e stW.y children in Geneva, Paris, New York, or M::>sCXM, in
the :rrountains of Iran or the heart of Africa, or an island in the
pacific, we observe everywhere certain ways of conducting social
exchanges between children or be~ children and adults which act
through their functioning alone, regardless of the context of information handed down through education. 74
'!he cognitive processes of the child between two and six years, whether in
a triadic relationship of mother-father-child or a dyadic relationship of

parent-child, are :i.np:>rtant to recognize for these processes are the tools
of the child to structure reality.
Other Piagetian concepts of the child' s pre-operational thinking
{2-6

years) are surmarized by Flavell and incluie:

(1)

egocentricism;

(2) centration; (3) irreversibility; and (4) transductive reasoning.

Elkind adds:

75

(5) ph.encnenalistic causality; (c) animism; and (7} purposivism. 76

Piaget also discusses:

(8) artificialism; and (9) creativity.

77 78
'

Egocentricism
Egocentricisrn, a central concept in the pre-operational period of
the child, is dealt with by Piaget in his book entitled the Psychology of

74

Jean Piaget, "Piaget Now, Parts 1, 2, and 3" (Piaget in discussion with B. Hill), T:i.Jres Educational Supplerrent, 11 (February 11, 18
and 25, 1972) , p. 35.
York:

75
J. H. Flavell, 'Ihe Developre.ntal Psycholo;tY of Jean Piaget, New
Van Nostrand, 1963, p. 156.
76

David Elkind and Irvmg Wemer, Developrent of the Child, New
John Wiley Crnpany, 1978, pp. 242-243.
77
.
and
Jean P1aget, Child's Conception of the World (translated by Joan
.Andrcw Tanlmson), Totowa, New Jersey: Adams and Canpany, 1969, pp. 350394

York:

78

Jctns
Jean Piaget, "Creativity,"
JeanneHopkins University, Baltinore,

Talk in 1972 Ei~ Synposium,
Maryland, prmted in Appendice B,
lbl tte Gallagher and Kim Reid, 'Ihe learning 'Iheory of Piaget and Inhelder,
terrey, California: Brooks/Cole, 1981, pp. 228-229.
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-

Intelligence.

011!1 viEM·

79

Egocentricisn is defined. as an embeddedness o~ one's

At an early stage of cognitive developrent, the child is unable

to shift mental perspective in ox:der to differentiate arrong several aspects

of an event and

be~

his;her

CMn

and other points of view.

centric child is unwittingly the prisoner of his;her

CMn

"The ego-

individual per-

spective and largely ignorant and unconcerned with the differing perspectives

of other :peop1e •

.. so

Because the only thought on the pre-operational child's mind is
"this is how the world looks to me," she;he never questions his;her

CMn

tb:>ughts because th=y are "the only thoughts possible and Im.lst be correct."
UnaWare that she;he is egocentric, the child smuld be described as being
self-centered rather than selfish.

81

In discussing egocentricism, we can look at cognitive developrent

as involving several cognitive tasks.

These tasks includ.e:

(1) the dif-

ferentiation between transient and abiding facets of reality; (2) the differentiation between cbjective and subjective aspects of reality; and (3)
the differentiation between universal and particular facets of reality.
At each stage of developnent, these factors have a different content and

structure, but the sane type of differentiation must be made.

A child 1 s

future at any given level of developrent to make one or all of these
differentiations is evidence of egocentricisn. 82
79
Jean Piaget, The Psychology of Intelligence, New York:
and Brace Cc:Irpany, 1950, p. 3.
BOMod .

gJ.l, Piagetian Research, p. 39.

81

Schuster, The Process of Human Developrent, p. 24 7.

8

~lk.ind,

The Child 1 s Reality, p. 86.

Harcourt
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For the child left to himself re:nains egocentric. By which we nean
simplY this - just as, at first the mind, before it can dissociate
what belongs to objective laws fran v.hat is bound up with the sum of
subjective conditions, confuses itself with the universe, so does the
child begin by understanding and feeling everything through the nedium
of himself before distinghishing mat belongs to things and other people
fran what is the result of his own particular intellectual and affective
perspective.
At this stage, therefore, the child cannot be conscious of his own
tmught, since ccnsciousness of self implies a :perpetual canparison of
the self with other people. Thus, fran the logical point of view,
egocentricisrn would sean to involve a sort of alogicalit:•, such that
saretiroes affectivity gains the ascendant over objectivity and satetimes the relations arising fran :personal activity prove stronger than
the relations that are independent of the self.83
Michael Chandler, fran Canada, for exarrq:>le, does an interesting study on

tn: egocentric thinking of psychotic parents with children having "egocentric confusion."

The child is fixated at egocentricism because the

parents lack m:Xleling of :perspective skills.

84

Centration
Another characteristic of pre-operational thinking is evidenced

wren

the child tends to 'center' or focus on one aspect of a situation, so

that she/he neglects to process infonnation fran other as:pects of the
situation.

sallE

She/he is aware of :rruch less in a situation, such as the crisis

divorce hitting the family.

This inability to explore all the aspects of

a situation relaterl to the child's incapacity to 'de-center 1 limits the
the pre-operational child's ability to solve the simplest of problems.

85

83
Jean Piaget, The 1-bral Judgrrent of the Child (1932), translated
by Marjorie Gabain, New York: The Free Press, 1965, p. 400.
8
\ti.chael J. Chandler, "Role-Taking, Referential camrunication and
~tric Intrusions in 1-bther--<llild Interactions of Children Vulnerable
~Jisk. of Parental Psych:>sis," The Child in His Fanily at Psychiatric
I974 , Yeru:book of the International Association for Child Psychiatry, 1,
' pP. 347-357.
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Schuster and Ashburn, The Process of Human Developoont, p. 247.
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In Piaget' s ~ry, the child's ability to shift perspectives or
, a.e-center' is a significant determinant of his/her level of cognitive develapnent. Accordingly, the progress of k:nCMledge requires
a perceptual refonnulation of previous :t:oints of view. The ability
to shift perspective or 'taking the role of the other' is also
86
imJ?Ortant in the developnent of role-taking and camnmication skills.
piaget and Inhelder have suggested that factors of parent-child interaction

are

imJ?Ortant to achieve de-centererl thought.

87

This is also substantiated

in a sttrly by Bruno Anth:>ny of his work with the St. louis High-Risk
Children' s Project.

This study includes 114 families containing 335

children and in it Anthony tests

the variable of de-centration using the

NJr (Affect Discrimination Test) as a test instnmlent.

88

Irreversibility
Irreversibility is characteristic if a child cannot reverse his/
her thoughts and consequent!y she/he cannot follow his/her line of reasoning
back to its beginnings.

One of the best examples to illustrate the irreversibility of thought
that is present at this age is to ask a four year old if he has a
brother. He will say 'yes' (assuming that he really does have a
brother) but when he is asked if that brother has a brother, he will
answer 'no' . By the age of seven, nore than half of all children will
solve this kind of prd:>lem correctly. 89
Piaget cormecterl the concept of irreversibility with defining the preqlerational thought of the child wl'El he says:

"'What do these institutions

86

J. H. Flavell, P. T. Blotkin, C. L. Fry, J. W. Wright arrl P. E.
Javis, The Developne.nt of Role-Taking and Ccmmmication Skills in Children,
New York: Wiley and Canpany, 1968, p. 40.

87Modg.
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11, P1aget1an Research, p. 52.
88
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. . Bruno J. Anthony, "Piagetian Egocentricism, Einpathy arrl Affect
~llTli.nation in Children at High Risk for Psychosis," The Child in His
Sdily at Psychiatric Risk, Yearbook of the International Association for
-- d~sychiatry, l, 1974, pp. 359-360.
89Schuster, The Process of Human Developnent, p. 248.
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lack in order to becane operational and to be transfonre:i into a logical

system?

They lack the capacity to prolong actions already familiar to the

subject so that trey becare both IOC>bile and reversible.

Primary intuitions

are always characterized by rigidity and irreversibility. "
piaget addressed UNESCO in 1971, he c::x::mrented:

90

Also, when

"Fran the psychological

I,X)int of view, the years fran 4 to 6 (and even rrore so those fran 2 to 4,
although we still lack systematic knCMledge of them) may be described as
'pre-operational' in the sense that the subject is still unable to handle
reversible operations (addition and subtraction, converse proportions, etc)."

91

Reversibility and de-rentration were two important characteristics that led
to 'reciprocity' for Piaget.

An exarrple of this is seen in Piaget' s reflection on a sirrple

exper:imant with the child.

"It is this absence of reversibility which

explains the nonconservationisn about which we spoke.

When the child pours

water fran one bottle, X, into a narra.ver bottle, Y, and says there is rrore
because the water rises higher, he is neglecting the fact that Y can be put
back into X."

92

Reversibility is an ilrportant factor in referential a:m-

rm.mication skills, that is, the ability of parents and children to identify
:ilrportant differences in one another's roles and points of view.

"Refer-

ential Camu.:mication is the nexus of inter-generational carmunication. "

93
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Piaget, Six Psycmlogical Stulles, p. 32.
91J
. EducatJ.on
.
. .
ean p·J.aget , Where 1.s
Heading? Intemati.onal CcmnissJ.on
en the Developrent of Education, Series B: Opinions, No. 6, dOCUITent
prepared for the Ccmni.ssion on the Developn;mt of Education which was
~stablished on application of Resolution 131, adopted by the General Conerence of UNESCO, Session 16, UNESCO Archives (unpublished), 1971, p. 8.
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Jean Piaget, "T.he Role of Acticn in the DevelOfilEilt of 'I'h..Ulking,"
~s in Research and 'lheory, edited by Willis OVerton & Jearmette Gallagher,
York: Plenum Press, 1977, p. 34.
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Chandler, "Role-Taking," p. 353.
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Reconstruction or reconstitution of a situation is the beginning
of the child's ability for reversibility, according to Piaget, "but let
rre recall that even in this case, we have always insisted on the fact that
all interiorization of action danands a reconstruction on the level of
conceptualization. "

94

Consequently, "the beginnings of anticipation and

reconstitution prepare for reversibility in the child."

95

This process from irreversibility to reversibility is necessary to
tmclerstand the parents' referential point of viev.r regarding the child and
the crisis of divorce.

Often, the child who is in the stage of reversibility

mixes ' self' and the 'crisis of divorce' together.
Transductive Reasoning
Transductive Reasoning can best be described as follows:
B occur together; A is present; B must be present."

96

"A and

Transductive reason-

ing is also synonyrrous with 'specific-to-specific' thinking.

If tvJo things

are alike in one aspect, the child reasons that they are alike in all
aspects; thus, a child who sees one' s father turn on the water to shave
may reason that the father is going to shave again the next tirre he/she
sees the father turn on the same source of water.

97

Transductive reasoning

produces phenomenalistic causality in a child.
Phenomenalistic Causality
"Phenarrena.listic causality is the belief that events which happen
94
Jean Piaget, "Fron Noise to Order: The Psychological Developuent
of Knowledge and Phenocopy in Biology," The Urban Reviev.r, ~(3}, 1975, p. 210.
95p.
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1aget, S1X Psycholog1cal Studies, p. 33.
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Elkind, Develq:nent of the Child, p. 243.
97

Schuster and Ashburn, The Process of Human Developoont, p. 248.
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t;Dgether cause one

an~r.

Pl:1enalalalistic causality is involved with

an;i.misn and artificialism, both of which reflect a confusion between the
98
psychic and the physical. "
Elkind CCI'llialts on the relationship between
the conrept of phenarenalistic causality and divorre when he says:
A verv camon

instanre of phencm:malistic causality thinking occurs

in the children of divorced couples. Such children are likely to
believe that sare misbehavior on their part brought about the separation.

The magical thought, which grCMS out of guilt feelings, further aggravates the guilt feelings and hence leads to the :perpetration of the
magical thought.99
Animisn
Another characteristic of young children • s thinking is animism,

the belief that the inanimate world is alive.

100

The animism of younger children is much rrore implicit and unfor:mulated.
They do not question whether things knCM what tl'Ey are doing, nor
'Whether things are alive or dead, since on no point has their animism
yet been shaken. They sirnply talk about things in the tenus used for
hunan beings, thus endowing them with will, desire, and conscious
activity.
Example: Rasmussen, age 4, said, 'Every nCM and tl'En, the rroon disappears0· :perhaps it goes to see the rain in the clouds or :perhaps it's
cold. •l 1
The understanding of the concept of animism is valuable in the area of play

therapy, for often the child ascribes "a :personality" to the rrother-father
dolls, reflective of their family situation facing divorce.
~sivism

Purposivism is seen as a part of Piaget' s explanation of the child's
98
Da.vid Elkind, The Child and Society, New York: Oxford University
Press, 1979, p. 214.
99-n....

~,

p. 214.

lOOElkind, Developrent of the Child, p. 243.
101_ .
.
k>l.aget, The Child's Conception of the World, p. 210.
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artificialism.

everything in

102
~

Purposivism describes the thinking of the child "that
world was made by and for man and that everything has a

purpose· Children's farrous
J?Oint of view. "

103

of put'};X)sivism:

'why' questions should be understood fran that

Piaget gives an experience to illustrate the concept

"A little boy was asked, 'Why does the rroon light up the

His reply was, 'Because the noon is not in charge'
104
(inability to distinguish betv.een physical and rroral laws) •

night and not the day?'

The child is groping with causality.

As Piaget states:

"But we

J'IDJSt recall that the developnent of causality is one with that of object
and of space.

A truly d:>jectified and spatialized causality presupfX)ses

beyond any doubt the existence of pennanent d:>jects whose displaca:nents

are arranged in groups independent of the self."

105

Objective causality follows stages in the cognitive thought of the
child, but

~

pre-operational stage that errphasizes purposivism has an

.i.nplication to the child' s unique response in answering the question, "Why
did my rrother and father divorce?"

Artificialism
Artificialism is associated with the artificialist answers of

children.

106

The relationship bet\Yeen artificialisrn and the annipotence

102Ib'd
_1._.

1

p. 357.

103Elkind, Developnent of the Child, p. 244.
104
Jean Piaget and Gilbert Voyot, "The Possible, the Impossible,
and ~Necessary," The Irnpa.ct of Piagetian Theory, edited by Frank Murray,
Balt.i.nore: University Park Press, 1979, p. 82.
105
Jean Piaget, The Construction of Realitv in the Child, translated
by Margaret Cook, New York: Basic Books, 1954, p. 264.
106p,
• 1
1.aget, The Child s Conception of the World, p. 350.
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that the child attributes to

one 1 s parents has sare bearing on \\hat

piaget offers to the understanding of the child of divorce.
The suprare paver of the parent is still :rrore essential to the point
of via-~ with which ~ are dealing. '!here are many instances on record
of children attributing extraordinary ~s to their parents. A little
gir1 asked her aunt 1 to make it rain' .
• • •We have frequently asked children, if their fathers could have made
the sun, the Saleve, the lake, the earth or the sky. They do not
hesitate to agree. Here is a myth which is very significant, in which
the annipotence of the parents is, it is true, transferred to a
symbolic plane but nevertheless remains quite clearly defined.l07

Other qualities attributed to the parents are related to tilre,
anniscience, and annipresence.

Piaget cx:mnents:

by younger children to be independent of tiire.

"Parents are also held
Children have asserted to

us that 'When their daddies cane into the world, the lake was not hollaved

out and the Saleve was not yet built. "
m:mt of annipresence.

108

Another quality is the develop-

"In connection with ubiquity, everyone can recall

the feeling of being follaved and watched 'Which guilty children experience.
The happy child also believes himself constantly to be knONn, understood,
and accc:rrpanied.

Adult anniscience expands into annipresence. n

109

Ho.vever, the child can experience disillusiornnent during this
pre-operational period:
As to anniscience that the child attributes to his parents, it is
revealed clearly enough by the crisis provoked when he finds his

parents out in ignorance or error.
'!he recollection of Edrmmd Gosse at first hearing his father say sarething which was not true. 'Here was the apalling discovery, never
suspected before, that Ito/ father was not as God, and did not knCM everything. The shock was not caused by any suspicion that he was not telling the truth but by the awful proof that he was not as I had supposed,
107Ib'd
_1._., p. 379.
108Ib'd
---2:._. 1 PP• 380-381.
109Ib'd
~., p. 381.
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t 110

.

crnrusc1en •

such qualities of independence of time, anniscience, and annipresence
attribUted to parents in the pre-operational period by the child bring
neM perspectives as to how the child views his/her parents.

creativity
Finally, Piaget leaves us with much hope when he reflects on the

need for the "best" in the child:

"M::>re than ever,

Y.e

must aim to create

personalities of greater adaptability who are capable of transfonning their
.
111
societies.

In speaking of the role of education in fostering creativity in
the child, Piaget conchrles one of his unpublished speeches with the

observation that:
••. There are two basic and correlated principles fran which an education
inspired by psychology can never depart:
1.

that the only real truths are th:>se that one builds freely oneself,
and are not those received fran without;

2.

that :rroral good is essentially autoncnous and cannot be prescribed.

In a later work, Piaget re-affinns his basis for creativity by stating:

"For a child to understand sarething, he must construct it himself, he
must re-invent it. "

113

In 1972, at Jolm Hopkins University, Piaget talks of creativity in

the child.

11

I have taken many of my examples fran childhood because that

llOib'd
_1_.' p. 3 80.
111
.
Jean Piaget, "Foreward, 11 Constructive Education for Children,
edited by W. D. Wall, Paris: UNESCO, 1975, p. xi.
112 .
-p1aget, "The M::>ral Developrent of the Adolescent," p. 5.
edi

113-:Jean P1aget,
,
•
II
"Sore Aspects of Operat1ans,
Play and Developrent,
ted by Maria w. Piers, New York: w. w. Norton and Cotp3ny, 1972, p. 27.

112
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is the max.llnum creative t..ilre in the life of a hunan being.

The sensorinotor

period, for instance, before the developrent of language, is incredible in

its ano1mt of invention and discovery."
creative physicist, he says:

Then, discussing what makes a

"The creative physicist, in spite of his knav-

ledge, succeeds in staying, in part, a child with the curiosity and the candor
of invention that characterize nost children 1mtil they are defonred by
adult society. "
uous creation.
in the objects.
•
enr~ches

114

For Piaget, the developnent of intelligence is a contin-

"Intelligence is not a copy of reality; it is not perfonred
It is a construction on the part of the subject that

the external a b J'ects • II 115

Picget gives three ideas to foster the process of creativity as
taken fran his avn life.

For the child of divorce, the first quality of

"working alone, ignoring everybody else and mistrusting every influence fran
the outside," often is present to nurture creativity.

116

Pic:<.get sees all

acts of intellectual creativity as processes of reflectiveabstraction.

117

He considers the process of the child learning the conservation event

through reflective abstraction.

Picget sl'nvs hav the child starts out as

a nonconserver, focusing only on the positive aspect and through a m:rnentt:o-m:Jrent kind of being able to find oneself in space, seeing the totality
of action, the conservation event occurs.

118

114
Jean Piaget, "Creativity," Talk in 1972 Eisenhower S:YITIJ:X)siurn,
J~ Hopkins University, Baltinore, Maryland, The Learning Theory of
~aget and Inhelder, edited by Jeannette M. Gallagher and Kim Reid,
M::>nterey: Brooks/Cole, 1981, pp. 228-229.
llSib.d
_~_., p.
223.
116Ib'd
_~_., p.
222.
117Ib'd
_~_., p.
225.
118Ib'd
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ereativity, t.L'1en, is a characteristic rich in early childhood of
the child and brings the added d:irnension of uniqueness, surprise and unpredictability about how a child can resp::>nd to crisis and stress, inclu:ling
divorce.

Creativity is a tool of survival for the human spirit.
In stmnation, then, Piaget posits three counter-hypotheses to Freud,

particularly important to understanding the pre-school child.
(1)

They are:

that the infant, in the first year, is incapable of symbolic and

evocative menories (the infant is in 'narcissism sans Narcissus'); (2) that
'Continuity of Feeling' is explained by the child's 'Reaction Schemas to
PerSOOS'

with feelings that are 'restructured' or 're-created' in the

present m:::tnent by the activation of the Reaction Schemas of Persons; and
(3) the child may be reached at the pre-verbal level by the child's Play.
The child's thinking in the pre-operational pericx:l (2 to 5) differs fran

adult thinking and is characterized by:

(1) egocentricism; (2) centration;

(3) irreversibility; (4) transductive reasoning; (5) phei1.Cirenalistic causality; (6) animism; (7) purposivism; (8) artificialism; and (9) creativity.

CHAPI'ER III
EOO PSYCHOLCX:;Y AND THE TRIADIC RELATIONSHIP (MJI'HER-FATHERCHIID) :

TIS INFilJENCE ON THE CHILD 1 S EGO IDENTIFICATIOO

Introduction
Concurrently, between 1960 and 1980, the works of ego psychologists
were widely published.

In this chapter, the historical context of the

structural theory of ego psychology is examined.

Main psychoanalytic

thert'es are developed to understand better the child of divorce.
thertes are:

These

(1) "play" and its role of cormn.mication in the life of the

preschool child; (2) the psycmanalytic understanding of "rrourning" in the
child; and (3) the importance of the child 1 s first years of life and the
origins of "superego" crucial to the child 1 s identification.
The contributions of the ego psych::>logists identifying the intrapsychic process of how a presch:x>l child achieves ego identification is
revi~.

This literature concentrates on the triadic relationship

(rrother-father-child) in the ego identification of the preschool child.
Contributions fran the social theorists are examined in relation to the
themes of psychosexual identification and core-gender identity of the
presch::>ol child.
History of Ego Psychology
Though ego psycoology dates back to the works of Sigmund Freud with

60

61
primarY e:rrphasis on The Ego and the Id (1923) ,
the Mechanisms of Defense (1936),

2

1

Anna Freud's The Ego and

.

and Heinz Hartmann, Ego Psychology and

3

as well as the 'WOrks of Melanie Klein
-written fran 1923 to 1960, these publications
were not universally read
the Prablan of Adaptation (1939),

or translated into English until the period of 1960 to 1980.

For example,

The Ego and the Id was published in the United States in 1961, The Ego and
the Mechanisms of Defense in 1966, and Ego Psychology and the Problem of
Adaptation in 1958.

The writings of Melanie

Klein~

published in 1975.

eonsequently, the impact of ego psycoology reached its zenith during this

epoch (1960-1980).
The history of psychoanalysis can be divided into three eras.
different view of human nature is .:i.nplied in each:
to

one's

(a) the person as subject

environrrent; (b)the person as subject to

the persrn as subject and master of· one's

A

one's drives; and (c)

drives and envirornrent.

4

In 1923, Freud published his fa:rrous work, The Ego and the Id, which

is a landmark in psyclnanalytic thaory construction.

For Freud, 'ego'

is a word that went through quite a neta:rrorphosis.
Originally, the term 1 ego 1 fran the Latin was seldan if ever used
by Freud.

Freud really took his terms fran camon speech.

5

Brandt, in

1
sigrrn.md Freud, The Ego and the Id, The Standard Edition, 19, IDndon:
Hogarth Press, 1961.
2
Anna Freud, The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense, in the Writings
of Anna Freud, 2, New York: International University Press, 1966.

York:

3
Heinz Hartmann, Eso Psychology and the Problan of .Adaptation, New
Internatirnal University Press, 1958.

4
Jane Loevinger, Ego Develc:prent, San Francisco:
Pub lishers, 1976, p. 341.

.

Sib.
~-, p. 368.

Jossey-Bass
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"sore

Notes on English Freudian Terminology,"

6

p::>ints out that where 'Ego'

appears in English, Freu:l used 'ich' or 'das Ich', tenns with the sane
connotations as 'I' or 'the I' or 'the

TIE'

as in the French 'le :rroi' •

While 'Ego' suggests a hypothetical entity that one nrust justify and define,
'the I ' is the oost salient and .i.nro:rliate experience.
also frcrn the Latin and lacks English cormotation.
Es', 'the It'.

The tenn

1

Id' is

Freud's term was 'das

The use of these tenns and their meaning-s can be seen, for

exarrple, in the original formula of making the unconscious cx:m.scious, where
it is usually translated "Where Id was, there Ego shall be."
translation would be "Where it was, I ought to becare. "

8

7

A closer

The .inp:>rtance of

such linguistics is that Freud sees 'I' or 'Ego' 'Wholistically and oore in-

process in his original writings than subsequent follayers gave him credit
for, though followers like Hart:inann enphasize the process-connotation of
'Ego'.

The Ego and the Id (1923), written by Freud, marks

:rrent of the structural theory.
~11-known.

In this work, Freud introduces the

tripartite structure of the psyches:

This work ushers

the establishncM

id, ego, and superego.

in the period of ego psych::>logy.

9
By 1926 in Inhibitions, Symptans and Anxiety Freud states that
anxiety is the consequence of conflict between two or three psychic agencies.
6
L. w. Brandt, "Sane Notes on English-Freudian Terminology," Journal
of the Anerican Psychoanalytic Association, ~' 1961, pp. 331-339.
7
sigrrrund Freu:l, New Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis, Standard
. .
Ed1tion, 22, Londcn Press, 1964, p. 80.
8

L. W. Brandt, "Process or Structure," Psychoanalytic Review, 53,
1966, p. 376.
9
sigrmmd Freud, Inhibitions, Synptans and Anxiety, Standard Edition
the Canplete Psychological Works of Sigrmmd Freud (1926) , edited by Janes
trachey, 20, London: Holgarth Press, 1964, pp. 87-156.
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the ego, if it is intact enough, can experience anxiety as a signal rather
t,han

as overwhelming and has at its carmand defense nechanisns with which

to attempt to cope with it.
Anna Freud, in 1936, provided a landmark when she wrote Ego and
the Mechanisms of Defense.

}jere she elaborates upon the defensive function

of the ego and enurrerated many of the major mechanisms of defense.

Whereas

forrrerly it was thought that the purpose of psychoanalysis was to make the
unconscious conscious, that is to focus on the id, Anna Freud makes it
clear that it is equally i.rrportant to consider how the ego functions by
observing the manner in which it defends against anxiety.
ego 1 the seat of observation 1

11

10

She calls the

and observes that the ego has at its dis-

posal not only repression, now redefined, but nine additional nechanisns.
Repression could no longer be regarded as the simple process of dissociation
It has to be seen as an unconscious act of the ego,

fran consciousness.

. resp.Jnse to the
m

.

s~gna

12
1 o f a.rna.ety.
.

To these nine nethcx:ls of defense, which are very familiar in the practice
and have been exhaustively described in the theoretical writings of
psych:::>analysis (regression, repression, reaction formation, isolation,
undoing, projection, introjection, turning against the self and reversal),
we must add a tenth, which pertains rather to the study of the normal
than to that of neurosis, sublimation or displacement of instinctual

aims.

So far, as we know at present, the ego has these ten different nethods
at its disp.Jsal in its conflicts with instinctual representatives and
affects.l3
10
Gertrude and Reuben Blanck, "The Develo:prental Approach to the
Borderline and Narcissistic Conditions," Chicago: Loyola School of Social
Work, paper and talk (unpublished), 1980, p. 6.
1

~reud,

The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense, p. 3.

12
Gertrude and Reuben Blanck, Ego Psychology: Theory and Practice,
New York: Columbia University Press, 1974, p. 23.
13
Freud, The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense, p. 44.
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In this work, Anna Freud also points out heM the child denies in

fantasy:
The child's ego refuses to beccrre aware of sare disagreeable reality.
First of all, it turns its back on it, denies it, and in imagination
reverses the unwelcame facts .
• . . under the influence of -a shock, such as the su:lden loss of a loved
object, it denies the facts and substitutes, for the unbearable reality,
sane agreeable delusion.l4
Anna Freud, though, points out a paradox in the child by ccmnenting:

"Yet

the ego's capacity for denying reality is wholly inconsistent v.rith another
function greatly prized by it - its capacity to recognize and critically
to test the reality of objects.

In early childhood, this inconsistency

has, as yet, no distw:bing effect.'J.S
'IWo types of defense are given special attention in the l::x:>ok and lx>th

illustrate the operation of the principle of mastery through reversal
(fran passive to active); these defenses are identification with the
aggressor and a type of altruism.

16

These types of defense are factors

i.rrportant in understanding the defensive, responsive structure of the child
tcMa.rds divorce.

Identification with the Aggressor
A child introjects sene characteristic of an anxiety object and so

assimilates an anxiety experience which he has just undergone. Here,
the m=chanism of identification or introjection is ccrobined with a
second input nechanism. By :impersonating the aggressor, assuming his
attributes or imitating his aggression, the child transfonns himself
fran the person threatened into the person who makes the threat.l7
14Ib'd
_1._.

I

p. 79.

15Ib'd
_1._.

I

p. 80.

16
Jane Loevinger, Ego Development, p. 365.
17
Freud, The Ego and the M=chanisns of Defense, p. 109.
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The child of divorce, us:ing this defense nechanism, can manifest cruelty
and destructiveness taNards others as well as abandorment and rejection of
dolls cllrough play, through identifying with the "aggressor" part of the
abSent parent.
~rrypeofAltruism

"The explanation of this fonn of altruism is two-fold:

by iden-

tification, one substitutes gratification for frustration arrl one exchanges
the passive role of the rejected one for the active role of the benefactor."

18

Thus, for ·Anna Freud, the dynamic of altruism gratifies the child's instincts
by sharing in the gratification of others, employing for this purpose the

mechanisms of projection and identification.
"Her superego, which condemned a particular instinctual ilrpulse
\\hen it related. to her own ego, was surprisingly tolerant of it in other

people. "

19

The child of divorce, using the defense of altruism, terrls

to inhibit anger and becanes overly-generous

tCJ~Nards

has behavioral qualities of being a pseudo-adult.

others.

The child

The child may project

being overly rrotherly to her dolls with a secret wish to be cared. for,

as she cares far the dolls.
Anna Freud br:ings a new light of understand:ing regard:ing the ego
functions in children.

The tl.vo types of dynamics m:mtioned with reversal

(fran active to passive) , identification with the aggressor, arrl the
defense of altruism have relevancy in understand:ing scme a1ternate types
of reactions that might be used by children of divorce.
18
Loevinger, Ego Developnent, pp. 365-366.
19
Freud, The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense, p. 126.
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Heinz Hartmann is considered 'the father of nodem SJO psychology' • 20
It was in 1937 that Hartmann gave his fannus lecture to the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society, later to beccrre the book Ego Psychology an1 the Problem
of Adaptation.

Hartmann's work

is an the adaptive function of the ego,

while Anna Fretrl' s s.imultaneous work

is on the defensive function.

Hartmann

regards the ego as a substructure of the personality that is defined by
its ;flmctions.

He sees sare of these functions as the ego's relation to the

external world, organization an1 control of IIDtility and percet:tian, protection of the organism against excessive stimuli, detour activity such as
delay of direct discharge, defense and organization.

21

Heinz Ha.rt:rnann writes:
'Ego' in analysis is not synonymous with 'personality' or with 'individual' , it does not coincide with the 'subject' as opposed to the
'object' of experience; and it is by no m:ans only the 'awareness'
of the feeling of one's CMn self. In analysis, the ego is a concept
of quite a different order. It is a substructure of personality an1
is defined by its functions. 22
Hart:marm, in Ego Psychology and the Problems of Adaptation, talks in the

oontext of developrental psychology as well as psychoanalysis.

This provides

another point of view and arlfhasis for the 'conflict-free ego sphere' :
Not every adaptation to the enviranrrent or every learning and maturation
process is a conflict. I refer to the developnent outside of conflict
of perception, intention, ooject c:x:Ill>rehension, thinking' language'
recall phencm:ma, projectivity, to the well kncMn :phases of notor
develo:pnent, grasping, crawling, walking and to the maturation and learning
processes inplicit in all these and many others. 23
20
Blanck, Ego Psychology, p. 24.
2

~lanck,

2

~einz Ha.rt:rnann, "Catm::mts an

"The Develo:pnental Approach," p. 8.
the Psychoanalytic Theory of the Ego,"

P~cl"oanalytic Study of the Child, ~' New- York:

International University

Press, 1950, p. 75.
2

~artrnann,

Ego Psychology an:1 the Problem of Adaptation, p. 8.
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~

sees the conflict-free ego sphere 1 s functions related to the tasks

of reality mastery, tha.t is, adaptation.

woo has productivity, enjoys life
undisturbed.

24

.
hip
relat~ons

He defines adaptation as a person

and whose rrental equilibrium is relatively

Thus, for Hartmann, "adaptation is primarily a reciprocal

be.J-.---~~
~~i the

.
organ~sm

.
and ~ts

.
n
env~ronrrent.

He is the first to conceptualize the concept of

matrix'.

25
1

undifferentiated

"Strictly speaking, there is no ego before the differentiation

of ego and id, but there is no id either, since both are products of dif. t'

ferent~a ~on.

.. 26

Hartmann claims this is not different to what Freud
27

alludes to himself in his work, Analysis Terminable and Interminable.
Another concept is the "autona:ny of ego functions. "

Hartmarm

defines autonomy as "stability of ego function or more precisely, its
resistivity to regression and instinctualization."
as not being bom with ego functions.

28

He sees the infant

The child is born with the potential,

the capacity to develop the functions which comprise not only the ego, but
also the id and superego.

Develo:prent takes place by the interaction of

tvK:> factors - maturation and experience.

Other ego functions develop by

identification and out of conflict situations.

The loss of autonomy of

an ego function results in regression to an earlier functional state.

24

29

Ibid., p. 23.

25Ib'd

--~-·' p. 24.

26Ib'd

--~-·' p. 12.

27Ib'd

--~-·' p. 12.

28
David Beres, "Ego Autonomy and Ego Pathology," Psychoanalytic
~).rly of the Child, New York: International University Press, 1981, p. 6.
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Anotl'Er major concept of Hartmann that was to affect ego psychology
is neutralization, that process which rroves both libidinal and aggressive
energies fran the instinctual to the noninstinctual rrode, thereby rendering
them available to the ego.

30

According to Hartmann, the capacity to neut-

ralize drive energy working in a circular, expanding interaction with the
capacity to delay drive discharges places energies for ego building (structuralization) and expanding ego functions at the disposal of the infant.

This

leads to the concept of object relations which are built by tr"msferring
energy which was fonrerly invested only in the drives to the ego for
'

'

'th the

negot~at~an w~

'
t
env~ranmen

.

31

Hartmann al so proposes a

'

progress~on

in the developrent of object relations fran primary narcissism to the level
of object constancy.

Object constancy is defined as "cathexis of the con-

stant rrental representation of ·the object regardless of the state of need. "
The last concept treated by Harbnann that lays the basis in ego
psychology is Hartmann' s 'average expectable enviroi1Ilalt' .

By introducing

this concept, Hartmann affinns the crucial importance of the maternal
oontribution to developre1t, leading to the subsequent study of the notherchild dyad and to the elaboration of our understanding of that essential
.
hange - ob Ject
.
.
aspect o f human mterc
re1at~ons.

33

Thus, fran Freud' s top::>graphic theory of conscious, preconscious,
and tmconscious canes the structural theory of id, ego, and superego, with
'ego' defined by Hartmann according to its functions in both pathology and
30
Blanck, Ego Psychology, p. 37.
31Ib'd
_~_., p.
34.
32

Ibid.
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p. 35.

33
Blanck, Ego Psychology, p. 37.
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autoncmy

34

(Diagram 4) •

Hartmarm' s contribution paves the way for the

ego in the person to be considered fran a normal, developrental :point of

view as

~11

as the psychoanalytical view:point.

With the advent of the re-definition of ego psychology as examined
by sigmund Freud, Anna Freud, and Heinz Hartmarm, another figure, Melanie

Klein, carre to what many now believe "to be an overenthusiastic embrace of
the structural theory, proposing that structure exists at birth."
believes that the infant is born with an intact ego and with

c;

Klein

capacity

to endure conflict and even to attain the oedipal :position by approx.iJnately
six :rronths of age.

35

Klein seems to be a multi-facted personality.

By sore, she is

described as a very creative person, wann-hearted, tolerant, and gcx:xltanpered; others describe her as intolerant, aggressive, and demanding.

After her death, which was Septerrber 22, 1960, the President of the British
Psycho-Analytical Society in London, Dr. W. Hoffer, paid tribute to Melanie
Klein and ended with these W)rds:
I think these observations again show Mrs. Klein's admirable gift of
making contact with the child, or paying full attention to details,
~ver small, and finding in the child's activities, signs of early
inhibition and future psychopathology. They also confinn that Mrs.
Klein's mind had been set fran the very beginning of her W)rk and
analytical thinking on a definite and lasting course. 36
There began, however, ideological differences between Anna Freud
and Melanie Klein which resul terl in the Freudian School and the Kleinian
Sch:lol.

Kleinian sch:x:>ls exist today especially in England, in South
34
Beres, "Ego Autonany and Ego Pathology," p. 8.
35

Blanck, "The Developtental Approach," p. 7.

~illiam Hoffer, "Contribution to the Memorial Meeting of the
British Psycho-Analytical Society," London, October 5, 1960, printed in
!!:ternational Journ.al of Psychoanalysis, 17, 1961, p. 3.
3
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DIAGRAM 4

37

'.roPCX;RAPHICAL-STRJCI'URAL THEDRY OF EGO PSYCHOIOOY
Mental events and content:

Topo;Jraphical Theory

38

located on the surface of the
mind and within oonscious
awareness

CXNSCIOUS

PRECCNSCIOOS located in the area between
the dynamic Unconscious and the
syste:n Conscious - can be
brought to conscious awareness by an act of attention
UNCCNSCIOUS

located in the deepest region
of the mind which oould not
be brought to Consciousness
no matter what efforts are made
to focus attention on the events.

Structural Theory

EOO

ID

e two rrodels may be canbmed and
the following diagram.

vi~

as operating simultaneously in

cs
PCS

EGO
37
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Atrerica and lately, Los Angeles, california.

39

It is to be noted in the

British Psycho-Analytical Society itself that seminars are held both in
the Freudian School and Kleinian Sdnol.

This difference affected Melanie

Klein in her relationship towards Ernest Jones, who was President of the
British Psycho-Analytical Society during its crucial years, and Sigmund
Freu:l before his death in 19 39:
She received enorm:ms SupfX)rt fran Ernest Jones, but when the Freuds
arrived in London and the 1 Controversial Discussions 1 took place,
although intellectually Melanie Klein could understand Jones' difficult
position, em::>tionally, she found it hard to forgive him that he did
not support her entirely .
• • •Although she valued open-mindedness, she was thoroughly convinced
of the rightness of her approach and found it disappointing when others
did not agree with her. To the errl of her life, she felt a little
bewildered and deeply hurt by Freud's coolness towards her and her
work, which she saw as being close to his "WOrk. Believing that she had
developed it in the sarre ethos and further than any other living analyst,
she found it very difficult to bear that he did not see it that way.
She understood it intellectually, but she found it hard to accept that
Freud would naturally be nore disposed to support his own daughter,
Anna.40
'!he rivalry of these schools, hcJ..rever, produced unpublished and published
papers within the British Psyclx>-Analytical Society that are invaluable
tc:Ma.rds better understanding the structural

children.

~ry

of ego psychology and

Though Klein's main works are printed in Love, Guilt and

Reparation and Other Works (1921-1945),
\'brks (1946-1963},

42

41

and Envy and Gratitude and Other

her "WOrks are extensive.

Following is a concentration

39
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40
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Campany, 1979, p. 171.
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~), England:
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three therres that are .i.np:)rtant contributions of Klein to our study of

children of divorce.
and the Role of Transference in the Child
-PlaY TheraP;{
Anthony :points out in his history of child analysis, the viewpoints
of Freud and Klein on "play analysis with children."

Anthony first examines

the work of Abraham (1924) in play analysis with children as a fourrlation,

and how both Melanie Klein and Anna Freud developed future

tlL~retical

developnents proposed by Abraham:
The work of the child analysts, Melanie Klein and Anna Freu::l, during
the subsequent :period, testified to the truth of this prediction.
Klein developed a new :I'l'k:tapsychology on the basis of her child analytic
work and further, her experience convinced her that children \\~ere
analyzable to the sarre extent as adults and that one cculd even go
'deeper' with them.
Children she felt developed a transference neurosis s.imilar to that in
the adult patient and were technically treatable fran the second year
onward. Anna Freud had many reservations in the beginning regarding
the child's :potential for analysis and at an earlier phase, l.imiterl
its application to children of latency age whose parents had themselves
undergone analysis. In place of the direct symbolic interpretation
of Klein, she substituted a nore cautious analysis of resistance, arrl
whereas Klein made use of play as free association, Anna Freud tended
to regard it as one of several .i.np:)rtant ways of learning about the
child fran the child. At this earlier tilre, she was .inpressed by the
l.imitations of the child as an analytic patient. The differences fran
the adult counterpart seerred to her th=n striking: The child did not
cane for treatment but was brought; it was not he who carplained, but
his parents; he was unable to lie on a couch, freely associate, analyze
his dreams, work through his resistances or develop transference neurosis.
All this :I'l'k:ant that he was not analyzable in the classical :I'l'k:aning of the
term, but only in an applierl sense.
In recent years, Anna Freud has veererl around to Klein's :position.
She regards many nore children as analyzable and recognizes the developItalt of transference neurosis in sare children. Whereas Anna Freud
began her work in analytically orienterl p~chotherapy, she is now
training her students in child analysis.~3
4
.
\ . Janes Anthony, "Child Therapy Techniques," Anerican Handbook
PSychiatry II, editerl by Silvano Areti, New York: Basic Books, Inc.,
74, p. 149.
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In an unpublished paper fran the British Psycho-Analytical Society,
sancller discusses Anna Freud's position on the role of transference in
child analysis:
In Anna Freud 1 s work on The Psychoanalytic Treatment of Children

44

in
1926, she expressed the view that although transference occurs in
child analysis in the fonn of 'What she called transference reactions,
a transference neurosis in the fonn in which it is seen in adults
does not occur •
45
. • . In her l:xx>k, Nonnality and Patholcgy in Childhood (1965),
she
states: 1 I have modified my fonrer opinion that transference in childhocrl is restricted to single 1 transference reactions 1 and does not
develop to the canplete status of a 1 transference neurosis' . Nevertheless, I am still unconvinced that 'What is called transference neurosis
with children equals the adult variety in every respect. 46
Thus, Melanie Klein, through her work in child analysis, shews
the child is capable of transference.

that

While Klein establishes that "it

should be possible to analyze children of three years or even younger, n

47

Anna Freud 1 s caution extends to the very early period prior to this time:
Arma Freud (1969) and Brenner (1971) are sceptical of reoonstruction
of early preverbal experiences. Anna Freud (1969), in a brilliant
paper, writes that attanpts to carry analysis fran the verbal to the
preverbal period of developnent involve practical and technical innovations as well as theoretical implications, many of which are oontroversial. She raises the question of how very early preverbal
experiences fran the beginning of life, at a time when no objectrelations and object-related fantasies have been developed, can be
repeated in the transference. She is of the opinion that it is an
alrrost magical endeavour to attaupt to analyze such very early preverbal experiences of the patient, which took place in a prepsychological,
44
Anna Freu:l, The Psychoanalytic Treatment of Children, New York:
International Universities Press, 1968, pp. 1-98.
45

Anna Freud, Nonnality and Pathology in Childhood, Ne~..,r York:
International Universities Press, 1965.
46
J. J. Sandler, "Scm= Theoretical and Clinical Aspects of Transference," Paper given to the British Psycho-Analytical Society, 1967,
(unpublished), p. 9.
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clifford Yorke, "sane SUggestions for a Critique of Kleinian
~logy," Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, 26, New York: Quadrangle
UUUKS, 1971, p. 130.
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undifferentiated and unstructured state, in which no divisions existed
be~ mind and bcx:ly or self and object. 48
It is to be noted that Anna Freud' s recent death on October 8, 1982 at
the age of 86 meant she survived Klein by over tw::> decades.

seems

Anna Freud.

influenced by the Piagetian era as Y.ell as the findings of the newer

ego psychologists, though her differences with Klein have been over their
deper conceptual frarreworks and psychoanalytic theories.
Klein pioneered many of Sigrm.md Freud' s concepts with children,
doing this fran a naturalistic observational viewpoint and wi t.t1 a preponderance of her theories developed in the Twenties and Thirties.

She

pioneered the concepts of ego psycoology, establishing the Kleinian theory.
Glover points out that up to the early 1920's, child analysts were rare.
Yet is was crucial to have child analysts because, as far as early childhood
is concerned, it would remain an ooservational stud.y "until the child's
mind has reached the stage of developnent at which it can ccrnprehend the
meanings of interpretation, the psychic situation betY.eerl the child and
analysis ranains one of spontaneous or, at the rrost, developed rapport only;
no true 'analytic situation' can exist. "

49

The first two years of the child's life were relatively unknown in
mental developnent.

5

°

For example, other than Sigmund Freud.' s analysis of

'Little Hans', through the accounts of Hans' father, the oedipus canplex

in children has not been explored, much less "pre-oedipus regulator systems. "

51

48

Per Roar Anthi, "Analysis of Non-Verbal Behavior," The Scandinavian
~choanalytic Review, _!(1), Copenhagen, Denmark, 1981, p. 13.
49

Edward Glover, "Examination of the Klein System of Child Psychology,"
~sychoanalytic Study of the Child, 1, New York: International Universities
Press, 1945, p. 76.
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MUCh to Klein's credit, she pioneered and pursued this research.

The first

period of ther research begins with The Psychoanalysis of Children,
published in 1932.

52

In 1934, the second period of research started with

her position regarding depression in children.

53

Hov.ever, Klein attributes

to the infant :rrental operations that would have the infant "rreeting the
oedipus canplex at six IIDnths of life."

54

Arma Freud surrmarizes the dif-

ferent opinions bet:\\een them when she says:
One of the outstanding differences between Freudian and KL9inian theory
is that Klein sees in the first IIDnths of life, evidence of a wide
range of differentiated object relations, partly libidinal and partly
aggressive. Freudian theory, on the other hand, allows at this period
only for the crudest rudim:mts of object relationship and sees life
governed by the desire for instinct gratification in which perception
of the object is only slowly achieved .•.. According to Issac's description (Kleinian School) , 'the ne\\born infant, already in the first
six IIDnths, loves, hates, desires, attacks, wishes to destroy and disrrernber his IIDther'. According to my own conception of this sarre period,
the infant at this tiTre is exclusively concerned with his own wellbeing ... independent of relations to the object. 55
Another Kleinian critic caments on this issue by stating:
If I have said little about the early dating of psychic events as such,
this is not because I feel this is un.inp:)rtant. Indeed, the question
cx::ues into its own when we ask ourselves how Klein's fo:rmulations are
ccxrpatible with the findings of other services, particularly Neuroanatany and Neurophysiology. This question was raised by Augusta
Bonnard many years ago in an unpublished paper read to the British
Society while Brenner (1968) in his Presidential address to the American
Society gave an unequivocal and negative answer ..•. I want to refer only
to a carrrent made by W. H. Gillespie during a discussion of a Kleinian
paper. 'Why is the origin of the ego fixed arbitrarily at the tiTre of
birth? Is it not logical to go even further, as one South American has
5
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done and fix it at the t.ilre of conception' ?

56

The paradox of the Kleinian theory being so fixed in the child' s
first year of life

minds to question
years of age.

is that it sparke:l
~ir

~

greatest of ego psychologists'

conceptual frameworks regarding children tmder tvvo

(Fran Anna Freud, Rene Spitz, Margaret Mahler, and John

13CM1by, their "Controversial Discussions" with Klein have left us with

remarkable findings.)

In the 'Triliute to !>Elaine Klein I

,

after her death,

"these discoveries of hers are, to tlnse who follc:M her teaching, fundam:mtal
milestones in the tmderstanding of htnnan develq:mant.

They are not tmiver-

sally accepte:l but they have influenced deeply the course of psychoanalytical
tlx:mght."

57

To illustrate this :t:oint of reaction to Kleinian theory, the therre
of IOC>urning and rrelancholia in the child has been selecte:l because not only
does it show the Zeitgeist of the British Psychoanalytical Society, but
this tha1'E has implications far the child of divorce in the dyadic relationship.
The Process of M::>urning in the Olild
Melanie Klein ccmnents an Freud's concept of 'Mourning and 1-Elancl'x>lia' fran his study of this phenarenon in 1917.

Freud makes the observation

that the rrelancholic' s self-reproaches are mutual reproaches between the ego
and the ambivalently introjecte:l internal object.

Freud differentiates

be~ rrelancholia and nonnal :rrourning by saying that "rrelancholia" refers

to a relation to an internal d::>ject, whereas ":rrourning" refers to the loss
56
Yorke, "Critique of Kleinian Psychology," p. 150.
57
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w. R. B1.an,
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H. Rosen£e ld , and H. Sega1 , "1-E1 an1.e
· K1em,
· " Inter!!!bonal Journal of Psycho-analysis, 42, London, 1961, p. 6.
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of an external object.

Freud sees the psychic work of :rrourning as a repeated

re-discovery in the external world that the loved object is no longer there.
In :rrourning, the libido gets gradually detached fran the lost object

and is free for investment in a new cbject. The state of the ego itself
is not affected by this process. By contrast, in melancholia, the
object is introjecterl and the libido is turned inwards. But the relation
to this internal cbject is very ambivalent, and a relationship of TIU.ltual
torture and reproaches is set up within the ego; this results in selfdevaluation, hypochondriacal states and self-reproaches. 58

Again, Sigrmmd Freu:l states that "where reality-testing shCMS the loved
object no longer exists, the person proceeds to demand that all libido shall
be withdrawn fran its attac::hm:mt to the lost, loved object. "

59

Ho.vever,

fran Freud's observation, the person never willingly abandons the libidinal
position even when a substitute is there.

This opposition can be so intense

that a "turning fran reality" results and a clinging to the lost, loved
object through "hallucinatory, wishful psych:>sis" appears in the person.
Ha.vever, according to Freud, "respect for reality gains the day."
This process of :rrourning cannot happen at once, so it is carried out slowly

over a period of time and with much cathetic energy.
existence of the lost object is psychically prolonged.

In the rreantirre, the
Each rranory and

situation of ext;ectancy, which reminds the libido's attachmant to the lost
d::>ject, is rret by the verdict of reality that the lost loved object is no
lcnger there and when the ego is confronted with this, it senses its attachment to the abject that has gone.

When, however, the process of :rrourning

is canpleted, the ego beccrnes free and uninhibited again.

60
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In a cited case of a four year old child narred Diane, who lost her

nother at two years old, IDpez and Kliroan follow this IOC>unring process as
delineaterl by Freu::l, and then add their

CMn

observations:

Identification with the lost object, perhaps 'the sole condition under
which the id can give up its object' , plays an irrp:>rtant role in all
mourning. It actS to preserve the lost object psychically in the fom
of an 'introject' (an internal substitute for it). As fonnulated by
Fulll'lall, identification may play either a positive or negative role in
the bereaved' s adaptation to loss. 61
eonsequently, 'melancholia' is seen to have ambivalence towards the introject of the lost, love::l object, wanting the ego to become free and uninhibited
again.
Klein's position on Freud's writings regarding 'Mourning and M:lancholia' relates this process to the infant and she sees a universal phenonenon
of :rrouming in each infant fran three to five months of age.

"The infantile

depressive position arises 'When the infant perceives and introjects the
nother as a whole person (between three and five IOC>nths) ."

62

Klein states that "the infantile depressive position is the central
position in the child's develOfiTEilt. "

63

She starts out with a brief history

of her views, emphasizing the i.Irp)rtance of introjection and projection,
of good or bad objects, and of the denial of psychic reality.

She then

states that a depressive position develops at the stage of passing fram
part-abject to whole-object relations because not until the object is loved
as a wmle can its loss be felt as a wmle.
6

At this point, introjection

~anas IDpez and Gilbert Klirnan, "Memory, Reconstruction and
!t>urning in the Analysis of a Four Year Old Child," Psychoanalytic Study
~the Child, 34, New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1979, p. 262.
62
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63
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preserves the love-object safely inside the person.

Anxiety appears "lest

the object be destroyed."
EVery access of hate or anxiety may temporarily abolish the differentiation between good and bad interval objects a.rrl this results
in ' loss of the loved object' • The ego is ' full of anxiety lest such
objects should die' • This represents 'a disaster' caused by the child' s
sadism. In depression, 'the ego's hate of the id accounts even rrore
for its unworthiness and despair than its reproaches against the object'.
It is, however, specifically stated that ' from the beginning, the ego
introjects objects 'good and bad' for both of which its rrother' s breast
is the prototype•.64

In a later paper, she adds to her earlier views on syr;lbolism a new
element pertaining to the depressive position, narrely, that it is not only
anxiety but also concern for the object, love, and guilt which prarpts
the child partly to displace its interest fran the original object a.rrl dis.
. arrong "".:t
"",.,'ht-,1'
.
65
tribute
J.t
..
J.C representatJ.ves.
u.JV

Many countered Klein's theories on depression, such as Glover and
Yorke, as well as Klein' s awn daughter, who is also a psychoanalyst, Dr.
Melitta Schnideberg.

Another theorist differing with Klein is Rene,.. Spitz,

in his work on "Anaclitic Depression. "

66

Spitz surrmarizes his difference

with Klein by stating:
In the Kleinian system, depression is not only different in principle,
but is also of primary significance to the cornerstone of the whole
system. ~lanie Klein considers depression the ' fons et origo' of all
human psychic developrent. She and her school (Heimann, Issacs, Riekman,
Riviere, Rosenfeld, Scott, Winnicott) postulate the presence of a socalled 'depressive position' in infancy. This, in their opinions, is
the fundamental rrechanism of the infant's psyche, disposing of powerfully operating instrurrents of introjection and projection, upon v.hich
all further psychic developrent is based •... OUr findings do not
64
65

66
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Rene' Spitz, "Anaclitic Depression," Psychoanalytic Study of the
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~' ~' New York:
International Universities Press, 1946.
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represent a confinnatian of the view of Melanie Klein and her school.

67

Spitz takes issue with the Kleinian position which assurres "that
hunaTI beings are born with a finish:rl and c:x::nplete psychic structure."

68

In contrast to Melanie Klein and her group, when we speak of 'anaclitic
depression' in infants, we do not consider depression as a typical
rrechanism of infantile, psychic develop:rent. We do not consider
dep!'ession as an integral element of the infantile psyche ..•. We speak
of depression as a specific disease in infants arising under specific
envir01'1I'reiltal conditions. 69

Spitz goes an to sh:lw depression as a "derrnnstrable affective disorder"
usually sh<:Mn when the child arrives at the second half of the first year
of life.

70

Spitz places a critical period for the infant at eight m::mths

(Stranger Anxiety) .
infant.

H~r,

There exists, for Spitz, a "nrl:irrentary ego" in the

Spitz points out that "in the infant, the superego is

absent, so that it is impossible to assurre destructive hostility of the
superego. "

71

Spitz does see the loss of the love-object, the nother figure,

as a great deprivation for the infant.

"Melancholia" presupposes an intra-

psychic representation, but in anaclitic depression "the source is the
72
living original of the later intrapsychic representation."
Here Spitz, in a later work, as well as Arula Freud, identifies the
dynamics with the nother, such as the nother experiencing depression and the

child following the nother into depression

67

73

through the dialogue of the

Ibid., p. 323.
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Renf! Spitz, "The Effect of Personality Disturbances in the M:>ther
Pa~~~ll-Being of Her Infant," Parenthood, Its Psych:>logy and Psycho~, edited by E. J. Anthony and T. Benedek, Boston: Little, Brown,
ComPany, 1970, p. 520.
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nother and child.

The dialogue is the "sequential action-reaction-action

cycle within the framework of nother-child relations. 117

4

Arma Freud would

agree with Spitz's position, as she identifies another lost to the child
through separation, inconstancy of feeling (alternation of rejection and
acceptance), or rejection in spite of devotion."

75

Spitz offers hope in the nourning process through a good notherchild substitute, stating:
If there is a good mother substitute, restitution of the lcved object
results with the child or there is substitution of the loved object.
If there is another substitute that turns out to be aggressive, or
unloving perscnality, the parallel to adult ~lancholia is enacted in
real life. 'Just as in m=lanch.olia the ego is oppressed by a sadistic
superego, here the bcx:ly ego of the infant is oppressed by a sadistic
love-object substitute.•76

Bowlby also reflects an the Kleinian position on depression and
cautions, "because so Im.lch of her theorizing is implausible, it would be
easy to reject her useful ideas along with the rest.

That would be a pity. "

77

Bo.vJby sees Klein making a major contribution connecting childhood mourning
with a pathological course:

Infants and young children nourn and go through phases of depression •••.
Their rrodes of responding at such times are detenninants of the way that,
in later life, they will respond to further loss. Certain nodes of
defense, she believes, are to be understood as directed against the
'pining' for the lost cbject. In these respects, my approach not only
resembles hers but has been influenced by it. 78
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82
BUt BcMlby has

differences with Klein's :fX)sition, stating:

Nevertheless, there are many and far-reaching differences between our
respective :fX)Sitians. They concern the nature of the experiences of
loss that are thought to be of aetiolOCJical significance, the ego-span
during which such losses having this significance are thought to occur,
the nature and origin of anxiety and anger, and also the role of conterrporary and subsequent conditions that are thought to influence the 79
way a child responds to loss (accessibility to family at time of loss).
:sowl.by th:m goes on to investigate favorable conditions for :rrourning and

sees much relating to the relationship of the introject and Ylhether it has
been favorable/unfavorable at the :fX)int of loss.

Upon losing ·the loved

object, Bowlby identifies four phases of :rrourning:
1.

Phase of numbing that usually lasts fran a few hours to a~ and
ma.y be interrupted by outbursts of intense distress and/or anger.

2.

Phase of yearning and searching for the lost figure lasting sorre

time.
3.

Phase of disorganization and despair.

4.

Phase of greater or less degree of reorganization.

80

Five variables that Bowlby identifies are:
1.

The identity and role of the person lost.

2.

The age and sex of the person bereaved.

3.

causes and circumstances of the loss.

4.

The social and psycholOCJical circumstances affecting the child
about the tirne and after the loss.

5.

The personality of the child with his/her capacity for making love
relationships and for responding to stressful situations. 81

The process of loss and :rrourning is a critical factor in understanding
79
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the child of divorce.

What is the impact

It poses sare questions such as:

of loss on the child whose m::>ther is unavailable to her/him?
does the child of divorce "lose" both parents for a tiTre?
loss?

Is their :rrow:ning in the nonnal process of divorce?

activated with subsequent losses in the life of the clllld?

In grief,

Is it a transient
Is this reDoes Spitz's

\IK)rk on depression in the child have irrplica.tions for the :rrother in a
divorce crisis and her dialogue with her infant?

Does Bc:Mlby' s research

distll1guish critical factors in working with the child of divorce and loss
of a parent?
Thus, the reactions to the depressive position in the child of
Klell1 influenced sane invaluable contributions fran Anna Freud, Spitz, and
Bowlby.

The I;rrq;x?rtance of the First Years in the Life of the Child

One of the contributions made by Klein
child's first years of life.

is the .irrportance of the

Other contributions

are noted in the follav-

ing tribute:
It is beyond the scope of this Obituary either to give an outline of
Melanie Klein's contributions or to indicate historically her CMn
ideas developed fran those which were already there in embryo by the
early thirties foreshad~ in the Psyclnanalysis of Children. Nevertheless, one might indicate a series of major steps as follows: the
discovery of the ear1y fonns of oedipus canplex and those of the ego
and the superego, and the .irrportance of the splitting, projective and
introjective ~chanisms for building up the child's internal world. 82
For exarrple, the concept of 'splitting' was to be an .important factor

in theorists to follow Klein, such as Margaret Mahler.

In 'splitting' ,

IG.ein. explains:
Gradually, by unifying and th:m splitting up the gocrl and bad, the
I'hantastic and the real, the external and the internal objects, the
82 ,
I
BJ.on, 'Melanie Klein,'' p. 6.

84
ego makes its way tcwards a :rrore realistic conception both of the
external and the internal objects and obtain a satisfactory relation
to both. 83
K].e:in sees reality and fantasy as intimately interwoven.

HCMever real

the event reported, it has to be considered in its interaction with the

perscn' s fantasy life.

In order to sh:lw how 'lll'lCOnscious fantasy unfluences

and colors his/her experience of reality, transference is the key for
Kle:in.

She states:

The patient projects into the analyst, objects which may be split or
fragrrented, idealized, destructive or destroyed. He also projects
split-off parts of self. The analyst's ability to contain these projected parts and the interpretations which connect the various elerrents,
help the patient to bring together what has been fragmented to reintegrate the splits and to take back into himself, parts of self v.hich
have been attributed to objects ... that is, to the state of being an
:integrated self in relation to an integrated object. 84
For Klein, particular attention is paid to the child's inner \\Orld and the
nature of the inner figures transferred into the analyst.

According to

Klein, it is not the relationship of the real parents, but the internal
fantasy figure, 'the parental image', that is important.

The internal

parents are often split into ideal and very bad figures.

The child defends

himself/herself against its arrbivalence towards its parents by such splitting,
and now the ideal, now the :persecutory aspect of the parents, is attributed

to the analyst. 85 Because Klein believes in the oedipus CCl!plex occurring
at six :rronths of age in the infant, she sees 'splitting' correlated with the
'parental .imago'.
In 1971, Margaret Mahler was to ccmnent on Klein's theories regarding

83Klem,
.
Writings of M=lanie Klein, p. 268.
84Segal, Klein, p. 169.
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the pre-verbal age of the infant:
At one end of the spectrum of opinion on these questions stand those
foll~s, assume and rely on earliest
extrauterine (hunan) rrental life. They believe in a quasi-phylogenetic
rrerrory, an inborn symbolic process. For t.l'e:n, no phenarenological,
behavioral data can have sufficient validity to refute their 'a priori'
convictions about carplex rrental positions. At the other end of the
spectrum stand those arocmg us Freudian analysts who look with favor
on stringent verbal and recanstructive evidence. 86

woo like M:lanie Klein and her

.Mah].er was to go on to the sttrly of children at pre-verbal stage sponsored
by the National Institute of M:ntal Health (USPHS).

The first phase was

to study deviations in the sttrly of symbiotic, psychotic children and their
nothers, but later incltrled average nothers arrl their nonnal babies.

Though

there is no direct reference, Mahler's description of 'splitting m:rllanisms'

m the

'Rapprochement Crisis' (18 to 21 nonths) ccmas close to Klein's

description of 'splitting', particularly in reference to the parental
.

l.Illa<JO.

87

Mahler does make a distinction, havever, in explaining the splitting
of the object images into all 'good' and all 'bad', implying that affect
rather than drive is involved in that the good object is preserved (a precursor of love) while the 'bad' object is hated when rage occurs at such

an early stage of undifferentiation.

M3h.lerfeels that when cruelty, absence,

neglect or illness and pain are experienced in the symbiotic phase, when
opt:imal. closeness is needed, these qualities lead to premature differentiation

of self and dJject. 88
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Spitz was to explore the superego ca:rp:>nent in the infant as I,X>inted
to in Klein's work.

Though Klein has the superego fully developed by six

rronths in the infant, Spitz sees a 'rud.inaltary s'I.JI.)erego' in the child,
particularly around fifteen nonths old.

Here Spitz identifies a milestone

in the child's first 'semantic signal' of the head-shaking 'no' which has
the neaning of refusing and negating. This appears in the nonnal child after
89
the fifteenth nonth of life.
Spitz explains that identification and
imitation fonn one of the major contributions of the child in the fonnation
of object relations.

On the road leading to these identifications, the

child incori,X>rates the 'do's and don'ts' of the parents into his/her ego.
H~ver,

after the child's semantic signal of 'no' , a struggle takes place

between the 'do's and don'ts' of the parents' wishes and the child's wishes.

"Inevecyday tenns, the struggle takes place between the parental prohibitions
and carrnands and the child's resistance."

90

Spitz I,X>sits a rud.inaltary ego in the child that has learned 'no'.
'No' indicates that the
object.

child finds conflict between ego and the external

But Spitz does not see the superego fully present at this stage.

The authority is extrinsic.

"Only several years later will the introjected

imago of the libidinal object be destined to be transfonred into the super-

ego.

We are dealing with t:.h= dynamic process of early secondary identifi-

cation. n91

Press,

For Spitz, the 'no' is laid down in the ego's "nan-systems" as a
89
Spitz, No and Yes, New York: International Universities
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1

~rrenory-traoe •

"The affective charge of tmpleasure separated fran this

presentation provokes an aggressive cathexis in the id. This is attached
92
by way of association to the rrerory-traoe in the ego."
Spitz connects
t;heSe

earliest pr:irrordia of the superego with the defense, mentioned by

Al111a Freud,

1

identification with the aggressor 1 , as in the second year,

the child is learning to cope with physical restraint of the parent 1 s
negativisrn and the child 1 s mastery.
Steele and Pollock, in their "Psychiatric Study of Abusive Parents,"
cx:rrm:mt on this dynamic which Spitz has identified:
Spitz believes the superego in the strict sense takes its final fonn
at the tirce of the resolution of tie oa:lipal conflict, but previous to
this tirce there are significant superego precursors and rudirrents
existing as early as the first year of life. He considers physical
restraint to be the earliest rud.i.rrent and says, 'Similarly, inp:>sing
physical actions an the infant, whether he likes it or not, in dressing,
diapering, bathing, feeding, burping him, etc., will inevitably leave
nen::>ry traces in the nature of cx:mnands. These physical pr:irrordia of
prohibitions and crnrnands are not easily recognizable in the ultimate
organization which is the superego. 93
Steele and Pollock feel nore strongly than Spitz about the significance of
this early experience in the develOfiiei'lt of recognizable superego rt.rli.nents.
Based upon their five year stooy of 60 fcmi.lies in which significant abuse

of infants or small children had occurred, they state:
We have observed parents deal aggressively with their infants, beginning

shortly after birth in all areas of infant care. In the process of
feeding, they say 'Now eat 1 and also slap and yank at the infant to
make it obey. In the processes of diapering and bathing, the infant
is told to 1 be quiet' , 'lie still' , in an angry tone accc:rrpanied by
blCMS and yankings sufficient to cause bruises and fractures. 94
92
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The authors report that the infants respond correctly to parental oorrmands
which lead tharn to the idea that they are observing the genesis of superego
ru:li.rrents.

"It seems obvious that the change in external behavior of the

infant must be accarpanied by sane sort of primitive, intrapsychic change. "

95

steele and Pollock also affirm Spitz's observation on the "identification
with the aggressor" defense.
Such illustrations show how the rudirrents or prinordia of the superego affect :rremory traces in the infant and, as this work goes Dn, to show

how the child abused often becares a child abuser, due to the prinordial

ccrrmands and rrerrory traces in the abused child.

The formation of the super-

ego in the child undergoing the crisis of divorce presents the question:

like the child of abuse beccming an abused parent (Steele and Pollock),
does the child of divorce becare a divorced parent?
In surrmary, th::m, the :irrportance of the first years of the child's
life is looked at by Klein, Spitz and Mahler.

The concepts of the errerging

parental imago, the dynamics of splitting, and the rudirrentary superego in
the child are seen occurring in this age period.
Triadic Identification of the Child (Mother-Father-child)
Three theorists are considered regarding our knowledge of the
child fran birth to three, narrely Spitz, Mahler, and Bowlby.

Three other

theorists are referred to regarding the child fran ages three to six,
nartely Anna Freud, Heinz Kohut, and Edith Jacobsen.

~ Child in Triadic Indentification from Birth to Three Years Old
Spitz's interest is in how the child's ego attains organization.
95
Ib'd
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89
':[b:)ugh his pioneermg child observational stu:lies mclu::le

dri.ld.ren .ill

hospitals, orphaned and psycmtic children, Spitz, develo:prentally, has
scree ranarkable msights mto the first year of the nonnal child's life.
"It will be necessary to take mto consideration .ill our institutions, .ill
our charitable activities, .ill our social legislation, the overwhelming and
unique inq::ortance of adequate and satisfactory rrother-child relationships
96
during the first year. "
For Spitz, "affective interchange begins .ill
the very first hour of life and smce all later devel0fl'!¥=I1t is predicated

on it, I have called it 'Fundamental Education'.

Without it, a c::x:xrplete

arrest .ill developnent occurs and the infant's survival is in jeopardy. "
The first camrunication .ill the dialogue

be~

97

rrother and child

in the circular interaction (action-reaction-action cycle) cares through
a systen of ' sensmg' different fran the system of perception that operates
at a later age in the child.

Spitz says this primal camumication is

possible through the 'coenesthetic organization 1 of the infant.

"Here,

'sensing' is extensive, primarily visceral, centered in the autanatic
nervous system, and manifests itself in the fonn of enotions.

Accordingly,

I prefer to speak of this fonn of 'perception' which differs so fundamentally
fran sensory perceptions as 'reception'." 98 In later developrent, the infant
is capable of 'diacritic organization 1 •

"This is where perception takes

place through peripheral sense organs and is localized, circunscribed and
:i.ntensive; its centers are in the cortex, its manifestations are cognitive
96
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processes, am::mg than the conscious thought p~ocesses. "
occurs, Spitz shows that the nunber of memory craces
operations Me possible.

99

~CM

As develnrTTJ&:>nt
~.r:-·-·

and IOC>re incricate

The first signs of conscious perception of the

establisl:m:mt of learning proceeds step-by-step.

"These dynamics of cathexis

displacerrent can be follCMed experimentally and were followed by JI¥self, by
piaget, and by others throughout the pre-verbal stage • .,lOO
Finally, Spitz identifies three levels of ego organization in the
child, each one observable because of an indicator.

Spitz defines indicators

as "external signs that internal shifts Me taking place within the child ... lOl
The first indicator

~s

the familiM smiling response.

At this first

level, the ego has organized percepts into configurations and has attained
the capacity for intentionality.
the full human face in IOC>tion.

The child smiles at the configuration of
Spitz ccnsiders the smiling response phenan-

enon to be an example also of the operation of earliest thought processes.

The second indicator of ego organization is scranger anxiety.
child, by this time, has aa:;ruired "libidinal object proper."

The

This neans

that the IOC>thering perscn has beccrre so important and neaningful that the
child will accept no substitutes.

"It signals that the child has singled

out the face of his IOC>ther and conferred on it a unique place a:rrong all
the human faces. "

103
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The

third indicator of ego organization, according to spitz, is

semantic communication.

Verbalization requires the ego capacity for

symbOlizing and separates itself fran object images to a marked degree.
longer is this the syrrbiosis between the rrother and the child.

No

Now they

haVe to cammunicate by verbalizations rather than by the sensing between
tb;ml.

and

Three characteristics of this indicator are imitation, identification,

negat~. ve

I t ~s
. the beg.~illgs
.
·
·
l0 4
o f h uman cxmnurucation.

h e ad-shak.illg.

The first year is critical for the infant and within that year are
'critical periods' which mark ego levels of the child.
tration are present, but

11

Tension and frus-

an irrportant function of the rrother is to regulate

the frustrations, but when necessary to irrpose it, for optimal frustration

is structure and ego-building. 11 lOS
Throughout Spitz's work on the first year of the child's life,
he maintains that the fonnation of the object relation is made possible by
a consistent attit'lrle of the rrother lasting for an 'appreciable tirre' .
However, the distortion of the object relation in the child is reciprocally
caused by a change in the rrother' s personality which change,
•
I rnam
•
ta'illed' f or an
1s

'abl e

apprec~

'od
per~

.

in its turn,

106

The dialogue between the rrother figure and the child in the first year

is well described by Spitz.

If the child has this dialogue and completes

the critical periods of the first year, the child experiences nonnal intra-

Psychic developrent, according to Spitz.
Margaret Mahler distinguishes the following stages in considering
104
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the psychological birth of the child (fran birth to three years old) •

107

DIAGRAM 5

PSYCHOI.D3ICAL BIRTH OF THE CHilD (MAHLER)

WHOLE SELF
REPRESENI'ATIOOS

WHOlE OBJECI'

REPRESENI'ATIOOS

Differentiating
object images

Differentiating
self images
On the road to

object constancy
Rapprocherrent
Practicing
Differentiation
Syrrbiotic phase
Autistic Phase
Undifferentiated

Matrix

Margaret Mahler - Separation-Individuation Theory - Birth to Three Years
Margaret Mahler, like Spitz, derives her theoretical frartEWOrk
fran child observation.

In 1956, through a grant fran the National Institute

of Mental Health, her child-c.bservation studies began her research.

108

Her ~thodology consists of rrother-child pairs in a controlled nursery
Betting with trained teachers and psych:::>analytic investigators.
107
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108
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As

GertruJe Blanck points out, the work of Mahler presupposes

certain o:::rmon assunptions:
1.

That the relationship ootween the neonate and its environment
(rrother pers<n) consists of an ongoing interaction that has a
direct rearing 1.IfX)I1 develo:prent.

2.

That this develapnent consists of gradual aa;ruisi tions of capacities
through a process that we call internalization.

3.

That these internalizations lead to ever-greater independence of
the individual fran the enviro.nnent.l09

Thus, the main goal in the separation-individuation process for Mahler

is

the "differentiation of self images fran object images as an essential
part of the process of ego organization. "

110

Mahler defines "separation

as consisting of the child's emergence fran a symbiotic fusion with the
111
noth=r"
and individuation "consists of those achieverrents marking the
112
child's assunption of his/her CMl1 individual characteristics. "
Separation
and individuation are two separate but interdependent processes; the one
of separation leading to intrapsychic awareness of separateness and the
other of individuation leading to the aa;ruisition of a distinct and unique
individuality.

Four sub-phases of the separation-individuation process

have 00en identified.

Although they overlap, each sub-phase has its

CMn

characteristic clusters of OOhaviors that distinguish it frcm the previous
stage.

The four sub-phases are:

(1) differentiation, (2) practicing; (3)

rapprochenent; and ( 4) consolidation of individuality and beginning
109
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The following are the phases that Mahler describes in the separationjndividuation process of the child fran birth to three years.

f._orerurmers of the Separation-Individuation Process
Autistic Phase.
the autistic phase.

The first few weeks of the infant's life is in

This rreans that the ne.vbom does not have psychic dif-

ferentiation, psychic structure and function, nor even a perceptual conscious
system.

During this time, the infant' s main concern is to achieve hareo-

stasis or equilibrium.

The infant rroves in a cycle fran a state of relative

ease and well-being to intensive distress, to a reduction of distress by
intake of milk, and finally a return to ease and v.ell-being.

Intense

affective states accompany the hunger distress and with relief of hunger,
the infant's whole body relaxes.

114

The task of the autistic phase is the achieverrent of hareostatic
equilibrium of the organism within the new extramural environrrent by
predaninantly sana to psychic, physiolo:;rical rrechanisms .... In the nonnal
autistic phase, these apparatuses of primary autonany obey the rules
of the coenesthetic organization of the central nervous system.llS
Symbiotic Phase (few rronths to four rronths).
the infant fonns "an amipotent fusion"

116

In the second rronth,

with the rrther.

The increasing

ilrq;:ortance of the rrothering person, after the second rronth, marks the
beginning of the phase of nonnal symbiosis in which the infant behaves
and functions as th::>ugh she;he v.ere in an amipotent systan with the rrother
(a dual unity within one ccmron boundary).

While the infant is absolutely

113
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deJ?Emdent on the symbiotic partner, symbiosis has quite a different rreaning
for the nother.

The infant 1 s need for the nother is absolute; the nother 1 s

need for the infant is relative.

The partnership is developed through the

roesthetic ccmm.mication identified by Spitz.
~ence

117

During this time, "the

of the nonspecific social sniling gives one the impression that the

child, at a n:ost primitive level, experiences and becc:nes aware of an object."
The infant recognizes the nother and begins to attach to a specific person. 118
Nonnal autism and no:rmal symbiosis are the two earliest stages of non-differentiation; the fo:r:rrer is objectless, the latter is the preobjectual
phase of the infant 1 s life.

In the symbiotic phase, the energence of the

"ruiinentary ego as a functional structure"

119

occurs in the infant.

The

peak of symbiosis is reached by the infant about four to five rronths of age.

It also begins the first subfhase of separation-individuation, namely

d1.'f~J..erent'1.ati'on. 120
Sub-Phase I - Differentiation (five to ten nonths).

At about five

to ten rronths of age, the infant begins the actual separation/individuation

precess.

The first subphase is described as differentiation.

This is a

gradual hatching process in which the infant energes fran the symbiotic
dual unity with the nother to a state of greater awareness of a difference
between nother and the infant. The hatching process "is a change point,

principally in alertness, as ~11 as persistence and goal-directedness,
117
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occurring in the early nonths of the first year. "

121

It is during the

differentiation subphase that the infant achieves her/his first tentative
steps of breaking awey, in a physical bodily sense and the infant 1 s first
att:errPts at creeping, crawling, climbing and standing.
1cx::orrotion give the infant

1

The beginnings of

fuel 1 for differentiation fran the nother.

Mahler cbserves that the infant likes to venture and stay just a
bit distant fran the anns of the nother and as soon as the child is notorically able, slides davn fran the nother 1 s lap but tends to remain near by
and generally stays at the rrother 1 s feet.
1

opt.i.rnal distance 1 fran the mother.

Thus, the infant is developing

As the

infant grCMS and develops, there

is, for each stage, a position beb.'een mother and child that best al1aws
the infant to develop those faculties which she/he needs in order to grow,
that is, to individuate.

During the sy.rrbiotic stage, the infant nolds into

the rrother 1 s body; during the differentiation subphase, she/he begins to

push away fran nother 1 s chest in order to be able freely to explore her
tactilely and near-visually.

rn

The practicing infant distances in spa.ce,

order to have a chance to explore; during rapprocherrent, the toddler

needs to go and care to find the rrother available, but not intruding.

The

optimal distance is dictated by the developing secondary narcissism as
well as by the changing object relationship and the developing ego functions.

122

During this phase, the infant begins to be nore keenly aware of
sensorirrotor operations (Piaget) , use of vision to see the environrrent,
ootter tactile and kinesthetic contact.
12

~th c.

The hand, eye, and nouth co-ordination

Rosch, 11 Hatching in the Human Infant as the Beginning of
Separation-Individuation,'' The Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, 34, New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1979, p. 421.
122...
·1yson, Developnental Lines, pp. 127-128.
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The infant begins to

is gradually integrated with increasing effectiveness.

distmguish between contact-perceptual experience and experiences originating
in her/his body.
With the developnents in the perceptual, conscious system, the infant
turJ1S her/his attention to.vards the outside world as a source of pleasure
and sti.mulation.

The nost important aspect of the infant's world is the

rother and the infant begins distinguishing the rrother fran others and

makes a sensori.Irotor investigation of the rrother' s face, hair, nose, rrouth,
Peek-a-boo ganes, started by the rrother, are na.v initiated by

and skin.
the .Wfant.

The infant gradually begins to construct a boundary.

This

boundary distinguishes between the representations of self for the ir£ant
and the representation of the rrother.

The fonnation of these representations

.indicate the beginning psychological awareness of separation and individuation.
Stranger curiosity appears at this time.

Mahler differs fran Bowlby's

ooncept of ' stranger anxiety' by pointing out that the infant's basic trust
. .
es rrore curJ.osJ.ty
tCJWal:id s other f.~gures than

prov~. d

.

anx~ety.

123

This

seems based on Mahler's study of nonna.l children experiencing little disruption of a trust atm:>5Fhere that surrounds the infant.
With this gradual building of a progressively rrore differentiated
concept of the nother and of the self, the child's states of well-being and

of discanfort increasingly center around the presence or absence of the
not.her.

The infant begins to experience distress or anxiety with the aware-

ness of separation fran the rrother and connects the close relationship with

the

m:>ther to pleasure, well-being, and safety.

123_ -ler,
· 1
-Mah
Psycholog~ca

·
B~rth,

p. 57.

The infant does not have

98

the capacity to avoid a person other than the nother, or ensure th= presence
of the m::>ther, but the infant attertl?ts to rrobilize all his/her resources
124
and we see the first emergence of hostile aggression.
During this phase, the infant is also taking the first steps tc:Mards
.
1 ob JeC
. t canstancy. 125
emot1ona

Sub-Phase II - The Practicing Period (10 to 15 nonths).

With

wcreased cognitive functions in the sensorirrotor period, but especially
with upright locarotion, "the love affair with the world" (Greenacre) begins.
The toddler takes the greatest step in human individuation.
walks freely with upright posture.

The toddler

Thus, the practicing period is

!30

named because the toddler appears to be practicing her/his ability tc nove
CMaY fran the nother.

These characteristics include exploring, exercising

the toddler's autonarous function, and gradually getting use to the idea
of physical and psychological separation fran his/her nother.

126

Free,

upright loccnotion helps the toddler see the world fran another vantage
. t • 127
pom

Practicing Proper cares with the toddler's first indeperrlent steps.
With the advent of upright locarotion, the toddler turns her/his attention
rMa.y fran the nother and her activities, to the toddler's o.vn body and

his/her capacities.

The toddler's bodily abilities have proliferated with

the practicing of his/her notor skills in learning to starrl, crawl, and
llCM

walk. Walking makes possible an expanding reality as a larger
12
4.ryson, Develapnental Lines, p. 129.
125
Mahler, Psychological Birth, p. 58.
126
Tyson, Develo;pnental Lines, p. 130.
127
Mahler, Psycmlogical Birth, p. 71.
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environrrent is explore:l and a spurt in autonarous functioning is seen.
The toddler, at this stage, displays i.rtperviousness to falls and hurts of

all kinds and to frustration.
and one' s

CMn

The toddler is e.n.arroure:l with the v.lOrld

grandeur and annipotence.

the toddler's 'WOrld.

The rrother is still central to

The toddler develops a capacity to keep in touch

with the rrother at a distance using visual and auditory contact.

"We

SCM

seven to ten rronth olds crawling or rapidly paddling to the rrother, righting
themSelves on her leg, touching her in other ways, or just leaning against
her.
•

I

mg . 11

It is this phenarenon that was termed by Furer 'errotional refuel128

Although the toddler ap:r;>ears to rrove away fran the rrother, there is
a certain

11

lc:Mkeyedness. 11

The "WOrld is the toddler's, as long as the

rrother is there to watch and to share with him;her.

When the rrother is

absent, the toddler shows a diminishe:l interest in his;her surroundings,
J:ecaning extra sensitive to mll1or mishaps or appears preoccupie:l.

From

Mahler' s extensive observations of children in this phase, she concludes
that there is a dawning awareness that the symbiotic rrothering-half of the
self is misse:l by the toddler.

Mahler points out that it is towards the

end of this phase that the toddler attains object pennanency, both cog-

nitively and J?erceptually, according to Piagetian tenns.

129

Sub-Phase III - Rapprocherrent (15 to 24 rronths).

the second year of life, the infant has becone a toddler.

By the middle of
As the toddler's

awareness of separateness gro.vs, stimulated by his;her rrother, the toddler

seems

to have an increase:l nee:l to have the rrother share with her/him newly

acquire:l skills and the toddler's experiences.
128

Ibid., p. 69.

129
Tyson, Developnental Lines, p. 133.

The 'refueling' type of bodily

100
approach that had characterized the practicing infant is replaced, during
the perio:i of 15 to 24 rronths, by a delilierate search for, or avoidance of,
intimate bo:iily contact.
be~

There

roN

is a different kind of interaction

the to:idler and the rrother, which now uses syrrrolic language and play

as prominent during this stage.

130

'lWo characteristic patterns of the toddler's behavior are the

shadCMing of the rrother and the darting away fran her, with the expectations

of being chased and swept into her anns.

These patterns lead the toddler

to individuation which is progressing rapidly in this phase.

She/he can no

longer function effectively with the rrother in 'annipotent fusion'.
toddler has to give up the delusion of the parent 1 s annipotence.
up of the delusion of the toddler' s

CMn

The

The giving

grandeur, often by way of dramatic,

painful fights with the rrotrer, has been tenn:rl by Mahler as the "Rapproche-

nent

•

•

Crl.SJ.S.

11
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The rapprochem:mt phase is characterized by rroo:1 swings and temper

tantrums.

The to:idler learns two :important words, "no" and "mine."

There

is a rapid alteration fran the desire to reject the nnther to the need to
cling to her with coercive dete.nnined tenacity.

The desire to be separate

and annipotent conflicts with the desire to have the rrother fulfill the

toddler's every wish.

The toddler experiences separateness and helplessness

and has a constant concern about the nother' s presence as inferred fran the

toddler 1 s behavior, such as separation distress and temper tantnirns.
Canplex relationships arrong all these processes exist. Not only do
'f:inughts and feelings fran earlier periods persist and influence those
of this period, but all of the catp)nents of this expanding, inner world
tend to produce ccnplex reactions, inter-reactions, and inner conflicts,
130

Mahler, Psych:?lcx;ical Birth, pp. 76-77.
131
Ibid. 1 P• 79 •
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for exanple, the wish for separateness, not a wish to share independent
functioning; conflicts aver potty training; coping with social demarrls
of :rrother; the linpact of superego precursors. Conflicts with the nother
no longer slinply flare up and disappear - they appear to continue in
the child's mind for a longer period .... There is an increased sensitivity
to the nother' s approval or disapproval, and ambivalence tc:Mards the
:rrother is clearly evident.l32
There are three dynamics central in the Rapprochem:mt phase:

(a)

the arnbitendency of the child; (b) the need of anotional availability of

the :rrother during this phase; and (c) the father 1 s role in the rapproche-

mant :tnase.
Ambitendency is the simultaneous presence of two contrasting
behaviorally-manifested tendencies, for example, a child may cry and snile
virtually at the sarre tine, approach the rrother

and, at the last minute,

veer away or kiss the rrother and then suddenly bite her.

Mahler describes

arrbitendency as behaviorally biphasic; it may or may not soon be replaced
by arrbivalence.

ting, "

133

It is interesting that M2lanie Klein 1 s concept of "split-

Mahler's concept of "arnbitendency" and "arnbivalence, "

Paren's concept of "arnbivalence"

135

134

and

have similarities yet, according to

the theorists, differ in the intrapsychic origins of "arnbivalence. "

This

is a crucial concept both in nonnal developnent of the child and the child
reacting to divorce, at this t.iire of developnent.
The first conflict of arrbivalence occurs in the context of dyadic
cbject relatedness.

It seems to originate at the end of the first year

during the differentiation practicing subphases and it gains rocm:mtum in
132
Ib'd
-~-·,
P· 135 .
133Klem,
.
"Contribution to the Psychogenesis of Manic-Depressive
States," p. 262.
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~1er,

Psychological Birth, p. 289.
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Parens, "Ambivalence," p. 388.
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the rapprcx:::herrent subphase when it beccrres focused, organized and t.1e 'preenst.ing ambivalence' may be intensified or a:rreliorated.

Phasic Developtent

Ambivalence in Object Relations

1.

Nonnal autistic

1.

Preambivalent, absolute

2.

Symbiotic

2.

Preambivalent, not so absolute
primary narcissism

3.

First part: SeparationIndividuation phase

3.

First conflict of ambivalence dyadic

4.

Second part: SeparationIndividuation phase

4.

Further elaboration of first

5.

Oedipus Catplex

5.

Second conflict of anbivalence:
triadic

6.

Latency

6.

Relative post-ambivalence

7.

Adolescence

7.

Reactivation and resolution
of residual dyadic and triadic
conflicts leading to postambivalence

conflict of ambivalence to
resolution of dyadic aml:ivalence

The first arnbivalence, the co-existence of love and hate feelings towards

the libidinal object, progressively errerges during the preoedipal period of

developrent.

This conflict has a source and gathers contributions in its

course towards the second conflict of anbivalence which arises out of the
oedipus camplex. 137
Parens makes an interesting cCI1Ttent when he concludes his thoughts
en "ambivalence" by saying:
136

Ib'd
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137Ib'd
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This suggests the generalization that the boy usually has his first
conflict of ambivalence in the relation to his Irother and the second
in the relation to his father. In the girl, on the other harrl, both
conflicts occur principally in her relation to her nother, a factor
that sharply multiplies her difficulties in that Irost central of all
human relationships.l38

Thus, in normal develop:rent, ambi tendency is the precursor arrl has rud.i.Irents
of the splitting between love and hate.

The CIIlbitendency of the tcddler

does not have the intrapsychic processes required for the phenom:mon of
ambivalence.

Anbivalence occurs in the individuation phase and later appears

in the oedipal period of the child.
The Irother' s continued emotional availability is stressed by Mahler
during this period.
availability,

~

"It is, however, the Irother' s continued arotional

have fotmd, that is essential if the child's autoncnous

ego is to attain optimal functional capacity while the child's reliance
on magic amipotence recedes. "

139

If the nother is quietly available,

sharing the child's adventuring exploits, playfully reciprocating and
easing his;her attanpts at .imitation and identification, then internalization
of the relationship of Irother and child is able to progress.

If the nother

gives encouragem:mt to the child tc:Mards independence, it is helpful in
this phase.
On the contrary, Colauan and Provence,

Furer,

141

140

as

~11

as Mahler and

have added a critical finding to that of Spitz, n.arrely, that

"anaclitic depressions are also fotmd when the nothering person, though
138
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p. 417 .
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Mahler arrl M. Purer, Human Symbiosis and the Vicissitudes of
New York: University Press, 1968.
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physically present, is emotionally unavailable to the child less than one
year old. "

142

Greenacre speaks of this same dynamic in emotional unavail-

ability of the rroth=r when sh= observes:
Distress may arise in either partner, rrother or infant, and be cx:rnmunicated fran one to the other. Thus, when the rrother is burdened
with severe physical or emotional problems, the return to the rrother
for canfort may be inadequate and unsuccessful. Instead a reciprocal
1
borrcmed' disturbance in the infant may arise.l43
Another important developnent in the Rapprocherrent phase is that,

even though the child returns to the rrother for 1 refueling 1 , the child 1 s
desire for expanded autonany leads to an active interest of the child in
the father.

It is as though the father is the first to intrude intc the

notter-child 1 s world.

The father, as a love object, belongs to an entirely

different category of love cbjects fran the nother.

Although he is not

fully outside the syrrbiotic union, neither is he ever fully part of it.
The child perceives very early a special relationship of the father to the

rother.

144
In considering the inportance of the father in the life of the

child, the works of Biller,

145

Larrt>,

146

147
and Stein
have proved invaluable.

As Stein has pointed out:
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~arens,
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Arrbivalence," p. 396.
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Press, 1979, p. 123.
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There are at least two kinds of fathering: biological and psychological.
Biological fathering is a brief, easy, and usually satisfying ente:rprise.
Psychological fathering, an the other hand, may take the better part of
a lifetime, is very difficult to do well, and has peaks and valleys of
anguish that would try a god.l48
There is a need of the father to enjoy a tie to the child and it plays an
essential role in the growth and autonany of ego functions of the child.
The role of the father, within Mahler 1 s successive stages of the child 1 s
differentiation fran the nother, has been studied primarily by the work of
Abelin.

149

Abelin proposes that, in the slowly unfolding intrapsychic

process of separation-individuation, it is in the practicing subphase
that the child 1 s specific attachrent to the father takes place.

This father

attachrrent involves the encouragem:mt of exploratory behavior and opportunities
for identification based on strang, positive attachments between the child
and the father.

This plays a decisive role in aiding the process of dif-

•
•
. diVl. d uatlon.
.
150
Lerentlatlon
and ln
.&:

Lamb has researched extensively the question of whether and under

what circunstances (attachment behaviors and at what ages) a child will
express preference for his/her nother over the father or vice-versa.

Lamb

makes a distinction between behaviors that errerge with high-intensity
activation of the attachrent system, for which Lamb reserves the tem
"attachrrent behaviors," and behaviors that emerge with law-intensity activation which Lamb tenns "affiliative behaviors. "

At age periods, fran

seven rronths until at least two years of age, infants shaw preference for
148

Ibid., p. 11.

149
E. L. Abelin, "The Role of the Father in the Separation-Individuation Process," Separation-Individuation, edited by J. B. McDevitt and C.
F. Settlage, New York: International Universities Press, 1971.
150
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their fathers through "affiliative behaviors" in stress-free situations,
whereas in stressful situations (including a situation as min.ima.lly stress-

ful as th= presence of a stranger), the preference tends to shift to t.h=
rrother.

Larrb concentrates on nonnal behavior in the child, but his main

point is that although the relationship of a child to his/her rrother is
likely to differ qualitatively fran his/her relationship to the father,

both attacl:'iTE.nts are significant detenninants of social and personality
151
developrent.
Biller 1 s studies on paternal deprivation during this period of ear1y
childhood indicate:

to fonn
strong attachrtents to both their Irothers and fathers during infar,cy
have rrore positive self concepts and success in interpersonal relations
than children who have only an attachman.t to their nothers.

OUr observations have suggested that the children who are able

On the other hand, the lack of an attaclm:mt to a father or father

surrogate in the first few years of life, or a relatively pennanent
disruption of an on-going fathering relationship, may have unforttmate
ccnsequences for the child. Father absence, before the age of four or
five, appears to have rrore of a disruptive effect on the individual 1 s
personality develq:m:mt than does father absence beginning at a later
age period.
Findings fran cross-cultural studies have suggested that very close and
exclusive relationships with nothers in the first two or three years of
life and the unavailability of fathers are frequently associated with
sex-role conflicts and sexual anxiety in adolescence and adulthood.l52
In the Rapproch;!rtent subphase than, the relative lack of concern
about the nother 1 s presence that characterized the Practicing subphase is
IlCM

as

replaced by seemingly constant concern with the nother 1 s whereabouts,

~11

as by an active approach behavior.

The opt.ima.l enotional availability

.
~ Ainsworth, Mary Blehar, Everett Waters and Sally Wall,
~attems of Attacim=nt, Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1978,
R'· 272-273.
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of the nother is inp::>rtant during this phase.
ltK)re aware of his/her separateness.
tunction effectively as a dual unit.

The child bea:nes rrore and

The child and the rrother can no longer
The father takes on inp::>rtance to the

child as the first attachrcent figure outside the rrother-child bonding.

The

child gradually realizes that his/her love objects are separate individuals
with treir own perscnal interests.

She/he must gradually and painfully

give up the delusions of her/his own grandeur.
At 18 to 24 rocmths of age, the child has a fear of loss of love and
stranger anxiety is high at this point.

It also is the beginning of gender

identity and the child's discovery of the anatanical sexual differences
be"OOen herself/himself and the opposite sex.

153

Subphase IV - Consolidation of Individuality and Errotional Object
ccnstancy (25 to 36 rronths) .

If nonnal developnent proceeds well in the

first three subphases, and especially if rapprocherrent is adequate enough
to pick up the deficiencies of the other two subphases, the child enters the

fourth subphase and proceeds to 'psychological birth' .

The main tasks of

the fourth subphase are the achievemmt of individuality, gender identification, object constancy and the stability of self-boundaries.

154

Mahler

believes that "this fourth subphase of the separation-individuation process
is not a subphase in the sam2 sense as the first three, since it is openended ... 155

Mahler's ccncept of "affective object oonstancy" is oontroversial,

as she differs with Spitz,
15

15

who places object oonstancy at eight rronths

~1er, Psycoological Birth, pp. 95-108.

\lanck, Developrental Lines, p. 13.
155
Mahler, Psychological Birth, p. 112.
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.
t , who p 1aces ob Ject
. ty156 and P1age
.
us:ing the cr1. ter.1on o f s tranger arun.e
~stancy

at 18 rront.hs.

Mahler places 'object pennanence' earlier than

piaget, providing there are ha.nronious relationships

be~

the rrother and

the child.

She concurs with Piaget that "libidinal object constancy is
157
sufficiently permanent in the nonnal three year old,"
Mahler states

that "the establisl"'lrent of affective (errotional) object constancy depends

upon the gradual internalization of a constant, positively cathected inner
j,roage of the rroth:r."

158

But the constancy of the object, according to

Mahler, implies more than the maintenance of the representation of the
absent love object.

It also implies the unifying of the 'good' and 'bad'

objects into one woole

representation, so that, in the state of obje::t

constancy, the love object will not be rejected or exchanged for another if

it can no longer provide satisfactions.

In this state, the object is still

longed for, and not rejected as unsatisfactory, simply because it is absent.
This internalization calls for trust, confidence, and the cognitive acquisition
of the symbolic inner representation of the pennanent object by the child.

159

Mahler, then, specifically links the attainrrent of object constancy with the
arergence of a stable mantal representation which enables the child to
tolerate separation from the mother. 160
This controversy on the acquisition of object permanence and object

constancy is :important in determining when the child is able to acquire a
156
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stable mental representation of objects and persons.

Selma Fraiberg, in

bet" research on object constancy, makes an irrportant distinction when she

-writeS:

since the tenn 1 object constancy 1 has aCXjllired diverse rreanings in our
literature, its stage-specific attributes are variously described and
cannot be understocrl unless -we can infer fran rontext which usage the
author follows .... The awarent discrepancy seems to be the result of
differences in definition. The writers who ascribe the beginnings of
object ronstancy to middle of the first year are using 1 ronstancy 1
only in the sense of attacl:Ttent to the love object. The writers who
give a range fran eight nonths to eighteen nonths of age are adding
~ fonn of rrental representation to the criteria for libidinal cathexis
of the object; those who place object ronstancy at eighteen nonths appear
to be following Piaget 1 s criteria for rrental representation and object
concept. The one writer (Mahler) win placed object ronstancy at twentyfive months was using still nore restrictive criteria on the liliidinalcognitive scale, in which rrental representation of the nother had
attained a high level of stability.l61

Finally, in this :fhase language, acrording to Mahler, helps the
child in the achievement of individuality.

Play beca'res :roc>re purposeful

and constructive, including fantasy play, role-playing, and make-believe.
The child 1 s sense of self and boundaries develop to the stage of individuation.
The acquisition of language is helpful in this process of individuation.
Gender identity, begun in Rapprocherrent, is ccnpleted. 162

Thus, according

to Mahler, the three year old child has intrapsychically arrived at separation-

individuation.
Bowlby, in his intrcrluction to his work on attachm:mt, quotes
Francois Mauriac wren he writes that "we are rroulded and reroulded by those
wOO have loverl us and though the love may pass, -we are, nevertheless, their

WOI'k for good or ill." 163
161
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Ba.vlby 1 s \\Ork looks at four separate classes of problems to be
solved in order to understand attachment:

a.

The range of variation in attachrrent behavior at any particular
age and in tenns of \-fuat dlirensions are variations best described
are considered.

b.

The antecedent condition influencing the developnent of each variety
of pattern.

c.

The stability of each pattern at each age is considered.

d.

The pattern of attachnent related to subsequent personality developrrent and mental health.l64
Bowlby strongly believes that the nature of the m::>ther-infant bond

is :important for the child 1 s later develo:t;:m:mt and sense of identity and

of being "one with oneself. •i

165

His studies of the effects of separation

enanate fran his belief that attachrrent is a process and that the child
should not be separated fran the main attachrrent figure unless absolutely
necessary.

He distinguishes attachment as a much m::>re active process than
dependency.

Bowlby states that dependence "refers to the extent to \-fuich

the child relies on the m::>ther for needs, but that attachrrent is much rrore

of an evolutionary process, inclu:ling m::>re than the biological functions
arrl protection."

166

There are various forms of behavior that 1 nediate attachment 1 • There are
specific behaviors that praoote proximity oontact and interaction with
other persons and thus play a significant role in the development of
attachment to one or ff!M rreaningful persons. There is a difference
between attachrrent as a oond or an enduring relationship betvJeen the
child and m::>ther and attachnent behaviors through \-fuich such a bond
164Ib'd
_1._., p. 331.
165
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first beoarnes formed and that later serves to mediate the relationship.l67
ACcording to Bowlby, it is rrore of an "enviroi'lJTa'lt of evolutionary adaptedness" in the dynamic process of attaclnent with reciprocal behaviors
the child and the parent.

168

be~

Thus a child's attachment behavior is adapted

to an envirarnnent containing the rrother figure who is both accessible and
responsive to the child' s behavior cues.

Bawlby emphasizes the importance

of the infant's confidence in his/her rrother's accessibility and responsiveness.

The predictable outcane of both the activation of the attach:rrent

behavioral system and attaclm:mt as a bond is the maintenance of a degree
of proximity to the attachment figure and the biological function is protection.

Although attachment theory cannot be identified as primarily a

cognitive treory, Bowlby clearly conceives of the developrent of attach:rrent
. te....+-.
...:-ed
as m
.L ~w.1..u

Wl.. th

cogru. t i. ve deve 1opnent. 169

What are sore of the qualities that fonn attachrrent?

The first

social responses are identified as looking, smiling, and crying.

170

The

studies of T. Berry Brazelton, Thanas, Chess, and Birth, and Jerare Kagan
identify the child's respJnsiveness to the rrother figure and the reciprocity
of the relationship.

Maccoby identifies "mutual reactiveness" as a causal

factor in attachment.

171

The Ainsworth-Bell studies identify four di.rrensions

to the IOC>ther figure-child attaclmmt, which include:

(a) sensitivity-

insensitivity; (b) acceptance-rejection; {c) cooperation-interference; and
167
168

Ibid.' p. 17.
Ibid.' p. 9.

169
Ib'd
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pp. 9..12 •
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~ccoby,

Social DeveloptEnt, p. 50.

171
Ib'd
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(d) accessibility-ignoring.
~re

With this infonnation, Ainsworth arrl Bell

able to identify three types of attachrrent:

(a) avoidant; (b) securely

attad~; and (c) resistant. 172 Clarke-Stewart found, in her studies,
evidence that supports sore of the Ainsworth group 1 s ideas.

She scored

rrothers on three other d.i.mensions, including the qualities of:

(a) respon-

siveness; (b} expression of positive emotion; and (c) social stbnulation.
Bc:Mlby defines the attachrrent process as the following:

173

(1) initial

preattacl.'lrent phase; (2) attachnent in the making; (3) clear-cut attacl'"!rnent
(these three phases are in the first and second years of life); and (4) goalcorrecterl partnership (end of third year) .
Initial Preattad:'Iment Phase.

This phase has the infant giving

orientation signals without discrimination of figure.

These orientation

signals incltrle gazing, crying, smiling, and noncrying vocalizations.

The

infant seeks closer contact through the reflexes of rooting, sucking, grasping, and postural adjustment.
Attaclm:mt in the Making Phase.

During this filase, the orientation

signals are directerl towards one or Irore discriminated figures.

The baby

not only can clearly discriminate unfamiliar fran familiar figures, but
also beccrres able to discriminate between one familiar figure and another.
Clear-cut Attaclm:mt Phase.

During this fbase, which usually begins

in the second half of the first year, and continues throughout the second
and third years, the maintenance of proximity to a discriminated figure,
by m=ans of loa:::rrotion as well as orientation signals, defines the

contact behaviors 1 of the child during this stage.

1

active

The signaling behaviors

Produce Irore intentional camnmication and language developrent begins for
172
Ainsworth, Patterns, pp. 142-153.
173
Maccoby, Social Developnent, pp. 88-89.
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the child.

"Furthenrore, the characteristic way in which a child has

learned to organize his behavior with reference to a specific attacl:lrrent
figure is of clearly greater .importance than the intensity or frequency

with which he manifests each of the behavioral components of the attach.. 174
Interactive behaviors have a wide range of behaviors
nent systern •
fran resistance, avoidance, distance-interaction, contact maintenance,
contact-seeking behavior, to searching behavior.

This third phase is

conceived as 'too egocentric', in a Piagetian sense, to be able to derive
\'bat the child's mother' s current plan might be and to act to change it

so that it is in greater harrrony with the child's am designs.
Goal-Directed Partnership Phase.

The fundamental feature of the

fourth and final phase of the developrent of the child-mo'l:h2r attacl:lrrent
is the lessening of egocentricity to the point that the child is capable
of seeing things fran his/her mother's point of view and consequently is
able to primitively perceive what feelings and motives, set-goals and plans
of the child might influence his/her mother-figure's behavior.
In conclusion then Bowlby's work shc:Ms the .importance of early
attachment figures and the developrent of a characteristic way of attachnent.

"Few if any adults cease to be influenced by their early attach-

nents or indeed, cease at sane level of awareness to be attached to their
175
early attachnent figures. "
Bowlby underscores the first bonding of
the child and also the developrent in the mutual dialogue with the mother
figure of ho.v: the child will attach to future persons in her/his life.
Rutter counters Bowlby's work, particularly in analyzing the
174
Ain' '3vYOrth , Patterns, p. 25 .
175
Ibid., p. 28.
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child's attaclm:mt to the rrother figure and the irrplications of ear1y
separation.

Rutter points to Bowlby's definition of "rrother figure" v.hich

is definoo as "the person woo rrothers the child and to whan she/he becares
176
attached. "
Rutter COlmters the position of Bowlby that social interaction is the rrost irrportant part of mother care and that "feeding is not
177
an essential part of rrothering."
Nevertheless, what evidence there is supports Bavlby' s view that social
interaction constitutes the basis of attachment behavior and it is
difficult to see what there is in tying the concept of attachrrent to
motherllood if it is not necessarily tied to a fema.le, not a function
of feeding, and only indirectly related to caretaking activities.l78
Rutter poses the main question of his differences with Bavlby v.hen
he asks, "Does the 'hann' ca-re fran disruption of bonds or distortion of
relationships?"

He cites the ccmparison of hanes broken by death (bond

irrevocably disrupted) and hanes broken by divorce or separation (where
the break is likely to have been preceded by discord and quarreling or a
lack of warmth and affection where the break-up of the hane may not necessarily disrupt the bands) .

After citing various studies (Brown, 1961;

Douglas, Ross, Hammond & Mulligan, 1966; Gibson, 1969; Gluek & Gluek, 1950;
Gregory, 1965; and Wardle, 1961), Rutter suggests that it is not the direct
experience of bond disruption which matters, but rather the difficulties
. l.l1
. t erpersonal re1at1ons
.
m

Wl'th

which bond d'1sruption
.
. assoc1a
. ted • 179
lS

This is a critical distinction in the process of attachment and the
i.n;>lications of band disruption.
176 'cha 1
.
.
Mi
e Rutter, Materna1 Depr1vat1on
Reasses sed , Great Br'tain
1
:
Penguin Books, 1972, p. 104.
177Ib'd
_l_., pp. 104-105.
178Ib'd
__l_., p. 105.
179Ib'd
_1_., pp. 107-108.
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Rutter questions whether separation is critical in bond disruption
or is it the process and distortion of interpersonal relationships leading
to bond disruption?

It seems that Rutter's critique influenced Bowlby's

later works, particular1y his latest voll..lrTE of Attachrrent and Loss where
~1by

incorporates in his five variables affecting mourning, "the social

and psychological circunstanc:es affecting the bereaved about the tilre of
and after the loss. "

180

Both the works of Bowlby and Rutter enrich tmder-

standing in the attaclnent process and band disruption.
The Child - Three to Six Years of Age
Freud - Oedipus ccrrplex
The child, during this t.irre, terrls to be drawn towards the parent
of the opposite sex and in a way that is erotically tinged.
is called the oedipus canplex.
group of ideas. "

181

This phenanenon

"Carq;>lex" is defined as "emotionally toned

Oedipus Canplex derives its name fran the Greek

mythology concerning Oedipus, the son of Laius, king of Thebes, who kills
his father in battle and marries his :rrother.

182

In what this study shall tenn "family rananc:e," the boy, with his
instinctual drive and his confo:rmity with the social pattern, talks and
thinks in tenns of marrying his mother and of excluding his father.

In the

sane way, the girl talks and thinks in tenns of marrying her father, or
being his wife and having a baby by him.
At this point, the boy's feelings tCMards his father are mixed.
180
Bowlby, Loss, p. 172.
181
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Spurgeon English and Gerald H. Pearson, Em:>tional Problems
w. W. Norton and Ccrnpany, 1963, p. 97.
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child often has nightmares in the resolution of the family romance.
bOY is ambivalent in his feelings tc:Mards his father.

The

He does not want to

give up the feeling he has for his rrother, but if the father is a reasonably
desirable man, the boy decides in the solution of the oedipus canplex, that
sinC-8 he cannot depose his father, he will imitate him, he will be like

h.lln with the hope thereby that sene day he, like his father, will be able to
marry and enjoy the many privileges his father enjoys.

The girls goes

through the family ranance with ambivalence to.vards her rrother.

The kinder

tre parents are, and the rrore aware they are of this family errotional struggle,
the easier it is for children to resolve the oedipus conflict without too
much difficulty.

183

Freui thus points to an identification with the :parent of the sarre

sex in the resolution of the oedipus carplex.

Freui, hc:wever, believed

in the constitutional make-up of each child and believed in the bisexuality

of the child.

Thus when the boy renounces the rrother, he may either identify

with the lost abject - his rrother - or intensify his identification with
the father.

Which of these directions will depend upon the relative strength

of the masculine and feminine ccxrponents in the constitutional make-up of
Freud assurres that every person is constitutionally bisexual

the boy.

which neans that she;he inherits the tendencies of the opposite sex as -well

as those of the sam= sex.
Freud slu.vs

that the oedipus canplex

is strongly linked with the

superego.

"This identification also gives rise to the formation of the

superego.

The superego is said to be the heir of the oedipus carplex,

because it takes the place of the oedipus canplex. n 184 The superego, as
183
Ibid., p. 98-99.
184Calvin s. Hall, A Primer of Fretrlian Psychology, New York: New
American Library, 1954, p. 110.
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heir to t.h2 oedipus canplex, is the basis for the emotional rights and
'Vl!"ongs that tha child fonns during this period of identification.

-

c;ender Identity - Three to Six Years Old
Gerrler identity is a primary task in the process of identification

for the preschool child.

Gender identity, in its broadest sense, includes

all those characteristics which canprise each individual' s canbination of
masculinity or femininity, detennined not only by biological sex and anat.orr¥,
but psychological factors such as object relations, identifications, intra-

psychic conflicts and bisexual conflicts, as well as cultural and socio185
logical influences.
Gerrler role refers to tha child's behavior in
relationship to others, that is, the subtle, canplicated, conscious and
unconscious exchanges of rressages and conscious and lm.conscious experiencing
of interactions between self and objects because of one's gender identity.
Finally, a distinction needs to be made with core gender identity.

This

m:!ans that the child has knc::Mledge and awareness, intrapsychically, of
belonging to one sex and not the other.

The essential characteristics

identified in core gender identity are:
1.

A biological 'force' - the effect of circulating fetal sex hormones
on the brain of the infant;

2.

Sex assign:rrent at birth;

3.

Parental attitudes - the effect of the sex assign:rrent on parents
which is reflected back to the infant;

4.

'Biopsychic' };ilen<::menon - early postnatal styles of handling the
infant; and

5.

Developing bcrly ego: sensations, especially fran the genitals,
that define a child's dimensians.l86
185
R. J. Stoller, ''Primary Femininity," Journal of the Arrerican
~¥Choanalytic Association, 24, 1976, pp. 59-78.
186

Thid. , p. 61.
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Irmate factors and constitutional make-up play a big role in
affecting gender identity.

The rearing environrrent makes a crucial dif-

ference regarding gender identity.

"When the child is given a role sex

assignrrent, in res:J;ect to his;her core gender identity and a male or female

narre.

that child is given all sorts of verbal and non-verbal rressages which

convey the rreaning of 'feminine' or 'masculine' as defined by the child's

'1

farm. y.

,187
Lawrence Kohlberg, in his work on gender identity, writes that

tOO imitation of the sarre sex individuals is not due to a previous rein-

forcerrent history, but to the perception of the sarre-sex persons as similar
to the self and is therefore valued.

He concludes that the process of

identification derives fran their developing a gender identity and oonsequently valuing those with whcm maleness or femaleness is shared and
not fran a fear of love or retaliation, as in Freudian theory (Diagram 7) •
Heinz Kohut:

188

The Child and the Cohesive Self

Kohut worked in the classical psycooanalytic tradition, but differs
with Freud by his emphasis on the contributions received fran the tradition

of cognitive phenomenon.
be~

Like Freud, he maintains a theoretical distinction

and used both structures and processes in theory construction.

Ho.vever, Freud begins with an interest in processes (e.g., repression) and
ends with structures (e.g., id, ego, superego), while Kohut begins with a
self-structure and then elaborates the processes that refer to that

187
Tyson, Developrental Lines, pp. 189-190.
188
Jean Brooks-Grerm and Wendy s. Matthews, He and She: How Chil~en Develop Their Sex-Role Identity, Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 197-, pp. 117-118.
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DIAGRAM 7

THEORETICAL SEQUENCES

rn PSYCHOSEXUAL IDENTIFICATION (Brooks-Grenn) 189
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Parents and the social
system in interaction
with child 1 s cognitian
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strUctures.
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DIAGRAM 8

SCHEME OF FREUD Is AND KOHUI' Is THEORIFS191
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Kohut defines the developrent of healthy narcissism in the child.
The phase of annipotence corresponds to what Kohut calls, the 11 grandiose

self,

11

and the

11

idealized parental imago."

to the errerging self.

The child assigns all perfection

She/he wants to be looked at, admired, and wants to

enjoy her;his feelings of vitality as she;he experiments with lxxly
functioning and exploration of the world.
The child also assigns all annipotence to the idealized parental
Unago, which continues to be experienced as part of the self, but is
190
Michael J. Patton and John J. Sullivan, ''Heinz Kohut and the
Classical Psychoanalytic Tradition, 11 The Psycmanalytic Review, 67 (3),
~
, 1980, p. 371.
191Ib'd
_l_., p. 372.
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amalgamated with features of true object love.

The child expects nother to

confinn and approve his/her archaic grandiosity and exhibitionisn. However,
because the nother is not annip::>tent, and because a "gocrl enough" nother
is in tune with the changing needs of the child, the infant experiences

small, non-traumatic failures in the resp::>nses of the mirroring and idealized
self-objects.
Kohut, in the Restoration of Self,

192

asserts that if a child's

anal, grandiose, voyeuristic and exhibitionistic pursuits are rret with an
empathic phase including a:r;:propriate parental resp::>nsiveness and prohiliitions,
archaic, narcissistic, grandiose configurations can be gradually transfonred
into a more mature sense of self-rohesion, self-continuity, and self-estean.

193

This process assists the child achieve self-constancy and object constancy.
What also occurs is ego structuralization which can tolerate conflicts
over ambivalence, even death wishes, without an accanpanying loss of self-

esteem.
Kohut, though, p::>ints out that if the parents' resp::>nse in the
dialogue is inappropriate and insufficient, and there is a disturbance in
the nother-child relationship, the child is not able to deal with his/her
ambivalence.

Consequently, the child' s representation of the idealized

parental .image is invested with a great deal of hostility, which then leads

to splitting of the object-representation, to ronflict over death wishes
and retaliation fears.

The self-representations dominate the child's

representational world, often leading to a punitive superego in later phases

~einz Kohut, The Restoration of the Self, New York:
Universities Press, 1977.
19

193
Tysc:n, Developnental Lines, p. 160.
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of developrent.

The child can subsequently have a great deal of self-

denigration defended against by grandiosity and egocentricity.

Investing

object and self-representations with hostility, the child can lay the
foundation for a sophisticated anal-sadistic drive expression to emerge in
latey phases of childhood.
Internalization is an important process to Kohut.

Kohut calls

transmuting internalization a function of the m:>ther by providing gratification and reassurance which is internalized, transmuted into an intrapsychic
strUcture, which nCM performs the functions which the nother used to perfo:r:m
for the child, and thus a nuclear self emerges.

194

With the emergence of a oohesive self, the child can bring together
strands of bcrlily experiences, of experiences based on the self as differentiated fran the Object, and the idealized grandiose self-image.

In the

course of optimal developrent, these strands will be woven together to
form a stable sense of self and a stable self-representation.

This stability

is what Kohut refers to as "cohesiveness" arrl which can also be conceptualized
as "self-constancy" in that a reliable representation of the self anerges
. spJ.. te o f confl'J.ct. 195
and endures l.Il

Thus, Kohut takes the child fran the narcissistic world and shCMs
the developnent of the "self-constancy" of the child.

In this developn:mt,

Kohut shc:MS the importance of the "internalized parental imago" in the
process of transmuting internalization towards the developnent of the
child's nuclear self.
19 '\ieinz Kohut, The Analysis of the Self, New York:
Universities Press, 1971, p. 50.
195
Tyson, Developrental Lines, pp. 160-162.
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Social Theorists:

Presdlool Child ('IWo to Six Years Old)

Between the ages of two and five, the expressive behaviors acquired

.in .infancy begin to crystallize into individual patterns, and the child
develops many distinctive attitudes, preferences and ways of acting.

The

presch<;x:)l child becanes increasingly aware of himself/herself as an individual

and begins to form certain positive and negative attitudes to.vards self.
Secondly, she/he e<m:!s into contact with increasing numbers and types of
people, with whan the child experiences many new kinds of social interactions.
The preschool years are seen by social theorists as a crucial pericx:l for
various disciplinary and role-nodeling activities by which parents socialize
their child and transmit their culture to the child.
As

one very irr:portant consequence of their physical and cognitive

maturation, the preschool child becanes increasingly aware of the self
and forms new self-attitudes.

In particular, she/he shc:Ms a grov.ring aware-

ness of her/his bcx:ly and the E!l'ergence of feelings of mastery.
The preschooler, having achieved this basic recognition of p::>ssessing
a bo:ly, nov.r bee<m:!s acutely aware of manges that occur in it and heM it
differs fran others' bcx:lies.
be~

She/he also recognizes :r;:hysical differences

the sexes and begins to sense

the beginnings of gender identity.

her/his identity as male or female,

At two and one-half, rrost children are

not positive about their sex, but by age three, two-thirds of them knCM
whether they are boys or girls.

Sexual exploration is camon by age four,

and nnst four to five year olds ask, "Where do babies a::rre fran?", an

~rtant question in acquiring sexual .image develq:rnent.
Parents woo ignore or make light of the preschooler' s nonnal
interest in physical grcwth or discourage sexual curiosity can foster a
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negative self-attitude, self-consciousness and uneasiness with respect to
~

in the child.
The child's feelings of mastery begin to be shaped during infancy

by the pleasure she/he gets fran becaning able to control her/his envirol11Tent.

Achicver:xmt experiences in the child, ages two to five, begin to generate
feelings of mastery that can have a lasting influence on the child' s sense
of personal canpetence.

This aspect of personality develq::rrent accelerates

rapidly between the ages of two and five.

The preschooler's ir..creasing

cognitive and rrotor skills, during these years, enables her/him to do much
rrore for self which enlarges her/his opportunities to experience mastery.

Language skills enable the child to realize she/he is capable of having an
irrpact on her/his environ:rrent.

Parents play an important role in helping

the presch::>oler develop strong feelings of mastery.

The nature of this

parental influence has been identified in research in the areas of the
child' s achievement, rrotivation, instrunental cx:::rnpetence, and self-esteem.
Achiev€!IOOI'lt rrotivation refers to the inclination to strive for
success and the capacity to experience pleasure in being successful.

The

196
studies of McClelland and Atkinson
have yielded two definite findings.
First, high achievement rrotivation is fostered during the preschool years
by strong parental encouragerent of achieverrent accc:R1p311.ied by m:rlerate

demands for independence and warm, supportive, parent-child relationships.
Seoond, the developnent of achieverrent rrotivation is directly related to
the arrount of specific training in achievarent activities that parents

Provide their child during the presch:::ol years.
Instru'rental CCIIpetence has been defined in a series of studies
196

New York:

n. c. McClelland and J. W. Atkinson, The Achievarent :r.btive,
Appleton-century-crofts, Inc., 1953.
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:saurnrind found that th:::! child who was rrost reliant, self-controlled,
ex.plorative, and contented had parents who were socially responsible, selfassertive, self-confident, and who exercised authoritative control.

These

parents set and enforced specific limits on the child's behavior, but were

also warm and non-rejecting.
The child who is relatively discontent, withdrawn, and distrustful,
Baumrind found, has parents who are detached and authoritarian.
parents are highly controlling, restrictive, and protective.

These

They leave

little roam for discussion or variation and they deny the child opportuni ties to take risks, to try new things, and to make decisions.

The child

who is the least self-reliant, explorative, and self-controlled has warm

but permissive parents.

By adopting a noncontrolling and nondemanding

stance, these parents fail to set any definite standards against which
their child can judge the adequacy of their behavior and they also fail
to encourage their child to accept any challenges.

Regarding self-esteem, the rrost thorough study of factors leading
to self-esteem has been reported by Coopersmith, VJhose results are consistent

with those on achieverrent rrotivation and instrumental a:npetence.

Parents

whose preschooler is high in self-esteem tend to be warm1y accepting
people who establish clearly defined limits for their child's behavior,
but allow him/her sane latitud.e within these limits.

As did Baumrind,

Coopersmith finds a significant rrodeling effect, narrely that the parents
of the child with high self-esteem tend to be active, poised and relatively
self-assured t.l"enselves.

Coopersmith defines self-esteem in the child as

197
niane Baumrind, "CUrrent Patterns of Parental Authority,"
~Velqm:mtal Psychology .r.bnographs, i_, 1971, Part 2, pp. 1-103.
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the value the child places on himself/herself and the extent to which the
child anticipates success in what she/he does.

198

There are sane widely cited research findings that seem to identify

sex

differences in achievement-related behavior with boys being :rrotivated

to achieve primarily by mastery strivings and girls being :rrotivated mainly

by the need for social approval.

This apparent difference has been attributed

to certain sex-role stereotypes in our society, ncmely that boys should be

aggressive, independent and cx:npetitive, whereas girls should be passive,
dependent and cooperative.

In opposition to such beliefs, Maccoby and

Jacklin have concluded from a ccrrq:>rehensive review of the available data
that boys and girls do not differ in their striving for achievem:mt and
that boys in our society are not receiving :rrore encouragrrrent tcward mastery
...... _~

wJCU 1
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gJ.r
s.

Erikson suggests that the aspect of parent-child interaction rega.rding the child's achievement and mastery skills detennines whether
autonany or s h arre and d oubt

.
t persona1'J.ty traJ.ts.
.
200
WJ.'11 errerge as persJ.sten

In the typical family, the child fonns his/her first attac:hment to

the mother figure.
in the child's life.

HCMever, the father also arerges as an active participant
Developnentally, the preschool child has :rrore oppor-

tunities to interact with her/his father.

The interest of the preschool

child in her/his father has been danonstrated in a s:imple but neaningful study
by Lynn and Cross.
198

s.

The study asked a large number of two to four year old

Coopersmith, The Antecedents of Self Esteem, San Francisco:

W. H. Freeman Canpany, 1967.
199

Eleanor Maccoby and Carol Jacklin, The Psychology of Sex Dif~ences, Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 1974.
200

Erik Erikson, Cllildhood and Society, 2nd Edition, New York:
Orton Carpany, 1963, pp. 84-85.
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children which of tl"Eir parents tl"Ey wanted to have play with them in
several different kinds of games.

The boys at ages two, three and four

had a clear preference for playing with their fathers. Arrong the girls,
the father was also strongly preferred by the two year olds.

However, at

age three, the girls sh::Med a diminishing preference for playing with their
fathers and at age four they clearly preferred their mothers. 201 This
study has .ilrplications substantiating the age process of psychosexual
identification, identified by the ego psychologists.
The preschcx::>l child 1 s increased interaction with her/his father
is generally believed to help him/her recognize that she/he has two distinct
parents rather than just one parent.

As

previously mentioned, Biller's

and others 1 research indicate that the father plays a particularly .ilrportant

role in child develCJfllEClt during the preschool years.

Ccxtpared to the

dlild whJ is reared only by his/her mother, the preschool child who also
has an attentive father tends to have a more positive self-concept, to

feel better about being a bay or

girl, to get along better with other

children and to ftmction more effectively in achievauent-related situations. 202
For the social tl"Eorists, socialization is the process by which
the child acquires the social judgment and self-control necessary for
becaning a responsible adult in society.
through discipline and identification.

The child is socialized primarily
Identification consists of adopting

the feelings, attitudes and actions of others as one 1 s

.

CM'l.

The more

201

-o. B. Lynn and A. Cross, ''Parent Preference of Preschool
Cluldren," Journal of Marriage and Family, 36, 1974, pp. 555-559.

~enry Biller, ''Father, Child and
9!. Personality Developnent, Lexington, MA:
20

Sex Role," Paternal Detenninants
Heath Carpany, 1971.
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nurturant and pov.erful parents are as rn:x"lels, and the greater the similarities
be~

the parents and the child, the rrore strongly the child identifies

with th::rn.

Strong identifications help the socialization process, because

the rrore the child attarrpts to be like their parents, the rrore she/he

tends to internalize parental codes of conduct.

The rrodels to which the

child is exposed affect the emerging personality style of the child,
including haw aggressive and/or altruistic she/he is in her/his relationships with others and haw the presch:x:>l child progresses towards an
adeqUate sex-ro1e 1'dent't
1 y. 203

Surrrnary
In conclusion, then, the theories of Spitz, Mahler, and Bowlby
assist in mderstanding the normal develq:m:mt of the child fran birth
to two to three years of age, while Freud, Kohut and the social theorists

help us to mderstand the developnental tasks of two to six year olds.

203
Elkind, Developrent of the Child, pp. 258-260.

OlAPI'ER IV

EGO PSYCHOI.CX;Y EXEMPLIFIED
(PARENT-cHILD) AS SEEN

rn THE DYADIC REIATICNSHIP

rn THE DIVORCED SlliGLE-PARENT FAMILY

This chapter considers the crisis of divorce and its .impact on
the cognitive-developrental prcx:Esses of the preschool child.

The crisis

of divorce is defilled as the period between the announcement of separation

to eighteen :rronths follawillg the announcerrent of the divorce.

Accord.lng

to Wallersteill, this is the greatest period of family disequilibriliD'l after
.
1
the d ~vorce.
Because of the C<llplexity of the issue, this chapter is divided

into two segrrents:

(1} how the divorce crisis affects and heightens the

cognitive-develo:prental process ill the child's ego identification; and (2)
how divorce is a crisis ill 'family transition',

2

with particular con-

centration on the first 18 :rronths after separation.

The develo:prent from

the nuclear family to the child's 'family of orientation' ill the billuclear

3 .
. ed •
f anu.'1y ~s
exarrun
HeM the Divorce Crisis Affects and Heightens the Cognitive-Developnental

Process ill the Child's Ego Identification
Birth to Two Years Old
One of the nonna.l developrental tasks fran birth to two years, as

~allerstein

and Kelly, Surviving t.h:! Breakup, p. 304.

2

eonstance Ahrons, "Redefining the Divorced Family:
Franework," Social Work, 25(6}, Novanber, 1980, p. 437.
3
Ibid.' p. 439.
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A Conceptual
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preViously rrentioned in the fo:rne.r chapters, includes maternal oonding.
No:trnal psychic lag is an .important dynamic to the oonding between the
IOC>Wr figure and infant.

At the birth of the infant, there is a natural

lag of tim=, usually lasting from four to seven days, between the :rrother 1 s
physically adopting the baby as "mine outside" and psychologically adopting
the baby as "mine inside."

The development of the ooenesthetic and diacritic organizations
of the infant (Spitz) enables him/her to enter into the nrutual cueing dia1ogue (Mahler) with the :rrother figure.

The phases of autism, syrrbiosis,

differentiation and beginning of rapprocherrent are the beginning of the
separation-individuation tasks for the infant.

Object constancy (eight

nonths old) and affective abject constancy (eighteen :rronths old) are central
tasks for the infant's sensorim:::>tor period of cognitive developnent (Piaget).

Anth:my states that if the :rrother is undergoing a :rrourning process
related to the loss in divorce, particularly in the first fifteen :rronths
of the infant 1 s life, the bonding with the infant and the interaction of
the mutual cueing dialogue can
ness of the :rrother.

the infant.

sub~ntly

diminish, due to the responsive-

The father is missed as a support to the mather arrl

Anthony explains that for the :rrother, due to her :rrourning

process over loss in the divorce, the t.i.rre of the psychic lag can be
lengthened. 4
Though there is little literature and no identifiable research on

ho.v divorce affects the child under two years old, 5 Magrab, Professor of
.

\:. Jarres Anthony, "Interview with E. Janes Anthony," Oral history
lnterview regarding 'Children of Divorce', St. IDuis, Missouri, February 4,
19 82 , A,...,..,.•v'l'
t-'t-"=.1.\.LlX C, p. 249.

~allerstein, Children of Divorce, tape, April, 1980.
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pediatrics at Georgeto.vn University, observes that "deprivation and neglect
during this t.i.ne period can seriously hinder the develq;:m:mt of trust and
affect the child 1 s future ability in developing satisfying human relationships. ,G Magrab points out that the infant will be especially affected by
the wey the m::>ther reacts to the divorce situation.

The m::>ther 1 s grief,

E!!Otional status and general maternal attitude are particularly lirp)rtant
during this tine.

The adjustm:mt of the maternal figure influences the

adjustment of the infant, because the infant lacks the cx:;,gnitive processes
to catprehend the divorce crisis in the family and is totally reactive to
the adjustment of the m::>ther.

7

Because the infant is in symbiotic partnership with the m::>ther
(Mahler): and has not yet develop=d psychic defenses (A. Freud) nor reached
affective object constancy (Piaget), the infant is dependent on the affective
status of the m::>ther.

The m::>ther, then, is the key figure to the adjustm:mt

of the infant in neeting the divorce crisis within the family.
Both Anthony and Wallerstein point to the need of m::>re research

as to haw the crisis of divorce affects this t.i.ne :period in the infant 1 s
life.
The Toddler:

Two to Three Years Old

As rre:ntioned in the previous chapters, during this period, develop-

Itentally affective object constancy is stabilized (15 to 25 rronths).
Affective object constancy allows the toddler to have an internalized :image
of another perscn, usually the biological m::>ther.

Bowlby points out the

6

Phyllis Magrab, ''For the Sake of the Children: A Review of the
Psychological Effects of Divorce," Journal of Divorce, 1(3), Spring, 1978,
p, 238.
7

.

Ibid.

1

P• 238.

*The authors included within the parentheses are previously cited

l.n fonrer chapters of this study.
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patternS of attadlm:mt during this tine and the meaning of separation-

stranger anxieties.

seans

Mahler 1 s fra:rrework of separation-individuation tasks

focal to understanding the child in this age period.
Abelin points out the i.rrportance of the

1

triangular attacllrrent 1

during this period as the toddler focuses her/his attention on the father.
The toddler must have an establishrrent of a finn representation of herself/
himself as separate fran a finn representation of her/his :rrother.

This

long and confusing task must be secure before the toddler can then :rrove
to a triadic form of relationship including the father.

The nove to trian-

gular oedipal relations (triangular attacl'Irent) usually occurs in the third
8
.
year o f l1fe.

Abelin states that

i10rmal

develOfltlEmt depends on the integrity of

the parental couple and if the couple separate, patlx::>logy appears related

to the loss of the integrity of the unit, not simply as a reaction to the
absence of one or another parent.

9

Abelin 1 s i.rrportant distinction is that

the toddler 1 s need for the crnplexity of the triangular attachment, with

the integrity of the family unit, is frustrated in the crisis of divorce,
due to the loss of a parent.
Toanin 1 s work, in 1974, argues that the loss of the father at the
18 to 36 :rronth period of life for the toddler is critically i.rrportant for

the separation-individuation process of the child. 10
8
Ernest Abelin, "The Role of the Father in the Separation-Individuation Process," Separation-Individuation Essays in Honor of Margaret Mahler,
edited by McDevitt and Seltlage, New York: International University Press,
19711
9
Ernest Abelin 1 "The General Early Triangulation M:xlel: Or fran the
Role of the Father to the Role of the Couple," lectures given in San Diego 1
California, May 26, 1979.
10
eonstance Ballantine, "Divorce arrl the Preschool Child:
Stress," Journal of Divorce, l (1) 1 Fall, 1979, p. 56.
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When the father is absent in divorce, what happens to the t.cx:ldler,

'Who naturally turns to the father in the rapprochenent phase of separationindividuation? Anthony states that the rrother' s role is pivotal.

The

:rrother' s portrayal of the absent parent, her providing accessibility to
visitations with the absent parent and male substitute-figures are partieular1y .i.rrq:;>ortant to the tcxldler.

The mother' s ability to oope adequate!y

with the rrourning pre>a:ss allows the separation-individuation of the child
by appropriate refueling and distancing behaviors in her interactions with

the tcxldler.

11

In the Practicing Proper-Rapprocherrent phase, ambitendency is at

its height for the tcxldler.

Though this 'splitting' of the good arrl bad,

.in ambitendency, is within the no:rrnal developnental process of the toddler
achieving affective object constancy, divorce occurring at this tine can
be difficult for the tcxldler.

The arrbitendency of the t.cx:ldler can be

.increased and intensified by the arrbiance of the divorce.

12

This intensified

phenarenon of ambiance caused by the divorce increasing the arnbi tendency of
the t.cx:ldler can have a major effect on the tcxldler' s mental image and
internalized representaticn of self, the absent parent, and custodial
parent.

13

Antmny ccmnents on this dynamic by enphasizing that the child

really is "not only caught up in his/her

CMil

splitting developnentally, but

is also imbibing the effects of the splitting fran the ambivalence
11
Antmny, Interview, February 4, 1982, Appendix C, p. 250.
12
Ib'd
_.1!_.'
p. 250 .
13
Judith Wallerstein and Joan Kelly, Surviving the Breakup: Ho.v
~ldren and Parents Cope with Divorce, New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1980,
p. 13.

,.
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~ienced

parent·

fran the custodial parent and in visitation fran the absent

1114
In the affective danain, then, there is a need for further research

into this question as to how the phenarenon of ambiance in divorce affects
t;he develq:mental ambitendency in the toddler.

In an Inaugural Lecture at University College in London, John

eovlliY discusses

the later effects of divorce during the preschool child' s

life related to the process of attachrrent disrupted by separation:
The problems for which Mrs. G. carre for analysis were that she felt
irritable and depressed and filled, as she put it, with hate and evil.
In addition, she found herself frigid with her husband, errotionally
detached and wandering whether she was capable of loving anyone.
Mrs. G. had been three years old when her parents divorced. Her father
left hane and her nother, wh::> began working long hours, had little
tlire for her daughter. A year later, when Mrs. G. was four, her nother
placed her in an orphanage where she remained for eighteen long rronths.
Thereafter, although she was back with her nother, family relationships
continued to be disturbed and unhappy. As a result, Mrs. G. left hare
during her teens and before she was 21 had already been married and
divorced twice. Her present husband was her third.l5
"M1en termination was faced in therapy, Mrs. G. was aware that separation

as she put it, "anger makes rre sad because

had always made her angry and,

Struggling to think of herself as self-sufficient,

it :rooans the end .••• "
she exclaimed, "I 'rn

clinging onto rre ••• I'm taking care of rre all by myself."

blby goes on to show that \ffii.le this patient had five years of therapy,

"she ranarried vulnerable to situations that arouse anxiety and sadness,
SUCh as separation and loss. ,.lG

14
Anthony, Interview,

A~

C, p. 251.

15

John B<::Mlby, "Psyclx>analysis as a Natural Science," Inaugural

lecture of the Freud Marorial Visiting Professor of Psychoanalysis at
University College, London, October, 1980 (unpublished).
16Ib"d
_1._.

I

p. 8.
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BcMlby analyzes Mrs. G. 's oondition of failure in relationships

as

caused by her repeated frustrations of her attaclnent behavior to be

lOVed and cared for by others in her early years.
}:)ehavior becarre deactivate:! and ranaine:i so.

Thus, her attachrra1t

As a result, the desires,

t.roughts, and feelings that -were part and parcel of attachrrent behavior

were absent fran her awareness. BcMlby defines 'deactivation' of
attaclm:mt prOCEss as the

11

the

selective exclusion fran processing any infer-

nation that, when prOCEssed, would lead to activation of the system. ,l

7

B<:Mlby s:OOWS in the case of Mrs. G. heM the factors of divorce

and other separation experiences resulting fran inaccessibility of the
triangular attacl"Irent can lead to a deactivation of the attachrra1t process
even in later life experiences of the child.
Magrab caiiTents an the paradox that just as the toddler is exper-

iencing separation anxiety at its height, the major psychosocial developIOOntal task is

11

the gaining of a sense of autonany and separateness.

The

toddler fears the loss of love and abandol1Itel1t as a maternal parental
response to her/his new assertiveness.

This conflict between autonany and

fear of rejection, even under normal circumstances, produces developrental
tension in the child. 11 lB Magrab points out that the toddler struggles
for autonany and sense of control in the expression of oppositional
behavior or negativity.

This oppositional behavior may be curtailed or

hindered due to the crisis in divorce and family disruption.

Consequently,

the autonany of the toddler in successfully canpleting the task of separationindividuation may be affected by the divorce crisis.
In surnnary, then, the loss of the integrity of the family unit in

17Ib'd

_1_.,

18

p. 9 •

Magrab, "For the Sake of the Children," p. 238.
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divorce disrupts the triangular attadment for the toddler.

Divorce can

frustrate the attac:hrren.t process for the toddler, thereby deactivating
the toddler' s attachrrent behavior.

The expression of appositional behavior

or negativity may be hindered in the developnental process of the toddler' s
process of separation-individuation by the divorce crisis.

Later age

research regarding appositionality seems to indicate that the expression
might be blocked earlier, but express itself in heightened fonn later on
for the child.
The Preschooler:

Three to Six

Years Old

For divorcing couples with children, the typical age at which
children experience divorce is preschool or beginning school-age.

19

It

is consequently the age period ·that has been 1r0st explored and researched

in the early childhood years.
In considering the C03Irl-tive-developnental perspective the pre-

school child, aCCXJrding to Piaget, is into the task of the

1

syrnl::olic self'.

As rrentioned in a previous chapter, preoperational thinking includes eight

main characteristics, that is, egocentricism, centration, irreversibility,

transductive reasoning, phenarenalistic causality, animism, purposivism
and artificialism.

The social c<::X]Ilition of the child is grCMing, but still

quite limited in scope, particularly in skills of erpathy or taking the other

perscn' s viewpoint.

Much of reality is centrated in the child's egocentric

\\lOrld.
Develq::mentally, sex and gender identifications occur through the
family oedipal relationship, the attachment cbjects of the child, and also

the role-m:rleling behaviors of the parents.

The sense of self and the

19
Hodges, Wechsler and Ballantine, "Cumulative Stress," p. 55.
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eXPression of uniqueness in the child emerges during this t.:i.ne.

The

tuiilrenta:ry superego develops and fonna.tion of the superego beccmes a
pr.J.rnarY task of this :t:eriod.
preschooler.

Sibling interaction has its effect on the

Tc:Mards the end of the preschool period, including kinder-

garten, mastery of play and learning readiness are optimal for the child.
variables Affecting the Child's Reaction to the Divorce
Many different factors will detennine the tY:t:e of behavioral

re~nse

a child will have to a divorce.
Anthony identifies the 'vulnerable child in divorce'.

The factors

Anthony includes are the age of the child at the t.i.mc of the divorce, the
sex of the child in relation to the departing parent, the child's hypersensitivity as a constitutional factor, the level of 'nervousness' as an
acquired trait fran earlier experiences, the history of exposure to previous
separation, such as hospitalization, and th:! existence of scrre handicap,
disability or chronic illness of the child.

20

Bernard noted that the cause of divorce, the length of t.:i.ne a
child knows of the :impending separation, the age and sex of the child, all
these and many rrore variables contribute to the way a child will react to
21
divorce .
.McDenrott identifies the age, sex, extent and nature of fCJnily
dishanrony prior to divorce, each parents' personality and previous
relationship with the child, the child's relationships with siblings as
20
E. James Antlx:>ny, "Children at Risk fran Divorce: A Review,"
The Child in His Family at Risk, Yearbook of the International Association
for Child Psychiatry, ~, 1974, p. 474.
21
Janine Bernard, "Divorce and Ymmg Children: Relationships in
Transition," Elenentary School Guidance and Connseling, 12, 1978, p. 189.
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-well as the arotional availability of the family during the divorce :period.
~tt

also nentions factors such as the child's own personality strengths

and capability to adjust to stresses such as separations in the past.

He

cites four facts in differentiating the impact of the divorce on the child,
including the arromt of strife aromd the divorce, .innediate reaction of
the child to the loss of the parent, the impact of divorce on the remaining
parent, and later experiences of the child following the divorce.

22

Wallerstein and Kelly's configuration of factors reflect primarily
the quality of the child's relationship with both parents, the quality of
life within the divorced family and the extent to which the divorce itself
provided the renedy which the adults sought.

"Neither the age nor the sex

of the child -were as relevant at this time," according to Wallerstein and
Kelly.23

Littner, in considering the vulnerability of the child during the
crisis of divorce, cites the following factors:
1.

The age of the child (the yomger she/he is, the rrore she/he tends
to be scarred) •

2.

The child' s ability to cope with the stress (which in tum is
related to the nature of the child' s heredity and the ty:pes of
positive and negative caretaking experiences that she/he has
had prior to the loss).

3.

The nethod by which the parent leaves (is it done with the least
degree of surprise and traumatic impact upon the child?) .

The nature of the child's later experiences with loss (are they
corrective experiences that tend to minimize the scarring effect
of having lost a parent, or are they further separation experiences
22
John McDenrott, "Parental Divorce in Early Childhood," Arrerican
~~al of Psychiatry, 124(10), April, 1968, p. 1424.
4.

2

~allerstein

and Kelly, Surviving the Break-up, p. 313.
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that increase the traunatic effect of the initial loss?) •

24

Kurdek and Siesky, in their study of parents' perceptions of their
children's reactions to divorce, conclude that "very young children are
often provided no explanation of the non-custodial parent's leaving. "

25

Wallerstein confinns this also when she said that three-fourths of preschoolers studied in children of divorce

~re

not told that there would be

a divorce.

"These children seened overwhelrred, worried and preoccupied
26
aboUt their own concerns. "
Oedipal Relationships, M:>urning and Divorce
The child, during the family ranance, has nonnal feelings of
arrbivalence tavards the parent of the sane sex and is attracted to.vards
th:! parent of the opposite sex.

The crisis of divorce, during this tine,

can have its scarring effects on tre child.

This is an important period

as "the Oedipal schema shows ha.v the pattern of interpersonal relationships
is linked to the intrapsychic conflicts that are constantly reprojected

onto the rrenbers of the family. "

27

Thus, the way the child resolves the

Oedipal schema provides the basis for the child's rrode of verbal/nonverbal
cx::mrrunication within the family, defense mechanisms, and the child's perooption of

family structure and her/his place in tre family.

28

2

~er Littner, "Children of Divorce: Understanding and Helping
Them," Chicago: Institute for Psych::>analysis, March 5, 1982 (unpublished),
p. 8.
25
Lawrence Kurdek and Alliert Siesky, "An Interview Study of Parents:
Perceptions of Their Children's Reactions and Adjusbrents to Divorce,"
~al of Divorce, ~(1), Fall, 1979, p. 14.
2

~allerstein, Children of Divorce

(tape),

April, 1980.

27
.
E. Janes Anthony, "The Family and the Psychoanalytic Process in
Oti.ldren," Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, New Haven, 1980, p. 21.
28Ib'd
_J._., p. 21.
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Mahler's research and Piaget' s research have shewn that by three
years old, the child has established affective ooject constancy finnly,
rON inclu:ling the father, and through preo}?erational thinking has instrurren.t-

ation for producing a fantasy life affected by the child's concept of time

and space.

The unique fantasy life surrounding the mental image of each

parent is the basis for understanding the child's developrental task of
reaching a sense of self in individuating fran two of her/his :rrost :i.rrp)rtant
perscns in the triangular attachrrent, her/his :rrother and father.

When

this developrental process is disrupted through divorce, the child experiences loss and :rrourn.i.ng occurs.
Anthony describes divorce as a traumatic experience in the child's
life.

He stresses that a sense of abando11ID2nt always exists, even in the

best managed divorces and that dynamic may }?ersist for scme time.

His

observations led Anth:>ny to point to grief associated with guilt as the
. a ffect d urmg
.
the
maJor

. .

cr~s~s

29
o f di.vorce.

In the sane vein, Hetherington

d::>serves anger to be the :rrost frequently <bserved anotional reaction in
children of divorce.

She views

anger as part of a pattern which includes

anger-depression-guilt-fear and relief.

30

In Grossman, Shea and Adam's

study of college students experiencing divorce of their parents early in
th:!ir lives, the students recalled feeling a "sense of loss or alienation
and held inpressions that the divorce was an emotional experience of great
29
Anthony, "Children at Risk fran Divorce," p. 467.
30
E. M. Hetherington and J. L. Deur, "The Effects of Father Absence
Ql Child Developrent," The Young Child:
Review of Research, _£, edited by
w. W. Hartup, Washington D. C.: National Association for the Education of
Young Children, 1972, p.
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rnagni tude."

31

Wallerste.in and Kelly 1 s study of children of divorce also

identifies grief and rrourn.ing, cit.ing the definition of divorce fran a
young child as, "It's 'When people go aNVay. n
Both Bemard

33

32

and Hozman and Frailand

34

consider rrourn.ing for

children of divorce as a major factor, bas.ing their counseling m::xlels for
children of divorce, to a large degree, on Elizabeth Kubler-Ross' m::xlel
of stages of grief, that is, denial, anger, bargaining, depression and
acceptance.

35

In their work on rrouming in the analysis of a four year old child,
U>peZ

and Kliman cite the work of Freud (1917).

Freud talks of the process

of m:mming as cleansing the internalized image of the object-loss within
the child.

"When the work of rrourn.ing is carpleted, the ego becc::m=s free

and uninhibited again. "

36

Freud states:

M:>uming draws rrotive force fran:
1.

Striv.ing to preserve reality-testing:
be acknowledged.

2.

The bereaved 1 s wish to rana.in alive and to live as fully as
possible rrotivates efforts to separate, to differentiate from
the lost abject; to noum.

the fact of ooject-loss

31
Sharyn Grossman, Judy Arm Shea, Gerald Adams, "Effects of
Parental Divorce During Ear1y Childhood on Ego Developrent and Identity
Fonnation of College Students," Journal of Divorce, 3(3), Spring, 1980,
p. 269.
3

2vvallerstein and Kelly, Surviving the Break-up, p. 66.

33

Bernard, "Divorce and Young Children," pp. 188-198.

3

~anas

Rozman and Donald F:railand, "Families .in Divorce:

A

Proposed 1-b:iel for Counseling Children," Family Coordinator, 25(3), 1976,

pP. 271-276.

35
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, On Death and Dying, New York:
Ccirpany, 1969.
36

MacMillan

sigrrrund Freud, "Mourning and Melancholia," Standard Edition (1917) ,
l4, pP. 237-258.
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3.

The painful flood of affect to which the psychic apparatus of the
bereaved is subjected. The work of nourning acccrnplishes a master
of this flood by regulating its rate of discharge so that the ego
may c:::cxie to tenus with it in a piecareal and gradual manner. 37

The work of Lopez and Kl:i.rnan illustrate well with a four year old girl

heM the linages of her parents must be dealt with in the nourning process.

Diane, at four, drew a roan and wanan joined at the head. They were
fran 'outer space 1 and since th:!y already were inseparable, they
had no need ever to marry one another. The analyst interpreted her
conveying that people can continue relationships in their imaginations,
in their heads - even if th:!y cease to see each other in reality .•.
she can imagine people within her. 38
For the reasons cited above, Pollock 1 s work with children of divorce

the Barr-Harris Center in Chicago, where he

in

is Director of the Institute

for Psychoanalysis, states that nourning is a "liberation process" and that

the stages of nourning are "developnental" and "invariant."

The "nourning

liberation process," for Pollock, is an actual biological and physiological
process.

He sees that sare children of divorce "arrest the developrental

oouming process which produces physiological and social changes in them. "
Pollock' s ideas would concur with Lopez and Kl.iman that "the child 1 s in-

ability to nourn unaided ImlSt th:m be met. n

40

Such work has two :inq;>ortant implications:

(1)

that the rrourning

liberation process is developnental in the child of divorce and needs to
be understood by those in close relationship with the child; and (.2) that
37

Thanas Lopez and GiU:ert Kl.iman, "Merrory, Reconstruction and
1-burning in the Analysis of a Four Year Old Child," Psychoanalytic Study
of the Child, 34, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979, p. 261.
38
Ibid., pp. 262-263.
39

George Pollock, "Mourning and Creativity," Parent !Dss in ChildDeath and Divorce, March 6, 1982, Chicago, Institute of Psychoanalysis (tape}.

h._ocx:l:

40

:wpez and Klllnan., "M::!rory, Reconstruction and Mourning'," p. 263.

39
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the arrest of the rrourning proc:Ess can produce physiological and social
chal1ges in the child that must be dealt with by parents, educators and childoriented professionals.

Conversely, the whole question of whether m::>urning

in the child is mirrored in the m::>uming of both the custodial parent and

the absent parent needs to be researched further.

Littner CC'I'tm:mts on this

problem when he points out that both marital partners usually experience
a :rrouming period as long as a year and the divorced person tends to be
in a state of depression.

He concludes, "therefore, during this pericx:1

of rouming and depression, the parent will have difficulty in being as

good a parent to the child as previously because of the parent's pre.
occupat1on

Wl'th

se lf • "

41

§YnJ>t.cm:>logy and Defense Mechanisms of the Preschool Child Facing Divorce
Three major studies look at defense rrechanisms and syrrptcJ'rology
.in preschool children facing the crisis of divorce:

(1) Littner;

(2)

Mc::Denrott; and ( 3) Wallerstein and Kelly.
Littner points out six camon

sy.rtl)tans

consequent to the loss

the child experiences in divorce:

1.

The child may show evidence of a general emotional disturbance
with impairment of erotional, intellectual, physical or personality functioning.

2.

A freezing of personality developnent, depending, in :part, an
exactly where the child is developrentally at the ti.m= of the loss.

3.

A need to provoke others to reject her/him. The child develops an
uncanny radar ability to find people who CCiT'e equipped with a
great potential for rejecting her/him.

4.

A pattern of self-defeating behavior related to the conflictual
feeling experienced by the loss.

5.

The creation of a tendency to reproduce these problans in her/his
4

~ittner,

Children of Divorce, p. 4.
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children.
6.

A tendenc:;y tcward negative identifications with the non-custodial
parent.42

Littner, Wallerstein and Kelly, and McDenrott

43

concur on physical changes

in the child with psychosana.tic complaints during the crisis of divorce.
These synptans incll.rle tiredness, listlessness, apathy, stanach-aches and
frequent colds.

44

McDenrott also identifies in preschool children

11

the

loss of the capacity to play creatively" when these children are experiencing
divorce.

He states that there is also a regression in the child's play

fran playing with toys relaterl to the family and house to l'OClre disguised
45
play with animal figures.
McDel::m:Jtt identifies three groups of preschool
children that manifest various reactions and degree of disturbance in play thus
preventing the children fran

11

coping, adapting, and restituting" fran the

reality situation of the divorce.

The first group are the sad, angcy children

who neet the divorce trauna with shock, a.I1g'er, depression and defenses of
regression, blaming others for their problems with feelings of grief, loss,
and emptiness.

The angry children manifest their symptans by being pos-

sessive, noisy, and restless.

These children also are pushy, occasionally

kicking, hitting and biting peers.

The second group, prerlaninantly ccm-

prised of girls, were typified by psuedo-adult and bossy behavior.

The

pseudo-adult children manifested characteristics of personality constriction
and quarrelsare attitudes, bossiness, and pseudo-iTlature mannerisms.

42

Ib'd
_1_.,

43
~tt,
4

pp. 6- 10 .

Ibid., p. 6; Wallerstein and Kelly, Surviving the Breakup, p. 77;
11
Parental Divorce," p. 1430.

~nrott,

45

The

11

Parental Divorce, .. p. 1430.

rbid., p. 1427-1428.
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lost, detached children, who seate:l regressed and disorganized, were the
rrost severely affected of the children.

They tended to lose their J?erSOnal

belongings and to wander about aimlessly, crying, bored, and detached.
McDermott' s stu::lies

46

are of preschool children in nursery school fran the

ages of three to five years old.
Wallerstein and Kelly identify twelve symptans or characteristics
of preschool children facing divorce; they are:

(1) fear;

(2) regression;

(3) bewildel:rrent; (4) replaceability; (5) fantasy denial; (6) a temporary
disruption in their ability to enjoy play; (7) rise in aggression; (8)
inhibition of aggression; (9) guilt; (1) arotional neediness (a diffuse
need for physical contact, nurturance and protection); (11) efforts at
mastery of the divorce crisis; and (12) macabre fantasy.

'Macabre fantasy'

is described by Wallerstein and Kelly in the follcwing tenns:
Children elaborated macabre fantasies to explain the father's departure
and the marital disruption. These fantasies were shape:) by their CMn
lilnited capacity to understand the confusing events and their frightened
perception of the parent's quarrels. The absence of suitable explanation
and assurance fran preoccupied parents added to their reliance on their
CMn inmature fantasy explanations.
And i.rrleed, the nost frightened
and regressed children ~e those who had not received any explanation
of the events in the farnily and were at the mercy of their CMn conclusions.47
Regarding defense mechanisms in children of divorce, roth McDennott
and Wallerstein have already identified regression as one major defense
rrechanism in the children.

McDenrott also points to two fonns of identifi-

cation in preschx>l children of divorce, that is, identification with the
aggressor and, in the pseudo-adult, bossy girl, "a kin:i of identification
with a real or fantasied part of the m:>ther that has heightened neaning
for the child at the time of the divorce.
46

It suggests an identification

Ibid., p. 1426.

47
wallerstein and Kelly, Surviving the Breakup, pp. 57-64.
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with the "wife of the husband who leaves hare. u

48

Littner also identifies identification with the aggressor and adds
two other defenses:

(1)

the sour grapes defense where the child depreciates

the parent she/he unconsciously wishes to live with, arguing and talking

with self into believing what she/he is saying; and (2) projection where
the child accuses one parent of feelings and intentions that actually

originate in the child 1 s o.vn mind, but which are disturbing and unacceptable
49
to her/him.
Wallerstein and Kelly also have identified denial, particularly
50
in fantasy denial.
Thus, Mc:Derm:>tt identifies identification with the aggressor, and
identification with a real or fantasied part of the mother; Littner identifies
the 'sour grapes 1 defense and projection; while Wallerstein and Kelly

identify regression and fantasy denial as defense mechanisns ccmronly used
by children of divorce.

Gender Identification and Role-rvtileling Behaviors Affected by Divorce
Gerrler identity, that is, the individual 1 s recognition that she/
he is female or nE.le is established in the first two to three years of life.

Family influences on the developnent of gender role are maximally important
during the first three to five years of life.

"Fatrers appear to treat oons

and daughters differentially more than mothers do and fathers are rrore
concerned about treir children 1 s propensity to behave in a conventional
51
sex-appropriate manner. "
48
McDenrott, "Parental Divorce," pp. 1427-1429.
49
Littner, Children of Divorce, pp. 35-36.
5
C\vallerstein and Kelly, Surviving the Breakup, p. 60.
5

~chael Lamb, "The Effects of Divorce on Children's Personality
Develc:prent," Journal of Divorce, ! (2) , Winter, 1977, p. 167.
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McDenrott seems to affinn Lamb's finding in the child's

'loss of

a parental rnc:x:lel' , when Lamb concludes that absent or inaccessilile fathers

are

likely to have a max.irnally disruptive effect during early childhcx:x:1, 52

and McDerrrott takes it one step further by saying that divorce causes an
acute disruption in the process of masculine identification.

McDenrott

states that the boy, particular1y, has guilt over the secret satisfaction
of having won over a rival of the same sex and yet, "the child has a
frightening fantasy that the father was banished frau the hare by the
53
nother as a punishrrent for masculine aggression. n
Magrab concurs with the fact that the loss of the father represents
the loss of certain protective functions, as well as a role m:rlel and cx:m-

panion which Magrab considers vi tal to children of divorce at this ti.rre
. therr
. 1'1 ves. 54
m
In a recent study on harosexuality by the Kinsey Institute for
Sex Research done by Bell, Weinberg and Hamrrersmith, 979 harosexua.ls and

477 heterosexuals canpared early relationships with parents, childhcx:x:1
friendships, youthful sexual and emotional feelings, and traumatic sexual
incidents.

Hcnosexuals had a higher significance in (1) unsatisfactory

relationships with their fathers, and (2) gender non-confonnity.
For bays, this often IIEant a lack of interest in sp::>rts and an enjoyment of solitary activities like drawing, music and reading. Preharosexual girls, on the other hand, did tend to enjoy sports and
outdoor play as well as wearing boy's clothes. They were less interested
than the pre-heterosexual girls in activities like playing house, hopscotch and jacks. 55
52 Ib'd

_1_.,

5

p. 167 .

~tt, "Parental Divorce," pp. 1429-1430.

54
Magrab, "For the Sake of the Children," p. 242.
55Jean Seligmarm, ''Gays are Born, Not Made," Newsweek, September 7,
1981, p. 42.
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The authors' conclusion is that "since gender non-confonnity is so early
in childhood ..• it must be a 'biological precursor' that parents cannot
oontrol. "

56

These identifiable factors of an unsatisfactory relationship

with the father and gender nonconfo.rmity, hc:Mever, have not been researched
£rem the crisis of divorce where the father is absent.

The father, because

of divorce, is not able to provide role-m:::rleling during this developrental
gender identification period of the presch:>ol child's life.
Stern's studies of single nothers' perceptions of the role of the
father show that single rrothers worry considerably about the effects of
the father's absence on their children, especially the boys.

acting-out boys that the rrothers fear will beo::Ire delinquents.

Stern identifies
The rrothers

are also concerned about the "boys missing a rrale image and fran an adult
male who can engage with them in sports, recreational activities and roughand-tumble types of play. "

57

Stern cites Larrb' s studies that play appears as the most praninent
characteristic of father-infant interaction as contrasted with "caretaking"

as the most outsta.rrling characteristic of rrother-infant interaction.

58

Pederson notes that "roughhousing, arousing and activating play nay be rrore
characteristic of fathers."

59

Stern's studies conclude that it is 'a nonnative concern' for a
56

Ib'd p. 42 •
_1_.'
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Edgar Stern, "Single r.t:>thers' Perceptions of the Fathers' Role
and of the Effects of Fathers' Absence on Boys," Journal of Divorce, 4 ( 2) ,
w·lilter' 1980' p. 77.
58
Michael Lamb, "Interactions Between Two Year Olds an::1 Their Mothers
and Fathers," Psychological Reports, 1976, 38, pp. 44 7-450.
59
F. A. Pederson, "Does Research on Children Reared in Father-Absent
Families Yield Infomtion on Father Influences?," Family Co-ordinator, 25,
1976, pp. 459-463.
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single nother to show concern about father absence in relationship to the
toy's sex-identity develq:m:mt and need for adult male for certain types
of play.

60
Lamb sees that the father absence inplies "the absence of a male

adult whose role sons can learn to perfom through .imitation, and daughters

can learn

to canplem:mt through interaction."

61

Lamb also identifies

"reciprocal role learning" inportant for girls, that is, what is appropriately
feminine, arrived at by not only .imitating their nothers, teachers and
sisters, but also by learning to adopt behaviors camplementary to those
displayed by their fathers, brothers and other males.

62

The Hetherington stulies show that girls raised without their fathers
When the father's absence was

indeed differ fran those who have fathers.

precipitated by divorce, the girls appears to be unusually assertive and
aggressive in their interaction with rna.les, whereas girls whose fathers
had died were abnormally timid and withdrawn.

.Arrong girls as a:rrong boys,

"it appears that the earlier the onset of father absence, the nore likely
are children to be affected adversely. "

63

Theus also suggests that when

the father is absent, a substitute father image should be provided.

64

However, several stulies, including Biller, Lamb, and Pedersen, have
recently sho.vn that the nother' s resp::mse to divorce and her adjus1::1rent to
60
6

stem, "Single M::>thers' Perceptions," p. 83.

~, "Effect of Divorce," p. 165.
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Ibid., p. 169.

63
E. M. Hetherington, "Effects of Father Absence on Personality
Developnent in Adolescent Daughters," Developrental Psychology, 1, 1972, pp.
313-326.
64

Robert Theus, "The Effects of Divorce Upon School Children,"
£!..earinghouse, 1977, 50, p. 365.
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the new social and econanic deua.nds substantially nodulate the inpact that
divorce and the father 1 s departure have on the children.

Biller, for example,

haS shown that the nother 1 s ability or willingness to deal with sare of the

activities related to the role of the absent father is highly significant
in detennining the extent to which sons are affected by the divorce.

65

Anthony concurs with the nother 1 s role being crucial in establishing good
gender identity in the child by providing experiences with male substitutes
and visitations that are consistent with the absent father; she conveys
her own attitude of heterosexuality with appropriate sex-role behaviors,
by reward and distancing behaviors 1 in her interaction with her child.

66

As m:mtioned before 1 this study concentrates on the absent parent being

the father, because in divorce 90% of the children ranain with their nother
fran divorce.

67

being the nother.

Little is written about the effect of the absent parent
This seems to desperately need pioneering research in

regard to the mother being the absent parent, particularly in the light
of Bcwlby' s studies on attac'hlrent 1 separation, and loss.

The absent parent

and the "'WOrld" of role-m::deling behaviors so crucial to gender identity
are an inportant factor in considering the developrental task of ego
identification for the preschool child of divorce.
Thus, nurturant, c::x:::rrpetent, accessible fathers facilitate the psychoSOCial developrent of both

SC8.1S

and daughters, whereas hostile, distant or

inaccessible fathers (whether absent or present) inhibit the process of
65
I...arrb, "The Effects of Divorce," p. 168.
66
Anthony, Interview,
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p. 251.

67
Arthur Norton, "Single-Parent Families," 1981 Census Report,
Washington, D.C.: u. s. Census Bureau, Chicago Tribune, J\me 18, 1982,
Section 1, p. 9.
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personality developrent."
s~ego

-

68

Fonnation and Divorce

Lamb raises the question of the effects of father absence in divorce

on moral develo:prent.

"Psychoanalytic theory proposed that roth sex role

adoption and the internalization of the superego were prcx:lucts of the
identification children fonmed with the same-sex parent following resolution
of the Oedipal canplex."

69

Hoffman's stud.y on the absence of the father

and conscience develo:prent showed that boys without fathers are more likely
to manifest sane difficulties in moral developnent, though as in the case

of sex role develo:prent, hostile father-son relationships can be as damaging
as father absence.

This research shows that "the effects of lo.v identification

with fathers who are present, are quite similar, though sarewhat less pronounced, than the effects of father absence."

70

The disruption of the

father-son relationship in divorce and its effect an moral development needs
to be further explored.
Wallerstein and Kelly also link the vulnerable child of divorce
with the unresolved oedipal canplex and writes of the prolonged investment
in oedipal fantasies, diminished self-esteem, and delayed entry into the

latency pericx:l.

71

Anthony cx::mn:mts on the "loss-canplex" in the preschool

child and states that there is a radical difference bebJeen the absent
68

Lamb, "The Effects of Divorce, 11 p. 168.

69
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~eloprental Psychology, 1971, _!, p. 404.

71
Judith Wallerstein and Joan Kelly, "The Effect of Parental Divorce:
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~ld PsyChiatEY, 1975, 14(4), pp. 600-616.
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parent in death, where the parent is idealized, and divorce, where the
ab5el1t parent is often devalued.

"In either case, however, the image is

distorted and therefore healthy identification is :irrpaired. "

72

Littner also

speaks of the child identifying with the distorted image of the lost parent. 73
The studies of Rohrlick., Ranier, Berg, Cross and Tcx::min show that

if separation occurs during the latter part of the preschool period near
the oedipal period, the child is likely to experience powerful guilt
74
.
fee 1mgs.
The work of Steele and Pollock formulated fran Spitz' s awn WJrk on

"rudimentary superego" shows that the abused child often becares the abusive
parent due to the parental ccmnands incorporated in the superego developnental phase of the child.
child of divorce.

75

This work seems to have inplications for the

The question, then, is raised:

Does the child of divorce,

particularly the child in superego fonna.tion, becare the divorced SFOUSe
and/or divorced parent, repeating the cycle?
When Anthony was asked about the fonnation of the superego of the
child of divorce later choosing divorce in his/her adult life, Anthony

affi~ that dynamic. 76
Littner points out the "repetition-carpulsion cycle."

''The tragic

cycle seen so frequently is that the child of divorced parents grows up to
72
Anthony, "Children at Risk," p. 472.
73
Littner, "Children of Divorce," p. 10.

~illiarn Hodges, Ralph Wechsler and Constance Ballantine, "Divorce
and the Preschool Child: Cumulative Stress," Journal of Divorce, Fall,
1979, ~(1), p. 56.
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Steele and Pollock, "A Psychiatric Study," p. 107.

76
Anthony, Interview, Appendix C, p. 252.
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1:;ec::orre

t}1ing. "
w}l:)

a parent who bea::rnes elivorced and whose child will then do the sarre
77

This author affinns that divorced parents tend to have children

becane divorced as adults.
Despite their detennination, t.h=y may be canpelled to repeat it. Based
on clinical experience, these children often unconsciously seek out and
marry people whcm t.h=y will subsequently divorce then, to their horror,
they find themselves hurting their OINl1 children in the sarre way they
were hurt.78
In considering superego fonnation, then, the relationship of the

absent parent to rroral developrent of the child needs to be explored further.
In the repetition-c:::c:npulsion cycle identified by Littner, the preschool
child of divorce often becares an adult who chooses divorce in his/her lifestyle.
Other Identifiable Variables Identified with Children of Divorce
Interpa.rent Hostility
The studies of Cline and Westman show hostile interaction between
divorced spouses over the parenting roles.

This continued conflict is

often perpetuated by the child in interaction between the divorced parents
causing s:t;:ecial alliances between parent and child against the other parent.

79

Consideration of the significant relationship of divorce and interparent hostility on the child is made by Jacobson.
77

80

She also examines

Littner, "Children of Divorce," p. 13.
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Chicago Tribme, April 19, 1982, Section 1, p. 8.
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the relationship of

1

interpersonal losses 1

child had, prior to the divorce. "

82

81

and "arrount of preparation the

The .inpact of these variables are

examined on 51 three to seventeen year old children during t..'le twelve rronth
period following parental separation.

The conclusion of her research is

that the .inpact of the divorce on the child is related, both to tiire lost
in the presence of the father and to the degree of interparent hostility
in the preseparation period.

Children who seerred to adjust received

preparation and help in dealing with the separation.

Her research points

out that the degree of interparent hostility, prior to the parental
separation, is the strongest predictor for the degree of inhibition in
the child of divorce.

83

The preschool child, then, seems to often chcx::>se

"inhibition" as a reaction and survival :rreasure, when faced with interparent
oostility.

Jacobson goes on to point out that "time lost with the father

since the parental separation is the second rrost powerful predictor in
three areas of children 1 s behavior, that is, aggression, inhibition, and
cognitive learning disability-academic learning disability.

84

Cognitive Learning Disabilities - Academic Learning Disabilities and Divorce
Jacobson 1 s stlrlies test the variables of both intellectual disability
and academic disability.

The rrore interparent hostility experienced, the

greater the maladjustirent of the child in these areas, particularly the
8

~ris Jacobson, "The Impact of Marital Separation/Divorce on
Children," Journal of Divorce, !' Sl.liTI'rer, 1978, pp. 341-357.
82

Doris Jacobson, "The Impact of Marital Separation/Divorce on
Children: Parent-child carmunication and Child Adjustirent," Journal of
Q!vorce, ~(2), Winter, 1978, pp. 177-191.
83
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rbid. , p. 191.
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5
. d'1sab'l't
variab1e o f academ1c
1 1 y. s
Wallerstein and Kelly also mention the inability of the child of
divorce to "concentrate at sc}xx:)l and a significant minority of children
ta1'1'mg. .. s6

Li ttner, in his syrrptorrology of children of divorce, states

"the child may sh:Jw evidence of a general errotional disturbance with i.rrpairment of the her/his errotianal, intellectual, physical or personality fnnctioning. "S

7

The interrelationship of the affective life as energizer to the

cognitive life (Piaget) seems to be highlighted in the child of divorce
enotiona,3.J.v, experiencing crisis and academically, not being able to fnnction
··~·r,-

in the classroan.

Anthony also ccmrents on the relationship between in-

hibition and academic disability.

First, he cites the \\Drk of 13o.vlby who

shows a predictable sequence of behavior in separation fran the rrother,
that is, protest, despair, and detachrre.nt.

The phase of detachrre.nt seems

strongly linked to the inhibition of the child.

"The detached child tends

to fall back on her/his own resources and as Benedek has tenred it, cannot

rely on 'the relationship of confidence' or Erikson's 'relationship of
basic trust' or Klein's 'introjected good object' . "SS
The inhibited child becanes apathetic and nncooperative.

The child

with the inhibitory syndrane begins to fail cognitively, emotionally and
socially.

"As experiences accumulate, the chronic condition is .ilnposed,

made up of a general state of nnhappiness, slowness to nndertake anything,
5
S Jacobson, "Interparent Hostility and Child Adjust:rrent," p. 16.
6
S wallerstein and Kelly, Surviving the Breakup," pp. 162-163.

7
S Littner, "Children of Divorce," p. 6.
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~-l-.~'h't'lOn o f think'mg, f ee1'-·~~7 and speak'1.Ilg and m
. personal'ty
an .Uu~l
l
•n

"

Anthony points out that there is an elenent of depression in the inhibited
child as "inhiliition is the depression of childhood. "

90

The high correlation

of academic deficiency, rather than intellectual deficienty, with the child
of divorce is an area that needs further research.

'Ihe variable of inhibition

might also provide a link to the source of academic disability in the child
of divorce.
Siblings and Divorce
Another area that seems significant is the relationships of siblings

to the child of divorce.

Wallerstein points out that a single chil..:' has a

harder t:i:rr:e with divorce and that the child did better with siblings in
rrreting the crisis of divorce.

"'Ihe children were helpful to each other. "

91

Wallerstein and Kelly state:
'Ihe only child had greater exposure to parental conflicts and pressures
than the child with brothrrs and sisters. Many children did not consider
their sililings helpful, although their absence clearly made for greater
loneliness and vulnerability. Although children did not acknowledge
the help of siblings, they huddled together with them and conferred
frequently. 'Ihe youngest of three children saret.irres felt more protected by the older siblings because the older siblings acted as intermediaries and representatives to the parents.92
Littner also mentions

in his criteria for adjustment and custody

of the child of divorce, "the nature of the relationship of the child and
.
"93
his s ibl mgs.
89Ib'd
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Finally, Anthony addresses the nature of siblings in the family and
calls for a rrore developed psychoanalytic theory of the family which has
}Jeen pioneered by Iebovici "to shaw haw the pattern of interpersonal relationships is linked to the intrapsychic conflicts that are constantly repro94
jected unto the ~~'~-~
llt;::llll..lt:;:rs o f the f arm'1y. "

Since the children are at different

ronceptual and cognitive stages as well as psychoanalytic stages, Anthony
rontends that nodes of crnmunication are conceived that are important to
·1··~

understand between siblings and that as* is crucial to know the rrotherfather image of the child, it is also essential to receive a picture "of
the internal representation of the family" to the child.

95

For the child

of divorce, these interactions with siblings and the child's place in the
family are rrost important factors.
Creativity and the Child of Divorce
Anthony and Ganrezy, in their longitudinal study of 13 years with 368
children coning fran families of disability, divorce, death, disease and
desertion, identify the child not only "vulnerable to risk," but identify
the "unvulnerable child. n

96

One of the findings points to a cognitive delay in "decentering"
with the vulnerable child.

Centration, in the preoperational thought of

the child, is when the child tends to center or focus on one aspect of the
situation.

Decentering, then, assists the child to see rrore of reality

9

\:. James Anthony, "The Family and the Psychoanalytic Process in
Children," The Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1980, p. 21.
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and also assists the child

to beccm= empathic of others.

Anthony tested

the children for the variable of egocentricism by use of the Affect Discrim-

ination Test (Am') •

This testing "seemed to illuminate this egocentric,
97
noneropathic attitude. "
The results of testing with Am' shCM
that
"of the younger age, this factor accounted for the greatest proportion of
the variance, a greater proportion than either race, social class or sex. "
The conclusion

is:

98

"Thus, v.e have a finding in search of an interpretation -

whether this task really represents a failure in the Piagetian sense of a
develo:prental process (decentering) or whether irrpulsivity, poor visual
searching and carelessness are the underlying, operating rrechanisms. "

99

The delay of decentering as a oogni tive, develq::rrental task for the vul-

nerable child, affecting empathy and affect, coulq:(~ a significant factor
in creativity because the fantasy life of the child is prolonged.

The

child is delayed in object relationships and turns inward tc:Mards self,
for resourcefulness in rreeting crisis situations.

Unfortunately, this

dynamic of delayed decentering seems supported by the role-m:rleling behaviors
of their parent/parents who have withdrawn into themselves and evince egocentric behaviors in interaction with the child who is also undergoing crisis.
However, the main research related to Anthony and Gannezy' s base
hypothesis which

is the "greater the aroc>unt of intervention, the greater

WOUld be the diminution in the re-test vulnerability score. n 100
are

The findings

continually frustrated by the variable later coined by Gannezy as "the in-

VUlnerable child. ''
97
rbid., p. 11.
98Ib'd
_1_., p. 11.
99Ib'd
_1_., p. 12.
100
Maya Pines, "SUperkids," Psychology Tcrlay, January, 1979, p. 53.
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The "invulnerable child" is described as not only doing well, but
being :rrore creative and original than the children in the nonnal fXJPulation.
The only camon variable found

is that the 'invulnerable child' was "well-

loved in the first seven :rronths of life. ,.lOl Characteristics of the invulnerable child identified by Anthony and Gannezy

are:

1.

The 'invulnerable child' seems at ease with peers and adults.

2.

They present themselves as appealing and channing.
over to them as rrentors.

3.

Despite their difficulties, they actively try to master their
enviroilll'ei1t and have a sense of their own power. They see problems
as a challenge.

4.

The 'invulnerable child' is independent and is not swayed b1· suggestion. In effect, she/he thinks for self and is not dissuaded
by persons in authority or ~r.

5.

The 'invulnerable child' is a producer. Many are exceptionally
original and creative. Born into stressful hare situations, sare
of their strengths and talents seem to be directed to the :rrost
important task - surviva1.102

They win adults

Anthony states "the child's creativity is not to be underestimated in neeting
the crisis of divorce and the ego identification process. n

103

One example

is how "the child creatively goes to substitutes and is exposed to other
experiences assisting in her/his ego identification. "

104

It seems interesting

that, according to these studies, that sore children facing the divorce
crisis develop a higher degree of creativity with specific characteristics.
The resourcefulness and resilience of the child is not to be underestimated

in facing the crisis of divorce.
10

~ines, "Superkids," p. 63.

102
oavid Elkind, The Hurried Child, Reading, MA:
Publishing Company, 1981, pp. 180-181.
103
Anthony, Interview, Appendix C, p. 251.
104Ib'd
_~_., p.
252.

Addison-wesley
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~ay

and the Child of Divorce
Wallerstein rightfully ooserves that "the experience of the adult

and the experience of the child are not 'mirror image' of each other. n
ReeS points out that the "rererrbererl experience"

(~lanie

105

Klein) of the

child differs with where the child is developrrentally and oognitively.
The child has difficulty in understanding connections between past and
present and it is often not until adolescence that such connections becarre
"IIDre ccrrprehensible and meaningful. "

106

Though Rees ackno.vlerlges that the

child' s past experiences are w::wen into the child' s current ways of relating
and fantasy activity, early experiences have changed in the course of
developrent for the child.

"Reconstruction" of the experience, then,

becanes a desirerl goal for those wishing to reach the child affected by
divorce.
Anthony shares this concern and refers to the "serious e.xperirrent"

in reaching a child's life space.

The therapist does reach the child by

familiarizing herself/himself with all the details of the stressful event
and then setting the stage to simulate the event.

Anthony goes on to explain

that the st.imulus has to be precisely evocative so that the real life is
systematically explorerl to identify the various ccrrponents that have contributed to the trauna.

"The teclmique is especially efficacious in helping

the inh.ibiterl child to express aggressiveness bound up with such experiences

as sibling jealousy, parental divorce, or a death in the family. "

107

105
wallerstein, "Children of Divorce," (tape).
106
Katherine Rees, "The Child's Understanding of the Past: Cognitive
Factors in Reconstruction with Children," Psydnanalytic Study of the Child,
~, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1978, p. 238.
107
E. James Anthony, "The Use of the Serious Experlinent in Child
Psychiatric Research," Explorations in Child Psychiatry, New York: Plenum
Press, 1975, p. 388.
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'I'he problem canes in how to effect the reconstructive or rernerrbered
experience with the preschool child.
positions related to this prc::blem.

There are two previous theoretical
Psychoanalytically, Anna Freud has

emphasized the need to adapt tec:tmiques to the child 1 s level of ego developrrent.

She points out that "the child has a lack of introspection, an

inability to freely associate, a concern with the present rather than the
past, and a tendency to act rather than to rercanber."

108

Cognitively, Piaget

has identified the "preoperational thought" characteristics of the child.
Anthony, McDenrott, Rees, Wallerstein and Kelly have used in their
research the use of play therapy to reach the child.

Play is the expression

of life for the child and much of the findings we have about the child 1 s
experience with divorce is related to the c::bservation of their play.

Elkind

also sees play as an "antidote to hurrying," that is, the child of divorce
who is "hurried" to grow up fast and give up

its childhood.

109

Anthony uses the Piagetian interview to reach the child 1 s "rercanbered
experiences" of the divorce.
play therapy.

The Piagetian interview includes testing and

The testing includes the "Three Mountains Test" and "Broken

Bridges Test" adapted fran Piaget, and the "Family-Relations Test" (BeneAnthony).

The testing also includes "Object Analysis" and "Reality-Testing"

for the child.

Afterwards, play therapy is used.

This Piagetian interview

for the child, then, includes a canbinatian of psychiatric, psychological,
experimental, and play-therapy appraisals.
108

110

Rees, "Child 1 s Understanding of the Past," p. 242.

109
Elkind, The Hurried Child, p. 192.
110
E. Jarres Anthony, A Risk Vulnerability Intervention Mcrlel for
CJ:rildren of Psychotic Parents," The Child in His Family: Children at Psychiat.t_!c Risk, 2, New York: Wiley-Interscience, 1974, pp. 99-121.
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Mci:>entott, Rees, Wallerstein and Kelly used only play therapy in
their research with the preschool child of divorce.
describe

Wallerstein and Kelly

their findings by stating:

In the main, these children possessed very feN nechanisns for relieving
their suffering. Their play was burdened, constricted, and joyless
as they constructed l.IDSafe toy worlds inhabited by hungry, assaultive
a.nimals. Recurrent playroan theres were those of aimless, ~one
searching and trying dispiritedly to fit objects together. Scrret.ilres,
they essayed to clarify boundaries and master distinctions and linkages
by asking unccrnprehend.ingly and repetitiously of familiar objects,
'What's this?', 'What's that?', 'What goes with what?"'lll
Other children manifested reactions to the divorce by play and language.
"One little girl attributoo her father's leaving specifically to her
'noisy play'; another child to her 'messy, untrained dog'; another little
girl still savagely beat 'the naughty baby doll'. n

112

Thus, researchers use sare fom of play in reaching the preschool
child of divorce.
C>t.h=r Variables Identifioo in the Child of Divorce
Lawrence identifies stress, anxiety, and loneliness as three variables
113
to the "loss process" including divorce.
Elkind identifies 'stressed
114
children'
fran families of divorce with nore children shCMing stresses
that would identify tlan as 'Type A' personalities.

"Type A characteristics

are brought out in response to a perceived loss of control over a significant
111
Judith Wallerstein and Joan Kelly, "The Effects of Parental
Divorce: Experiences of the Preschool Child," Alrerican Acadeny of Child
P§Ychiatry Journal, 14 (4), 1975, p. 602.
112Ib'd
_l._.

I

p. 605.

113
Jean Lawrence, The Use of Conceptual M:.xiels in ross Counseling,
Unpublished thesis, IDyola University, Chicago, 1980, pp. 68-90.
114
El.kind, The Hurried Child, p, 149.
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51tua

ti'on. "115

Elkind, interestingly, develops the child of

divorce as "oonfidant"

to the single custodial parent and often to the absent parent.
ren are caught in the middle of these adult conflicts.

"The child-

Treated as confidants

wh:In father wants as allies, they are still expected to remain impartial

and devoted to IOC>ther ... llG

The child being the oonfidant for the IOC>ther is

a natural phencm:mon, according to Elkind, who cites the case of a young
nother living alone beginning to confide in her eight year old daughter.

117

These variables pranaturely hurry childhood tc:Mards pseudo-adulthocrl as a
way of survival for the child of divorce.

There is a need for :rrore study

and research to determine these variables' effects on children.
COnclusion
In sunmary, tlen, the divorce crisis can affect and heighten the

cognitive-developnental process in the child' s ego identification with

factors identifiable for the infant, the tcxldler, and. the preschooler.
Other factors potentially affected by divorce are oedipal relationships,
the :rrourning process, symptaToloc::JY and. defense mechanisms of preschool
children, gender identification and. role-m:>deling behaviors.

Recent studies

have shaom the child of divorce having oognitive and. acadanic disabilities.
Family factors identified are the influence of siblings and the role of

the ''confidant" in the hurried child of divorce.

The syrrptans of stress,

anxiety, and loneliness seen present in the child undergoing this crisis,
but a high degree of creativity and resourcefulness is also identified.

116Ib'd

_1._.
117Ib'd
_1._.,
f

p. 42 •
p. 42.
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play is seen as having a vi tal role in the Piagetian interview and play
t}1erapy in the therapist reaching the preschool child' s .image of parents
and family, as well as the fantasy life that surrounds those images.
Divorce:

Family in Transition

Since the n~ of single-parent families has doubled in eleven
118
years,
there seems to be developing in the United States a divorce
subculture that is becaning :rrore and :rrore incorporated into the Arrerican
"This has care fran the frustrations of the divorcees

strata of society.

because of society's ambivalent attitude and fran the increasing
of divorced people in our society."

n~s

119

Ahrons looks at a conceptual frarrework for the family's reorganization
after a divorce in vm.ich divorce is viewed as a "crisis in family transi.
nl 20 a
tion,

' '

cr~s~s

that pranot es s tructura 1 changes m
' the f arru.'1y systern .

It is apparent that "much research is needed to clarify the process of
121
divorce and a family's post-divorce binuclear reorganization. n
Margaret
M=ad ccmnents that the lack of existing kinship tenninology associated with
relationships established as a result of divorce is symbolic of the lack
of nonns regulating those relationships.

She uses the example of the need

for a tenn vm.ich means "my child's father who is no longer my husband."

122
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Norton, "Single-parent Families," p. 9.
119
John Woodward, Jackie Zabel and Cheryl Decosta, "Loneliness arrl
Divorce," Journal of Divorce, _!(1), Fall, 1980, p. 81.
120
constance Ahrons, "Re-Defining the Divorced Family:
Franework," Social Work, 25(6), November, 1980, p. 437.
121Ib'd

-~-·,
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A Conceptual

p. 440 .

2:Margaret Mead, "Ancmalies in American Postdivorce Relationships,"
¥tvorce and After, edited by P. Bohannan, New York: Doubleday arrl Conpany,
9.10, p. 133.
'
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The Goetting studies

123

attanpt to establish nonns for parental integration

of the foil"l'er srx:rusal relationships, but this study is just a start in
establishing nonns, regulations, boundaries, rituals and symbols needed
in the divorce subculture.
The nuclear family, the fractured family, the single-parent lifestyles,
the reconstituted family, the binuclear family for the child (i.e., involving
two family

systems), and the child arriving at a "family of orientation"

for herself/himself, needs to be exanined.
On the following page is a proposed m:Xl.el that could identify hav

divorce brings about the "family in transition" and how divorce is not an
event but a process.

The Nuclear Family is defined as the biological

:rrother and father and their biological offspring, that is, child or children.
The Fractured Family is used to describe "a family that is broken, separated
or divorced. "

124

There are two factors that influence the fractured family:

(1) the loss of the spousal relationship; and (2) the co-parental relation-

ship, including custody and visitation rights with the children.

In a

majority of cases, two styles of family living are followed after divorce:
the Single-Parent lifestyle or the Reconstituted Family, that is, the
parent/parentS WOO renarry and

I

re-COllSti tute the familY I

•

125

In the

coparental relationship, the possibility exists that one parent does not
ccmnuni.cate with the child and the copa.rental relationship does not continue.
A Single-Parent Nuclear Family E!lrerges, that is, a single parent who
123

Ann Goetting, "The Nonnative Integration of the Fonner Spouse
Relationship," Journal of Divorce, ~(4), Surmer, 1979, pp. 395-414.

124
Ahrons, "Redefining the Divorced Family," p. 437,
125
Jarres E. Hunter and Nancy Schuman, "Chronic Reconstitution as
a Family Style," Social Work, 25(6}, November, 1980, p. 446.
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solely provides a nuclear family support system for the child.

The Recon-

stituted Nuclear Family occurs when the single parent re:narries and the
reconstituted family is the only nuclear family knONn to the child.

In a

majority of cases, however, the divorce results in the establishment of two
households

materr~l

and paternal which becarTe the nuclei of the "child's

family of orientation."

These two fcrnily subsysteus can be conceived of

. u1u. t .1.0r
.c
the c hild , that ~s,
'
as an orga.ru.c
a B'muc1ear Fanu.'1y. 126
Fractured Family
The studies of Spivey and Schennan try to identify the period of
maladjustment and stress present in divorced -wc::rren.

They used four divorced

groups with different time-spans sampling since filing for the divorce:
Dl (0 - 6 m:>nths); D2 ( years or m:>re ago).
(1 -

1~

1~

years ago); D3

Their findings indicate

(3~

-

4~

years ago); D4

that it

(6~

is the D2 group

years after divorce) that had the m:>st stress a.:rrl maladjustment.

The authors conclude

that "further research, using a frarrework of divorce

as a process, is needed to give practitioners working with divorced people
mre infonnation for assessment and intervention at different time spans
follCMing divorce."

127

Lawrence surrnarizes well the nodels of separation and divorce which
include the loss aspect of the divorce process.

The a:::mtOn therre seems to

be the ':rrourning lilieration process' that Pollock previously defined as

cleansing the internalized image of the absent spouse.

A conceptual chart

126
constance Ahrens, "The Binuclear Family: Two Households, One
Family," Alternative Lifestyles, ~' Nove:nber, 1979, pp. 499-515.
127
Patricia Spivey and Avrahan Schennan, "The Effects of T.ir!E Lapse
Personality Characteristics a.rrl Stress on Divorced Wcm:m," Journal of Divorce,
!(1), Fall, 1981, p. 49.
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is presente:l fran the mXiels of separation and divorce as sunrnarized by
r.,awrence and Salts.

128

This clE.:rt

is presented on the follCMi.ng page.

The variables identifie:l by the different mXiels include persistence
of attachment and separation identified by Weiss; Wiseman lists loss and
depression, anger, and ambivalence, and reorientation of identity and lifestyle; Kessler discusses the detaclYnent stage, physical separation stage,
and the nourning stage; Kressel and Deutch rrention the period of nourning;
while Froiland and Hozman use Kubler-Ross' stages of denial, anger, bargaining, and depression; Chiancola mentions disengagement and depression,
while Krantzler describes separation shock and nourning.
Pellegrino list active bleeding and p:::>st love blues.

Nap:::>litane and

"Each of the authors

describe the loneliness, guilt, anger, and depression a::mron to those
experiencing separation or divorce; ack::navledging that the loss may be
severely disruptive to the self-esteem of the individual. "

129

The Loss of the Spousal Relationship
Lawrence presents two nodels in loss counseling.

First, she uses

Aslin 1 s mJdel for the loss of the "wife" role in divorce and p:::>ints out the
advantage of this nodel as it is based on social, as 'Nell as psychological ,
inplications in the dynamic of loss.
Aslin 1 s

asS~.IDption

Lawrence cautions, hcMever, about

of the "stereotypic wife" being true for all

warEl

of

divorce and presenting the variable of "sene 'WCitEJ1 being able to function
130
m::>re autonaiDusly."
(Please see chart on page 170.)
128
Lawrence, Loss Counseling, pp. 54-55; Connie Salts, "Divorce
Process: Integration of Theory," Journal of Divorce, ~(3), pp. 233-240.
129
r..awrence, Loss Counseling, p. 55.
130
r.awrence, Loss Cormseling, p. 192.
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COI1l'ARISCN OF DIVOJCE PROCESS M:DELS

Counseling
Directions
(Salts)

Waller
(1938/1951)

Bohannon

(1970)

Station I
Dootional
Divorce

Inprovarent
of Couple
Interaction

Krantzler
(1973)

Stage I
Shock

Kessler

Wiseman

(1975)

(1':175)

Stage I
Disillusionment

Stage I
Denial

Frailarrl/
Hozman

~vy/

Napolitane

Joffe

(1977)

(1977)

ani PelleqrirD
(1977)

Phase I
Denial

Stage l
Active Bleedinj
Stage II
EuP'Ioria

Stage II
Erosion

Stage III

Runrl.inJ
Evaluatian of
Alternatives

Coping with
Crisis and
<l'lanJe

Stage III
Detacllrent

Stage I
Breaking old
Habits
Stage II
Beginnings of
Reccnstructioo
of Life

Praroting SelfUnierst:al¥li.n:J

Station II
legal Divorce

Stage II
~'burning

Station III
Ecananic
Divorce

Stage IV
Physical
Separation

Stage II
I.Dss arrl
Depression

Phase II
Anger

Stage IV
All work/No play

Phase III
Bargai.nin]

Stage v
Post love Blues

Stage III
Anqer ani
.Arrbivalence

Phase IV
Depression

Phase I
Separatian

Stage VI
Yahoo!
Stage VII
Post-Yahoo Blues

Stage V
~'burning

Statian IV
Co-Parental
Divorce

Stage III
Seeking new
Inve Cl>jects

Calmun.i. ty

Divorce

Stage III
Restoration of
Equilibrillll

Stage VI
secnm
Adolescence

Stage IV
Readjust:nent
CciTpleted

Station VI
Psychic
Divorce

Stage IV
Dootional
Readjustment

Stage VII
Hard Work

Statioo V

Stage IV
Reorientation
of Life Style
and Identity
Stage V
Acceptaoce and
New Level of
FUoctioning

Phase V
Acceptance

Phase II
Imividuatian
Phase III
Re-can-

nectian

Sister Frances Ryan, 1982

Stage VIII
'Ibe Search for
the Real Me
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ASLIN MDEL OlARI'lJl

Loss of "Wife" Role in Divorce
PReCESS

Stereotypic Wife
Behavior

Disorganization Caused by
Loss of Role (Divorce and
WidCMhood)

Counseling Needs

Single-Again Role

EMJI'ICNAL

Cheerful, childlike,
terrler, sympathetic,

Hurt, anger, abandoi"'!Teelt,
rejection

Contact with others to
share feelings and gain

Thntionally mature and
and autoncrrous functioning

Uninforned about and
uninvolved in legal
process

Bewildennent, loss of oontrol,
experiencing discrimination
or intimidation by lawyers or
legal process

Assertiveness Training
support to qain legal
information

Active, informed participant
in securing legal rights

Unthinking a::>nsuner,

Division of m:.ney and prcperty,
feeling created, unprepared
to be self-supporting

Job training and finding;
financial skills,
recoqni tion of her
financial contribution
to marriage

Independent, financially
self-directed and skilled

mHMJ:C

dependent on husband
as "bread winner,"
credit reference,
and financial planner
PARENTAL

Nurturing, overly
responsible and
protective

Guilt and worry about children.
Using children to fight marital
battles.

Consultation to assist
children adjust. Workable relationship with
father and paternal
family

Empathic and loving relationship with children

CCMUNITY

Status and relationships dependent on
husband or children.

Loss of or new relationships
with frierrls. End of couple
contacts.

Urrlerstanding other's
options. Options for
new relationships

Frierrlships and social
support systan

PSYOUC

Non-assertive

Afraid, lonely, rrourning

Griefwork. Beginning
a "new" life

Purposefulness, security,
and confidence
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A. L. Aslin, "Counseling 'Single-Again' (Divorced and Widaved) Waoon," The Counseling Psychologist,

~(2), 1976, pp. 37-41.
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Secondly, Lawrence includes a conceptual nodel for resolving personal
loss fran Heikkinen (Heikkinen M:xlel Diagram).

This nndel inclu:les the

stages of grief and loss, the general issues surrounding these stages,
develop:nental tasks, dangers and approaches to working through these stages
Lawrence cites two cautions in using this rrodel which inclu::le the

of loss.

need of the counselor utilizing this m:xlel to have resolved her/his am
personal losses and that "the apparent

s~licity

of the chart may be deceptive

to the need of the helper to have extensive knc:Mledge and skills to assist
others in the resolution of personal loss. n
Both these nndels,

~ver,

132

are a beginning in the description of the

dynamics identified in the process of divorce and present sene approaches
within the develop:nental stage-sequence of the divorce loss process.
Finkelstein and Rosenthal studies examine 'fathering after marital
separation' with fathers woo chose to renain fully involved in the Ufbringing
of their children.

'Ihe loss of their spousal relationship seems centered

on acceptance of the loss and the irreversibility of the marital breakup.
"As long as the father clings to his broken marriage, he will continue to
depend on his wife in regard to child care. "

133

Rosenthal an:1 Finkelstein

stress the identity of the father in the divorce process by stating:
With the loss of the marital setting and the gradual lessening of his
attaclm=nt to his fo:r:rrer wife, the separated or divorced father is able
to integrate new points of reference for his parenting activities,
na:rrely, other adults, his am grc:Ming canpetence, and the reactions
of his children.l34
13

~ence,

Loss ConnselinS'> p. 195.

133
Harry Finkelstein, Keshet and Kristine Rosenthal, "Fathering
after Marital Separation," Social Work, 23 (1}, January, 1978, p. 15.
134
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A Conceptual Model for Resolving Personal Loss
Stage of Grief

General Issues

Shock/Numbness

Confronting Loss as
Issue

Approach loss

Avoidance

Experience Sharing

Anger and Guilt

Accept loss as loss

Make Loss Real
Feel loss
Sever Bondage to
Loss

Denial of loss
Enshrinerrent/
Adoration of Loss

Menorial M::mt:m:mt
Celebration
Dialogue with Loss

Depression;
Resolution

Adjust to Life
Without lost One

Build Self-Esteem
Accept Self as OK
Claim Personal
Strengths

Regression-clinging
to dependencies,
e.g., marriage to
person resa:nbling
parent

Talk to Strengths
Projection into
the Future

Self-Assertion
Risk-Taking
New Growth

Withdrawal
Isolation
Status Quo

New People OUt of
Familiar People
Imagined Disappearance

Postresolution

135

c.

Develop Deeper
Relationships

Tasks

Dangers

Approaches

1--'

-...)

N

Heikkinen, "Com.seling for Personal loss," Personnel and Guidance Journal, 1979, 58(8), pp. 46-49.
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Littner also canrents on the process of the newly-divorced father an:1
identifies the "Santa Claus SyndrcJ"tE" typified by the father's overindulging
and under-disciplining behavior tc:Mards the child of divorce. 136 There seems
to be

a need for research as to the father's role in divorce and the stages

of progression in the father's assumption of co-parental responsibilities
tc:Mards the child of divorce.
The "psychological divorce," defined as "satisfactory post-divorce
137
level of functioning"
in Littner's experience, is not reached by 75% of
divorced couples.

"They are still l::x:mnd to each other by invisible steel

bonds of dependency, hatred, guilt and sharre, an:1 a need for revenge an:1

138
'
'
• '
reta1J.ation
and continilll.Ilg
contact. n
Here, LJ.ttner
1'denti'f'J.es f ran hi s
psychiatric experience, a continuing ambivalence that does not "let go"
of the divorced partner.

The question remains:

what happens to divorced

rouples that do not arrive at psychological divorce? What happens to the
children of divorce cau;Jht in the ambivalent divorce?
Co-Parental Relationships:

Custody arrl Visitation Rights

Regarding custody of the children, the doctrine of the 'best interests
of the child' is maintained to detennine custody or visitation.

Littner

states that "no divorce and no child custody or visitation prd:>len is in
the 'best interests of the child' •

The real question that a jtrlge has to
139
decide is which course of action will do the least damage to the child?"
A preliminary guide to the degree of separation damage for custody
136
Littner, Children of Divorce, p. 21.
137Ib'd
_J._., p. 30.
138Ib'd
_J._., p. 17.
139Ib'd
_J._., p. 12.
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of children is discussed by Littner.

Children tmder six years of age are

seen needing their mother, unless there are psychological restrictions.
'!'his guideline is based on the preschooler 1 s bonding and attacl'irent behaviors
with the rrother.

School age and older children 1 s wishes for placement

with their parents need to be heard and the need of adolescent children to
be with the parent of the sane sex, mless the child desires to live with

the parent of the opposite sex, is to be respected, according to Littner.

Another opinion in favor of custody of the child being with the
parent of the sane sex cc::xres frcrn the Santroch and Warshak studies at the
University of Texas in Dallas.

Pioneering research with 72 families, beglm

in 1978, studied children living with the opposite-sex parents and children
living with sane-sex parents.
OUr sttrly revealed that children reared by sane-sex parents generally

slYM greater maturity and independence than those reared by oppositesex parents. Boys who lived with their fathers and girls who lived
with their mothers generally seared to be warner, less denarrling, :rrore
mature, independent and seerred to have higher levels of self-estean
than children living with a parent of the opposite sex.l40
Warshak states one of the

main identifiable reasons for this is "that sane-

sex parents are able to be gender-role nroels to their offspring. II

141

"A

rrother is not able to provide a masculine role nroel to her son and a father
cannot provide a feminine one for a daughter."

142

This custody arrangerrent

also avoids the child becaning an em::::>ticnal substitute for a spouse or

projecting feelings of anger to the son that represents the feelings of the
wife tc:Ma.rds her ex-husband.

The Santroch and Warshak studies

are affinred

~ury Breecher, "If Choice Required, Sane-Sex Parent Is the Best,
Study Says," Chicago Tribtme, Jme 27, 1982, Section 12, pp. 1-3.
14

141Ib'd
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bY Rholes• study at Texas A
students.

&

M University, which inchrled 120 college

He ccmpares children reared with single same-sex parents and

children reared by twcrparent families.

"The students who were raised by

saroo-sex parents were just as well-adjusted as the children reared in n..uparent hares. "

143

The articles regarding these cited studies do not indicate

heM young the children were who were involved in the Texas research.

Littner's

opinion citing the variables of attachnent, in the majority of cases accruErl
to the rrother as the main caregiver, deserves merit in deciding custody of

the child.

Littner opfX)ses "joint custody," FQinting out that it is extremely
irrq;x:Jrtant that the child have a majority of her/his ti.m:= in one hare (such

as 75%) and a minority of time in the other hane.
The worst thing that could ha:ppen to a child of divorce is for visitation
t.llre to be split <J.o:..m the center so that she/he spends half of the ~
with one parent and the_other half with the other. When this occurs, the
child feels like a transient, like a 'bird of passage' , as though the
child 1 s life is built on quicksand and she/he has no firm :roots of one 1 s
o.vn.l44
Also, children desperately need to maintain contact with both parents
after the divorce.

"Consistent, predictable contact with both parents can

bring such children into closer touch with reality.

It can prevent excessive

idealization of the absent parent and minimize the child 1 s feeling of rejection. n

145

Littner points out that "each child of divorce has a

reconciliation 1 that

1

1

fantasy of

sareday, the parents will becare reconciled' and the

child will live happily ever after."

146

The working through of the "fantasy

143Ib'd
_1_., p. 3.
14

~ittner,

Children of Divorce, p. 29.

145p.mes, " D1vorce:
.

Children Follow in Parents 1 Footsteps," p. 8.

146
Littner, Children of Divorce, p. 33.
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of reconciliation" is a process that the child
operational thought.

IIU.lSt

undergo using pre-

Consistent, predictable visitations help the child

realistically work through this fantasy to the reality of life after divorce.
Elkind refers to the increasing number of children that are kidnapped
and retained by the noncustodial parent in custody battles.

"It has been

estimated that sarre 100,000 children are snatched by :rrothers and fathers
each year and about one-fifth are found. "

147

The stress, guilt, anxiety,

and rootlessness that can be produced fran custody conflicts can have a

scarring effect on these children of divorce, though there does not seem to
be research as to the actual effects of child-snatching in custody battles.

This is prcbably due to the anonymity of the situation axrl the inaccessibility
of the child to be helped by professional or a:mmmity resources.

148

Single Parent Family
There are many books and articles offering practical guidelines as
to "how to do it" for single parenting such as the works of Atlas, Hunt,
or Kornfeld.

149

The work of Glasser and Navarre affinns the two-parent

model and takes a dim view of single-parent lifestyles.

150

.Mendes attacks the asS1..1!tption that, because such single-parent
families lack a second parent, they are inevitably dysfunctional.

She calls

147
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stephen Atlas, Single Parenting: A Practical Resource Guide,
Cliffs: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1981; Morton Hunt, The World of
!!le Fonnerly-Married, New York: McGraw Hill, 1966; Maurine Kornfeld, "A
Supi;X)rt System for the Single-Parent Family," .Arrerican Orthopsychiatric
Association, New York, April, 1977.
Engl~
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it the "tyrarmy of the two-parent nodel."

151

~es

maintains that single-

parent families can be viable families and starts a beginning conceptualization
of sane of the diverse and camon canponents of different lifestyles adopted
by single-parent families.

parents.

The follaving are five lifestyles of single-

She identifies:

Type 1 - Sole Executive:

The single-parent is the only parental figure
actively involved in the lives of the children. This 'Sole
Executive' or 'supe:mon' is the only adult who attempts to
feed, clothe, shelter, nurture, and socialize the minor children
in the hare.
Danger: the parent risks psyclnbiosocial overload from excessive
physiological, physical and social danands.

Type 2 - Auxiliary Parent:

The single-parent shares one or nore parental
responsibilities with an auxiliary parent who does not live with
the family. The auxiliary parent is usually the father of one
or nore of the children. Atkins and Rubin call h:iJn 'the parttime father'.
Danger: the auxiliary and single parents canpete for the
children's love and loyalties. The nore oonflict that exists
in the relationship between single and auxiliary parents, the
more stressful the relationship between the single parent and
the children beccmes.

Type 3 - Unrelated Substitute:

The single-parent shares one or nore
parental functions with a person who is not related to the
family. The unrelated parental substitute may or may not
actually live with the family.
Danger: the unrelated parental substitute may not have an
errotional attaclrnent to the children but only the single parent.
Seccndly, the children may be exposed to a series of unrelated
parental substitutes.

Type 4 - Related Substitute: The related parental substitute is a blocd
or legal relative who assurres a parental role, although he or
she is not the actual parent of the children. This function

can be assured by grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, or
siblings of the children.
Danger: intergenerational conflicts about hav to raise the
children can arise, particularly if an older sibling beoorres
the parental substitute.
Type 5 - Titular Parent:

The single-parent lives with the children but
has, in effect, abdicated the parental role. Exanples are

15

~elen Mendes, "Single-Parent Families:
~ial Work, 24(3), May, 1979, pp. 193-200.

A Typology of Lifestyles,"
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single parents who are alcoholics, drug addicts, severely
infantile or actively psychotic, and are parents in name only.
Danger: the parent acts as one of the children. There is
'anarchy' in the family system as each rrember scrambles to
have one's needs rnet.l52
M:mdes presents an alternative in the single-parent family m::xlel.
nx:x)el, the single-parent is essentially perceived as a
ordinator. 11

11

In this

contributing co-

The parent contributes by doing for the children what she or

he can manage without undue stress and to coordinate the allocation of sene
of the other functions usually assigned to parents to cx:mpetent persons
within and outside the family.

Mendes particularly emphasizes the need

for the single parent to have a viable extrafamilial psychosocial support
system.

153

The idea of a conceptual framework that identifies the a:mmmication

and support system in each of the single parent lifestyles is important
research to practitioners assisting children of divorce an::1 needs to be
ronfinned in on-going research rather than the 1:'lc:JrDgeneity of the one

diagnostic category 'single-parent' living in the dysfunctional shadow of
the

1

tyranny of the two-parent family 1 •

Reconstituted Family
Hunter and Schuman point to the paucity of data regarding the reconstituted family with the exception of the Glick an::1 Norton studies.

One

factor identified by Hunter an::1 Schuman is that when a period of singleparenting occurs, it is often best understood as a phase in an ongoing process
of reconstituting the family.

It is difficult to study because in sare cases

"the reconstituted family is frequently not fonnalized by marriage ... but

after sorting through a number of difficult issues, the reconstituted family
152
Ibid., pp. 193-200.
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unit may settle dCMn into a nore or less pennanent unit. "

154

Hunter and

schuman identify six characteristic issues which confront the reconstituted
family in their process of continual adjustment.
are:

(1)

These six characteristics

role confusion and ambiguity (the role of the stepfather, child

rnanagem=nt, financial issues, etc.); (b) boundaries (this includes clarifying new external boundaries which are different for reconstituted families

and pr.irnary families; there is a need to establish inter-generational boundaries; lastly, reducing or el.i.minating bourrlaries between the elerrents of
the two reconstituting groups, as between stepsiblings is important); (3)

conflict of loyalties between primary families and reconstituted families;
(4)

grieving suspicion and doubt (misinterpretation of unfamiliar behavior

patterns often feeds the distrust); (5) self-concept; and (6) newly-established
identity.

155

Though the auth:)rs write this article in teJ:ms of nore chronically

disturbed reconstituted family rmits, the issues sean to be general for understanding sene identifiable characteristics and pressures facing the child
and families in the pressures of life after divorce.

There needs to be nore

understanding of the a::mnunication, nonns, regulations, bbundaries and
symbols in the co-parental relationship that chooses alternative lifestyles,
yet are centered in with the relationship of the child of divorce.
these issues ~t, dealt with and resolved?

How are

There is a need for further

research in the camrunicatian systan of the reconstituted fanily, particularly

in relationship to the pr:imary family, whether the primary family is singleparent or another reconstituted family.
154
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Binuclear Family

divorce.

Little has been written about the binuclear family for the child of
Jacobson states this is because of denial, denigration, and

disorientation of our society towards this new phenarenon.

"Currently, 10%

of 66 million children in this ooillltry illlder 18 are living as step-children

with a step-parent. "

156

Many of these children are children of divorce.

The studies of Maddox, Rosenbaun, and Shulman

157

are presenting pioneer

phases in conceptualizing what happens to the child in the binuclear family
with a concentration on the reconstituted family.

Jacobson suggests that

rrore work and programs are needed to help the binuclear family or "family

of orientation" for the child to achieve equilibrium.

Factors that influence

this equilibrium are the working through of the rrourning liberation process,
the acknowledgerrent of the ambivalence within the binuclear family, the
degree of honesty, carrnunication, and cc:xrpranise that exists within the
binuloear family framework.

158

Supp:>rt Groups to Families and Children of Divorce
Corrmunity groups and self-formed groups such as "Parents Without
Partners," groups in the various churches for the divorced rrembers of their
congregations, and private groups such as "Kindred Spirits" in Manhattan,
New York, are based on the value of quality of life for single-parent families.

"Parents Without Partners" have support groups fonned for the single parents
156
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throughout the country.

"Kindred Spirits" have rrore than 100 single parents

and their children which they include in their activities, through the
purchase of two vacation houses, parties, theatre, Thanksgiving and Christmas
dinners and vacations for the parents and their children.

159

The emergence

of such groups provides a network of support for the fractured family undergoing the process of divorce to achieve balance and adaptation once again

in their lives.
Conclusion
In surmary, tl:en, it is evident that Wallerstein's staterrent that
"divorce is not an event, but a process"
families and children of divorce.

160

captures the reality for the

Divorce, because of the 'divorce sub-

culture' that has ererged in our country, is viewed presently as a 'crisis

in family transition' (Ahrons).

The present need, according to Mead (1970),

is the develo:prent of nonns, regulations, boundaries, terminology, syrrbols
and rituals that express the divorce subcultures and its interrelationships.
There is a paucity of research follCMing the later phases in the continuum
of divorce.

This lack of research is probably due to the relatively new

phenarenon of divorce over the past 20 years.

The continuum of the divorce

process includes the study of the nuclear family, divorce and the fractured
family, single-parent lifestyles, and the reconstituted family, completing
the cycle with the single-parent nuclear family, reconstituted nuclear family,
binuclear family, and the ' family of orientation' for the child of divorce.
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CHAPI'ER V

CCMPARISCN AND C<NI'RAST LEADlliG 'IO THE DEFlliiTION
OF EOO IDENI'IFICATICN lli A DYADIC RELATIONSHIP
FOR THE CHILD FR.CJ.1 A DIVORCED SlliGLE-PARENT FAMILY

IntrOO.uction
This chapter defines ego identification as the child's sense of
self.

Based on the data fran the previous chapters, this study considers

ego identification of the child, evolving and in process, and treats
the topic of the errerging self within the age-stages of the infant,
toddler, and preschooler.
The factors of divorce and how it introo.es developrentally in
this process of the child's energing self is discussed.

"Divorce crisis"

is defined as the first 18 rronths after the annmmcement of parental
separation.

The divorce crisis and its intrusion upon developrental

tasks is considered fran the time period of the divorce crisis occurring,
that is, wh:=n the child is an infant, a tOO.dler, or a preschooler.

It

is to be noted, havever, that the inpact of the divorce upon the child,
and the degree of severity cannot be rreasured accurately due to the ego
strengths of the parents as well as the tmpredictability, tmiqueness and
resourcefulness of the child.

A continuum of quality and degree in

syrrptorrology would probably be helpful in accurately deter:mining each
child' s response to the crisis of divorce.

182

This study, however, presents

183

Chart 4

-
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a guideline to the develo};ITental tasks and intrusions upon these developrrental processes of the preschooler caused by the divorce crisis (Chart 4,

p. 183).
The child's sense of self, as distinguished fran the world, is
th:m defined in relationship to the parental image of the absent, divorced

parent.

These variations influencing ego identification are posited.
Finally, consideration is given to fostering grCMth of the child's

sense of self in the divorced single-parent family, and fran services of
helping professionals.
Definition of Ego Identification
Ego identification is defined, in this study, as the child
arriving at a sense of self.

Tyson ccrments that "the develo};ITent of the

sense of self (or the awareness of separateness, cohesiveness, continuity
and identity) is made up fran the total accumulated, unconscious, preconscious and conscious experiences of one's self and one' s grc:Ming body
and identity. "

1

Ego identification and its definition is evolutionary in its
contextual genesis.
the id."

2

Freud defines the ego as "the organized portion of

He further explains that "the ego is an organization.

It is

based on the maintenance of the intercourse and of the possibility of

reciprocal influence :between all its parts. "

3

Blanck defines ego "not

sirrply by its functions, but by its functioning as an organizer.

~san,

Developrental Lines, p. 150.

2
Freud, "Inhibitions," p. 97.

3
Ibid., p. 98.
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this, it follows that ego qua ego is organizing process. "

4

Hartmann, Kris, and l.<J\.venstein, in discussing ego identification
of the child, state that the "first step in the fonnation of the ego
concerns the ability of the infant to distinguish between self and the
world around him ... s Mahler subsequently defines ego identification and
the individuality of the child as "self-identity."

6

Ego identification

in this study then is defined according to the conceptual frameworks of
Mahler and Tyson, that is, the child 1 s realization of the sense of self
or self-identity.
The Errerging Self:

The Infant

In the first 18 m::mths of the infant 1 s life, the rrother-figure
is the rrost central figure in the life of the infant.
develo:prentally, bonds with the infant.

The rrother-figure,

Anthony suggests that the nonnal

psychic lag, where there is a 3 to 4 day delay of the rrother-figure
physically adopting the infant fran "mine outside" to psychologically
adopting the infant to "mine inside," is a vulnerable dynamic to the
rrother undergoing a divorce crisis.

Such a divorce crisis may lengthen

the tline period of the psychic lag or even create ambivalence in the rrother
accepting and banding with the infant.
The infant then enters into "narcissism without Narcissus"
(Piaget) ,

7

that is, through instinctive tendencies and perceptive affects

4
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(Piaget) , the infant is botmd up with the pleasure or displeasure of her/his

own bcdy, the infant's first focus of love.

The infant is cx::lillpletely

dependent on the rrother-figure and corres fran the autistic stage to a
symbiotic stage, a partnership with the rrother-figure (Mahler).

The

private camnmication system of "IlUltual-cueing dialogue" (Mahler) between
infant and rrother-figure is entered into through the coesthetic and diacritic organizations of the infant (Spitz).

The "ftmdamental education"

(Spitz) which is the rud.irrentary stages of cbject relationship, necessitates
a consistent attitude of the rrother-figure in dialogue with the infant for
the first year of life.

Subsequently, the infant is able to cx::lillplete the

"critical periods" of the first year in nonnal, intrapsychic developnent.
The only carnon variable fotmd in the "invulnerable children"
described by Ganmezy and Anthony affirms Spitz's observations.

These

children, though considered high-risk through death, divorce, desertion, or
psychosis of parents, -were -well-loved in the first 7 rronths of their lives
and slnwed high creativity and resourcefulness in rreeting crises.
Though Klein, in the historical evolution of ego psychology, makes
invaluable contributions to the tmderstanding of the child, her ti.rretable
of dynamics occurring with the infant, such as the oedipal cx::lillplex being
resolved by six rronths of age, seems premature.

Both Klein and Freud sean

to assume that the infant is capable of nen.tal representations, evocative
rrerrory and symbolic, o::>gnitive toought in the first year of life.

The

Piagetian position that the infant, prior to 18 rronths old, does not have
the cognitive apparatus for evocative nanory and its subsequent, symbolic
ftmction

would mean that the infant, within the divorce crisis, would not

repress this trauma fran conscious to tmconscious states.
not capable of this intrapsychic functioning.

The infant is

The work of Piaget and
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DeCarie shows that while abject oonstancy is at 8 nonths old, the infant
does not have a stabilized image of affective object oonstancy with the
rrot.h=r-figure until 18 rronths of age, while Mahler puts stabilized affective
constancy at 25 nonths old.

Following the Piagetian position, the infant

is not capable of a stabilized rrental image of the divorced absent parent,
or oognitively experiencing the divorce crisis.
The sense of self is, initially, into the fragile, archaic,
infantile self (Kohut) when the infant is adding rrental functions which
pranise the develo:prent of the self.

The parental image is absent in the

first m:::mths of the infant 1 s life unless the parent is present.

The

parental image oontinues to develop, reaching a stabilized internalized
image in the latter half of the second year of the infant 1 s life.

Piaget 1 s

work regarding the relationship of external and internal imitation of
the infant to "rrental image" of the parent sl'lcMs how the parental image
is acquired.
It is the position of this author that the oognitive processes,
in the sensorirrotor period, are not basically disrupted by the affective
crisis of divorce unless the infant is in "antaclitic depression" (Spitz),
which :rreans a severe rejection of the infant by the nother-figure, whereby
the infant says "no" to the world (Spitz).

This "antaclitic depression"

would oognitively affect interest and curiosity in the infant, thereby
hindering both mutual-cueing dialogue and the "fundarrental education"
of the child.
If the infant does not have a stabilized image of the absent
parent and does not oognitively experience the divorce crisis, how then
does the divorce crisis affect the infant?
the affective state of the rrother-figure.

The infant is dependent on
What affects the nother-figure
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is critical in this tiire J?eriod.

The loss of her spouse is a loss to

the rrother-figure' s main errotional support system in caring for the infant.
Because there is loss, the rrother-figure enters into a rrourning process
and its subsequent stages of denial, anger, depression, bargaining, and
acceptance.

This grieving process causes "a diminished capacity to parent"

(Wallerstein) and can cause a disruption in the bonding process (Rutter)
or in the mirroring responsiveness present in the mutual-cueing dialogue
be~n

the rrother-figure and the infant (Mahler).

The affective state

of the rrother-figure is transmitted to the infant with the infant having
no psychic defenses (A. Freud) •

Bowlby, in presenting the stages of attach-

rre;'1t, points to primary deactivation of the attachrrent process on the part
of the infant, if there is a severe degree of disruption in this dialogue
between the infant and the rrother-figure.
In surmary, then, the divorce crisis can affect the psychic lag and

banding processes between the rrother-figure and the infant.

The rrother' s

loss of her errotianal support system in her spouse and the subsequent
rrourning process can diminish her capacity to parent and influence her
affective state towards the infant.

Her responsiveness in the mirroring

and bonding tasks of the mutual-cueing dialogue with the infant can be
affected by the crisis of divorce.

The infant, because of lc:Mered respon-

siveness fran the rrother-figure, subsequently deactivates attachrrent
behaviors to the rrother-figure, thus disrupting the fundanental education
of the infant in object-relationships.

The mother-figure is the key

person to be supp::>rted during this period of the child' s life in the
divorce crisis.
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The Errerging Self:

The Toddler

Mahler, in her work of defining the three year process of the
psychological birth of the child, puts much enphasis on the subphases of
the separation-individuation process.

During the "hatching process" of

the toddler, as separate fran the rrother, the first figure the child encounters is the father.

Consequently, Mahler, Abelin, Lamb, Lynn and Cross

show that the father is an inportant figure in the second year of the
child 1 s life, and through their studies shJw heM the father assists the
child in defining the separateness fran the rrother.
The affective life of the toddler is defined by Piaget as "perceptive
affects," narrely activation, inhibition, reaction to termination with
success or failure.

For Mahler, the affective life of the toddler is

typified by ambi tendency, splitting, and later, ambivalence, that is,
loving and hating sene person or object.

The toddler plays a peek-a-boo

garre during this period, shadowing and wanting to rrerge with the IOC>therfigure, yet darting away, exploring the environment and experiencing her/
his individuality.

The father, primarily through play with the toddler

(Lamb), assists the exploration of the individual world of the toddler.

Abelin 1 s research makes an excellent point, stating that the triangular
attachrrent in its integrity of the family unit is inportant in teaching
the toddler interaction with rrother, father, and self.
Kohut describes the bi-polar self in the toddler caught between
"the polarities of the grandiose, exhibitionistic self \'tlich is the source
of healthy self-assertiveness and ambitions and the idealized parental

imago, which is the source of heal thy admiration, self-esteem and ideals."
8
George Fitchett and Bernard Pennington, "The Application of
Kohut s Psychology of the Self to CPE Supervision," (unpublished) Seattle,
WA: November, 1978, p. 3.
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For Kohut, the preoedipal period is a critical tirre for the child
caning to a sense of self.

The aut:l"nr wanders haw the deficit of the one

parent in the hc:rre and the "d.iminished capacity to parent" of the other
parent, through the divorce crisis, affects the mirroring and idealizing
behaviors of the parents in interaction with the toddler.

Minimization of

these behaviors can affect a stabilized, cohesive sense of self (Kohut)
by effecting fragnentation in the child.

Severe and chronic frustration of the child 1 s mirroring and idealizing
tendencies leads to isolation of the grandiose and idealizing selfstructure fran t:l"nse associations with the other parts of the psyche
that could correct them. These archaic structures becc.ma split off
and endure in tie personality without undergoing the process of transmuting internalization. Self pat:l"nlogy arises fran these isolated
structures. Symptans of self-pat:l"nlogy include severe and chronic
disturbances in self-esteem.9
Thus, research shows symptrnology of children of divorce having
high ratios of aggression and inhibition (Jacobsen).

Because of the

divorce crisis, there can be diminished parental accessibility for mirroring
and idealizing behaviors in the parents 1 interaction with the toddler.
Such symptans of aggression and inhibition, then, might have their origins
in the toddler 1 s developrental phase of the bi-polar self.
The toddler is into the sensorim:>tor period of cognitive thought
with self as object.

As semantic ccmnunication increases, the syrnlx:>lic

thought increases and the toddler cernes fran the circular reactions of
the sensorim:>tor period to the beginnings of preoperational thought.

The

toddler, in a majority of cases, would seem to continue with nonnal, cognitive growth t:l"nugh symptarology would seem to manifest itself in speech
disorders, or a lack of mastery of play, symbolic functioning of preoperational t:l"nught.
9

Patton, "Kohut and the Classical Psychoanalytic Tradition," p. 368.
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The divorce crisis, caning in this age period of the toddler,
influences both the :rrotler-figure and the toddler.

The :rrother-figure,

because of the :rrouming process, can be diminished in her capacity to parent
the toddler.

There is a loss of the triangular attachment and the integrity

of the family unit, the basis for daily interaction with :rrother, father,
and child.

Thus, the separation-individuation process can be prolonged,

particularly if the :rrother-figure tends to canpensate and overprotect the
toddler, and if the father is absent as the first outside figure for the
toddler.
The affective life of the child, particularly in arnbitendency,
splitting, and later in ambivalence (Klein, Mahler, Parens, Anthony and
Kohut) , can be magnified because of the mirroring behaviors of high ambivalence in the custodial parent tc:wards the absent parent.

The stages

of denial, anger, depression in the parental :rrouming process itself can
increase the intensity of this dynamic of arnbitendency-arnbivalence in the
toddler.
Though Klein, Mahler and Parens have different concepts of arnbivalence, this concept is a basic t.l1ere of affect for the toddler.
Ambitendency is defined as the simultaneous presence of two contrasting
behaviorally manifest tendencies, on evoking love and the other hate, as
behaviorally biphasic (Mahler).

Ambivalence, fran which arnbitendency

has its pr.imitive origins, differs fran arnbi tendency.

Ambivalence pre-

Sl.lpp)ses an internalized image (introject) tc:wards which love or hate
can be directed.

.Arnbitendency does not necessarily have an internalized

image, but is focused on the :rrother-figure and manifested by the toddler
in optimal distancing behaviors (Kohut) •
The best understanding of the genesis of arnbivalence, in the
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author's opinion, is fran the work of Mahler with Kohut extending our knowledge of the phenarenon of arnbivalence in later stages.

Kohut seems to

a:mplerrent and extend the insights of Mahler by his theory of the origins
of arnbivalence.

Kohut deals with arnbivalence assuming a growing parental

image in the child, whereas Mahler deals with arnbitendency being the precursor of arnbivalence.
Because Klein believes there is an introject (:rrental representation
of the IOC>ther) at 3 to 5 IOC>nths old, splitting rreans for Klein that the
child introjects the good (mainly represented by the mother's breast as
prototype) and projects the bad to the outside of the child.

For Mahler,

splitting or arnbitendency exists but is connected with the child's affect
rather than a biological drive.

The arnbitendency is an important ccmponent

of separation-individuation for the child.

The proximity of the mother

and her refueling behaviors are important for the toddler who is motivated
by a sense of rrerger with the mother, while the toddler's optimal distancing
behaviors are rrotivated by a sense of wanting to be an individual.

Parens

develops a genesis of ambivalence in a dyadic and triadic relationship
within the family.

According to Mahler, continued availability and oon-

sistency of the rrother-figure during this period assists the toddler to
come to a cohesive self and to stabilize object relationships.
Kohut stows that the child needs parental responsiveness and
prohibitions to deal with his/her archaic, narcissistic, grandiose self.
This dynamic is closely allied with Spitz's theory of the rudi:rrentary
superego and primal ccmnands.

Without these parental prohibitions and

responsiveness, the child cannot attain a rrore mature sense of selfcohesion, self-continuity, and self-esteem.

If the child is frustrated

by the parents' disturbances in his/her relationship, the child's arnbivalence
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gro.vs and the child's representation of the "idealized parental imago"
is invested with a great deal of hostility which leads to a splitting of
the object representation.

The self representations emanating fran trans-

muting internalizations in interaction with the parents daninate the
child's representational world, often leading to a punitive su:perego
(Tyson).

Thus, if "th2 ambiance of the divorce magnifies ambivalence in

the toddler, this phenarenon leads to a splitting in object representation

which is the basis of the child' s emerging sense of self.
Bc:Mlby speaks of the clear-cut attachrrent phase continuing through
the second and third year of the child.

The locarotion of the toddler and

yet the maintenance of proximity to a discriminated figure is irrportant for
the child.

The "characteristic way" in which a toddler organizes her/his

l::ehavior to a s:pecific attachrrent figure, ooth in intensity and frequency,
defines the l::ehavioral canp:>nents of the attachrrent process.

According

to Bowlby, interactive l::ehaviors have a wide range fran resistance, avoidance,
distance-interaction, contact-maintenance, contact-seeking l::ehaviors to
searching behaviors.

If, then, the divorce crisis deactivates the attach-

rrent process (Bc:Mlby), it would seem that the intensity and frequency of
the child' s "characteristic way" of l::ehavior would be affected by the
divorce crisis.

Again, the study of negativi ty-oppositional l::ehavior

(Magrab) being prolonged or the variable of inhibition (Jacobsen) seen
in children of divorce would seem to relate to the toddler reacting to
the loss of a parent and a "d:iminished capacity to parent" in his/her
remaining attachrrent figure, due to the divorce crisis.

Bc:Mlby also

refers to the phase of rrourning over loss such as in divorce, including
the child searching for the absent :person.

Finally, Bc:Mlby refers to the

"goal-corrected partnership" as the final stage in attachrrent.

In the
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developnent of the toddler, with the attachrlent figure, there is a lessening of egocentricity and the toddler bec:x:Ires rrore active in what might
influence his;her rrother-figure' s behavior.

The Anthony-Ga.t:Irezy studies

with high-risk children, including children of divorce, seem to indicate
that the children can be delayed in "decentering" affecting "prolonged
egocentricism" and lack of errp3.thy.

Fonnative errp3.thy in the toddler

is needed for activation of the toddler choosing attacl1Irent behavior
that might influence the rrother and the responsiveness of the toddler.
The attac:tm:mt process of the toddler, then, might be influenced by the
occurrence of the divorce crisis during this developnental period.
In sumnary, then, the toddler can be affected developrentally
by the divorce crisis in a loss of the triangular attachrlent (Abel in) ,

a lengthened separation-individuation period (Mahler, Magrab) , diminished
mirroring and idealizing interactions with the parents affecting the stage
of the bi-polar self (Kohut) and magnified a:rt'bitendency-ambivalence
(Anthony).

The toddler also may deactivate attac:tm:mt behaviors because

of diminished parental responsiveness or choose an aggressive or inhibitive
"characteristic way" of attaching to others
Errerging Self:

(Bc~vlby)

.

The Preschooler

Fran 3 to 6 years old, t:.re developrent of ego identification,
that is, a sense of self, is the main task for the preschooler.

The child

develops psychic defenses in his;her interaction with the rrother, father,
siblings, and then in interaction with others in the world.

Anna Freud

identifies these defenses as regression, repression, reaction formation,
undoing, projection, introjection, reversal, identification with the
aggressor, a fonn of altruism, and sublimation.

In the psychoanalytic

sense, these defenses are an essential part of the child's ego organization
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in developing his/her unique way of dealing with reality.

Affectively, the child is now capable of :intuitive feelings,
that is, elem:mtary social feelings of liking or disliking others based
on self-estimation.

Inter-individual feelings, defined by Piaget, are

now centered on abject choice.

There is an affective and cognitive

defocusing on self to the external world.

For Piaget, who places will and

choice with affectivity, the :intervention of the child 1 s will has the
child keenly aware of what is just and what is not just, which is the
beginning of superego fonnation.
The child also is developing basic Schemas :in Reactions to Persons.
"Schemas," for Piaget, were rocx:'les or reactions susceptible to be reproduced
and generalized or "tools for active generalization."

Piaget, as previously

noted, does not believe in affectivity of the child being a "reservoir
of feelings," but rather each affect, love, anger, joy, being unique and
fresh :in the child 1 s :interaction with another.
generate::l fran a Schema :in Reactions to Persons.

Such affect would be
This Piagetian speculation

is later affirm:d in Erikson 1 s and Kohut 1 s concept of transference.
Contrary-wise, Freud believes in the unconscious, repressing early childhood rrerrories, and errerg:ing :into consciousness with the person 1 s interaction with a "rrother-figure" or "father-figure" as an object of displacerrent.

Piaget, Erikson and Kohut indicate that transference occurs :in the

fresh, unique affect of the m:rrent, happening between two persons until
equilibrium is restore::l.

The similarities to the Freudian concept of

transference emanate fran the basic Schema of Reactions of Persons, but :in
Piagetian tix:>ught such nodes of reactions are develq::m=ntally subject to
change through fresh, affective, daily experiences.

Kohut, for example,

l::elieves in a restructuration of self through therapy, which is therapeutic
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throkghout the person's life.

Therapy works through fragrrentation of the

child' s self receiving the idealizing and mirroring interactions of the
therapist and resulting transmuting internalization occurring in the child.
Kohut terms this dynamic "the cohesive transference. ,lO

Thus, the child

is not determined, but is actually involved in the develo:pnent of a sense
of self throughout his/her life.
Piaget refers to external and internal imitation being the precursor
of the rrental image.

Social th=orists defining ego identification, in

light of parental role-m:xleling behaviors, would affinn the relationship
be~

imitation and identification.

"The sum identification refers

in sare way to the representation of an external object that has been

taken into the ego to fonn a pennanent element within

the total personality.

Identification is therefore to be distinguished fran imitation, a rrore
transitory process."

11

Identification is linked with the basic Schema of Reactions of
Persons beginning with the rrother-father images.

Sigrrrund Freud describes

the formation of the child' s superego in light of parental c:x:mnands and
Piaget defines the superego as the "interiorization of the parents. "

Kohut

describes the child caning fran primary narcissism to interaction with
the parents.

These mirroring and idealizing interactions are "digested"

by the child through transmuting internalizations leading to the child's

sense of self or "cohesive self" (Kohut).

Thus, identification with the

annipotence of the parents through idealizing behaviors develops the
10
Heinz Kohut, "The Psychoanalytic Treatirent of Narcissistic
Personality Disorders," Psychoanalytic Study of the Child, 23, New York:
International Universities Press, 1968, p. 90.
11
Arnold Modell, Object Love and Reality, New York:
University Press, 1980, p. 145.

International
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parental imago.

The parental imago is the basis for the child 1 s ego

identification.
The studies on self-esteem (Coopersmith), achieverrent and Irotivation
(Mclelland and Atkinson), parenting styles (Baumrind) reflect the o:::mron

tl1ern= that the self esteem of the parents is reflected in the self esteem
of the child.

If the parents are in crisis during this vulnerable tine,

the time of self-identification for the child can be affected.
Cognitively, the child enters into the preoperational period of
the symbolic self.
stage.

Symbolic thought is primary for the child during this

The characteristics of preoperational thought are:

"the errbeddedness of one 1 s

CMn

(1) egocentricism -

views;" ( 2) centration - a centering or

focusing on one aspect of a situation; (3) irreversibility - the child
cannot reverse thoughts or follow a line of reasoning back to its beginnings;
(4) transductive reasoning - specific to specific thinking; (5) phenomenalistic causality - events which happen together cause one another; (6)
animism - the belief that the inanimate world is alive; (7) p'U.t}X:>sivism everything in the world was made by and for man; and (8) artificialism artificialist

an~rs

of children.

In artificialism, the parents are

endCMed with qualities of annipotence, anniscience, annipresence, and

are thought of by the child as independent of tine.

The cognitive response

of the preoperational child does not have the adult skills of abstraction,
perspective skills, reversibility and sustained enpathy.

The preoperational

child is not conscious of his/her thought processes and often is left in
her/his world to answer the "whys" of what happens to him;her.
Psych:>analytically, Freud, in the Oedipus canplex, presents what
the author considers a mythological explanation of ego identification in
the child.

Fretrl presents ego identification in ter:ms of the family ranance
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with not much cament on the process or hc:M ego identification occurs in
the child.

Kohut, on the other hand, differs with Freud in that Kohut

believes in a healthy narcissism, a healthy sense of self, whereas Freud
believes that maturity is only in object relationships.

Kohut sees the

develofiDCnt of the child's sense of self and the developrent of abject
relationships as separate, with both developrents being on a continuum.
Kohut defines narcissism in tenns of healthy self-esteem in the child.
Kohut describes ego identification in relationship to the child's
narcissism and grandiosity.

Through the child's mirroring and idealizing

behaviors in interaction with the parents, the child begins to incorporate
the parental imago through transmuting internalizations.

This incorporation

of the parental imago occurs in the stage of the bipolar self.

•

this process, Kohut uses Piagetian concepts.

To explain

Scme examples are seen in

the Piagetian concepts of imitation and rrental imagery (parental imago Kohut) and the artificialism of the child characterized by omnipotence
and cmnipresence (grandiosity and cnnipotence of parental imago - Kohut).
Piaget' s concept of purposivism, egocentrism and centration can be seen
in Kohut's developrent of narcissism in the child.

The fantasy life of

the child surrounding the parental imago is also discussed by Kohut.

The

transductive reasoning of the child makes the fantasy life that surrounds
the parental imago unique.

As rrentionerl previously, the child does not

yet have irreversibility, abstraction, or the perception skills to examine
his;her experiences.

Consequently, the parental imago which the child

identifies with is the "food" that is digested in the
self.

child's idea of

The stage of optimal frustration and disappointm:mt at the dis-

oovererl lack of parental and self grandiosity eventually leads the child

to a realistic sense of self that is fonning at this stage.

The parental
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imago, however, is the fotmdation and basis for the process of ego
identification.

Therefore, it is the auth:>r 1 s position that the ego

psychologists influenced by Piagetian thought have developed nore of an
understanding as to how the child arrives at ego identification than the
Freudian interpretation.
Another characteristic .inportant to the preschooler is play.

Play

is linked to imitative behavior leading to the child 1 s ego identification.
Both external and internal imitation are required in the play of the child
'Who imitates her/his parents and the world surrounding the child.

The

symbolism and significance of play grc:ws in the life of the child.
the Montessori school of th::>ught, play is the work of the child.

In

Piaget

has identified the various age-stages of play (Appendix B, pp.
Other factors influencing the preschoolers are learning readiness
and the influence of siblings in the child's family.

Learning readiness

includes the child 1 s attenpt to master semantic ccmmmication, reading,
writing, numbers, and art.
Piaget.

The "intellectual unconscious" is posited by

Finally, the influence of siblings and the ordinal position is an

i.rrp::)rtant dirrension to the child' s place in the family and the child 1 s
errerging sense of self.
What happens in the intrusion of divorce in this preschooler's
period of developnent?

It is the author's position that the intrusion of

divorce can affect the child 1 s ego identification in three areas.

The

first area is the lessening and/or traurratizing parental mirroring and
idealizing behaviors and interactions with the child.

The second area

is a lack of gender role-node ling behaviors fran the absent divorced
parent.

The third area includes the lessening of parental ccmnands and

prohibitions affecting superego formation in the child.
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For the child facing the crisis of divorce, there is a lack of
consistent parental mirroring and idealizing behaviors fran the absent
divorced parent and there can be a traumatizing interaction with the
:rromning, custodial parent.

Kohut shows that the child can be "traumatized"

when the parent does not reflect the grandiosity of the child.

When there

is little res:t:ense fran the parent, the child does not have a source for
learning rrore about his;her sense of self.

This disruption can cause a

splitting in the formation of the parental imago within the child and
consequently, a splitting in the child's fonnulation of a sense of self
occurs:

Bill, after a prolonged and pregnant silence, began to construct
in his play a 'perfect city rrodel'. The city was in two parts, but
each of the streets ran through both parts so there was easy a::mrnunication. In the middle of the city was a rronument to peace. At
the four corners of the square city, there were places that dispensed
food, rredicine, books and information so that all basic needs were
catered to in the city. The schJol offered courses in being happy
and knowing hN to care for children. Everything was taken care of
in the city, so that there was no place for fights; the ruling family
was together for 'a very long tirre and :t:essibly forever'.
When Bill was asked about this further, he said, "I feel as if both my
:rrother and father are inside me and are fighting, and then they are
walking away fran each other, breaking up my body so that I would go
with them both, but if I did that, of course, I would die. I would
be bro~en up. I can only be a real, live person if they join together
again. 2

Thus this traumatizing dynamic can produce a lessening of mirroring and
idealizing behaviors leading to a splitting, fragrrentation, and blockage
of healthy narcissism or self-esteem developing in the child's sense of self.
The anni:t:etence of the parent who protects the child has left
him/her.

The child feels abandoned and wonders, "what will happen to me?"

In the child of divorce, a sense of abandonment is a chief characteristic

noted in the studies of Anthany, Wallerstein and Kelly.

This sense of

12Anthony, "Children at Risk fran Divorce," p. 466.
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abandonrrent can be a traumatizing experience for the child vulnerable in
parental ornni:p::>tence and a sense of self.
The world of one parent leaving reesupposes a lessening of half
the role-rrodeling behaviors for the child.
have on gender identification?

What influence does this absence

The stu:iies of Bell, Weinberg, and

Harnnersmith suggest the variable of "gender non-conformity."

The Hetherington

studies show that girls raised without their fathers indeed differ from
those WID have fatherS •

When the father IS absence waS precipitated by

divorce, the girls appeared to be unusually assertive and aggressive in
their interactions with males, whereas girls whose fathers had died were
rrore timid and wi tirlrawn.

Also, the preschool male often is in a female-

dominated world in the divorced single-parent family with a rrother, female
caregivers. or day care personnel, kindergarten teachers, and grandrrothers.
The studies of Santroch, Warshak, and Rholes stated that the child raised
with the parent of the sa.rre sex sho.ved greater maturity and independence
and identified "gender role-rrodels" as the carrm:>n variable.

More research

is needed in this area.
Finally, in the third area of the child 1 s superego fonnation, there
is an intrusion with the crisis of divorce.

What effect does the lessening

of parental prohibitions fran the absent parent have on the child 1 s
ambitions, ideals and sense of boundaries?

Already, Littner :p::>ints to a

"repetition-canpulsion" cycle, that is, the child of divorce often becares
a divorced parent.

Divorce is accepted as an alternative in dealing with

marital relationships or raising children.

The author wonders about the

lack of parental ccmnands and prohibitions in the preschooler within the
divorce crisis an::1 the child 1 s sense of boundaries and later value systems
emanating fran superego fonnation.
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Divorce is not an event, but a process.

The intrusion of divorce

starts with the annotmcem:mt of the divorce to the child.

Yet the studies

of Kurdek, Siesky, Wallerstein, and Kelly shaw that the child often is not
told what happened

men

one parent leaves the family.

of the divorce is not made to the presd:ool child.

The announcenent

With the child's ego-

centric world, the child is often left with blaming the self.

The studies

of Rohrlick, Ranier, Berg, Cross, and Tocrnin shaw "guilt" to be strongly
associated with the child's reaction to divorce.
Regarding custody arrangements, divorce rrediation centers often
assist couples to work out custody arrangements and the emotional process
that surrounds it.

For lavyers and those counseling divorced parents,

Littner reccmnends the child being with one parent 75% of the tirre to
maintain the consistency of a hane while seeing the other parent about
25% of the tim= with consistency and frequency.

The working out of arrange-

ments for the "best interests of the child" and the working through of
coparental issues are helpful to the child's sense of security.

Littner

points out the dangers of cc:rrpeti tion between the parents for the child' s
favor.

One exarrple is the "Santa Claus" syndrare (Li ttner) where the

child learns to manipulate the parents seeking the love of the child.
Again, this interaction can cause "splitting" which disrupts the child's
need of a cohesive self.

Jacobson stows the effects of interparent

hostility in the child's symptamology manifested by aggression, inhibition,
and academic disabilities.

One gra.ving problem in custody arrangements for

the child is pointed out by Elkind.

Elkind states that 100,000 children

are kidnapped in conflictual custody situations, thus leaving the child
with a sense of rootlessness.
When the divorced absent parent leaves the hane, there is a nourning
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process that occurs in the child.

Pollack calls it "the rrourn.ing liberation

proa:ss," a process whereby the child interacts with the absent parent 1 s
image and tries to separate a sense of self fran the loss-object (absent
parent) •

This psychic separation-individuation process is very much inter-

twined with the grieving process.

Because the child 1 s conception of

reality is different and a sense of self is being formed during this crisis
of divora:, the author presents the following rrodel of rrourning (SARA) for
the preschool child of divorced parents:
§. ~ ~ ~ (Ryan)

S

Searching for the absent parent; separation (physical) from the absent
parent.

The child in this stage initially denies that the absent

parent is gone.

She/he searches for the parent, often developing

syrnptarology, such as psychosanatic corrplaints that will cause
intensive coparental interaction.

The fantasy of reconciliation

(Anthony), that is, "the parent caning back,,. is particularly strong
in the child.
A Anger at the absent parent; depression in the child.

The child

realizes that the divorced, absent parent is not returning to the
family.

The child experiena:s hurt and tries to hurt others, for

example, biting, kicking, hitting other children.

The child is

experinentally repeating and acting out the hurt and being hurt to
understand "why" the parent left the child.
The anger cares fran the child 1 s need to separate fran the parental
image within the child and often the child mixes up the parental
image (introject) with the self, thus in this stage the child can
be destructive towards self.

The child can also manifest anger in
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depression, for depression is inward anger.

During this stage,

if the child cannot cope, the child can manifest symptcrns of severe
inhibition, detac1.1rrent, and/or a withdrawal fran object reality
(lack of relationships, aimless wandering, withdrawal frcm play) .
R Rationalization; the beginnings of psychic separation.

The child

is developing a hatching-out process fran the absent :r;:erental image
because of rrore positive experiences with the remaining :r;:erent,
siblings, extended family, and socialization with others.

The

child, subsequently, develops a fantasy system surrounding the
absent :r;:erental image and also "why" the :r;:erent left the child.
During this stage, Littner refers to the "sour grapes defense" of
the child bargaining out that "it is all right that the :r;:erent
left" and the child identifies with the remaining parent.

Anna

Freud sl'x::lws another defense that particularly the female child
uses, that of "altruisn."

"Altruism" occurs when the female child

identifies with scree particular part of the rrother' s personality
such as the child being "bossy" or "extrarely generous and caring"
(with the secret wish of the child that the rrother will have these
qualities tCMard the child).

Elkind refers to the "confidant child"

which can be another way the child interrelates with the custodial
parent.
The child then "dialogues" with the now accepted loss of the absent
divorced parent and chooses "survival" rather than identify with
the loss-object.

By now, there is a cleansing of the parental image

and a fantasy systan that supports it with the child rationalizing
why the parent left the family.

The child ranaining at this stage

can have "macabre fantasies" (Kelly and Wallerstein) or can be a
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"pseudo-adult," attanpting to control others and situations by
the defense of rationalization.
A Acceptance; psychic separation-individuation of the child fran
the parental image of the absent divorced parent.

While the child

often continues a relationship with the absent-divorced parent,
the child has a sense of self separate fran the absent parent.
The child has an acceptance of the finality of the divorce.
Wallerstein maintains that the "overthro.v" theory plays into this
stage.

13

Through the child having other positive, loving

experiences, the child psychically arrives at the m:Jten.t where

she/

he searches out the absent parent, psychically and/or physically
encounters the absent parent, detaches and lets go of "distortions
in the parental image."

The child psychically separates and

individualizes fran the parental image and, "overthrowing" the
fantasy distortions, cleanses the parental image and goes on to
other object relationships.
Though with the preschool child this rrourning process occurs
mainly through tine, visitations and role expectations, Elkind points out
that only the adolescent, with fonnal operational thinking and powers of
abstraction, can be the true reflector of childhood.

14

The adolescent is

the closest to childhood, yet nCM has the abstract powers to reflect on
what happened in his/her experience and has a<Xlllired perspective skills.
Consequently, it is the author's position that often in the older preschool
child of divorce who has a strcng parental image of the absent parent and
particular1y where there is no ranarriage or a subsequent consistent father-

1~allerstein, "Children of Divorce" (tape).
14
oavid Elkind, "The Hurried Child," Chicago, lecture at Erikson
Institute, Loyola University, April 26, 1982 (tape).
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figure, the stage of acceptance is not fully resolved until the child is
in adolescence or later.
other symptans influencing the preschooler facing the crisis of
divorce can be difficulties in play (McDerrrott, Wallerstein, and Kelly).
The child in kindergraten also can manifest academic disabilities or
perfonning learning readiness tasks.
to cope better with divorce.

The child who has siblings seems

The ccmmmication and interrelationships

of each sibling towards one another seem to be supp:>rts to the child of
divorce.

There is a paucity of research regarding sibling relationships

in divorce and both Anthony and I..ebovici p:>int out that there is a need
for a better understanding of familial relationships.

The author p:>sits

the following questions for research regarding siblings in divorce, the
child of divorce, and the crisis of divorce.
child in divorce?

What happens to the older

Is the oldest child chosen as the "confidant child"

or the "parental substitute?"

Does a younger female sibling look to male

role-rrodeling with her older brothers?

Can siblings split in their

allegiance to divorced parents and what inpact does this split have on
family ccnmunication?

What inpact does the divorce crisis have on the

ordinal p:>sitions of oldest, middle, and youngest siblings?
The Anthony-Ganrezy studies identify the characteristic of
creativity in the child of divorce.

Mendes, Wallerstein, and Kelly shaw

that the child of divorce is rrore resourceful and independent in life
tasks.

Since this divorce crisis is now affecting a large prop:>rtion of

children, do these qualities of creativity, resourcefulness and independence
have implications for learning and cognitive styles in education?

Haw can

helping professionals use these qualities in relating to the child of
divorce?
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Regarding social and family network systems, what happens to the
child's sense of identity in a binuclear family system?

The child adapts

to bmmdaries, nonns and regulations that differ in two family systems.
The "Santa Claus syndrare" (Littner) is often experienced by the child of
divorce in the weekend visitations with the father during the crisis of
divorce.

The different o::mbinations of single parents, reconstituted families,

or single parent and reoonstituted family create a new set of extended
family nanbers for the child, including step-sisters, brothers, aunts,
uncles and friends.

Issues such as the paternal extended family's relation-

ship to the child of divorce need to be examined in further research regarding
norms and patterns of camrunication.

These are family support systems

that are meaningful to the child yet disrupted because of the divorce.
Ccmmmication in the coparental relationship, however, seems to
be the bending and cohesive link to assist the child.

Mead' s cry for

expansion of the divorce culture including better norms, symbols, rituals
and terminology is badly needed to assist in good coparental conmunication.
The Goetting stu:ly should be a pioneering start to determine ways of
appropriate coparental interaction after the divorce.
Today, with other remarriages of the biological parents,
children of divorce are faced with multi-nuclear family systems.

SCil'E

The child

of divorce becares the child of many and may typify a significant minority
of the children of the 1980s.
Mendes points to the various typologies errerging in the single
parent families.

More stud.ies are also needed in the reconstituted families.

Hunter, Schuman, Glick, and Norton have identified issues such as role
confusion, need for boundaries, conflict of loyalties, grieving, suspicion
and doubt, and a newly establisherl identity.
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In surmary, then, the

presc~l

child of divorce's main task is

ego identification, that is, caning to a sense of self.

Three areas of

ego identification are discussed in the light of the divorce crisis, na:rrely,
the lessening and/or traumatizing parental mirroring and idealizing behaviors and interactions with the child, a lack of gender role-rocx:leling
behaviors, and superego fonnation with a lessening of parental ccmnands
and prohibitions.
author.

A child's rrourning process, SARA, is proposed by the

other factors such as play, sibling interaction and the positive

qualities of creativity, resourcefulness and independence are discussed.
M:>re knowledge of nonns, ooundaries, cx:mnunication patterns in the single
parent, recx:>nsti tuted family and binuclear family must be develo:ped in
order to help the child of divorce.
Child's Sense of Self in the Divorced Single Parent Family
The author' s position is that the parental image is basic to the
child identifying with a sense of self.

Three hyp::>theses are set forth

regarding the child's identification with a sense of self in a divorced
single parent family.

In the three hyt:Otheses, the absent parent of divorce

is the center of focus because the child is able to interact with the
custodial parent.

Much research also needs to be developed regarding the

child's image of the custodial parent and the fantasy life that develops,
but at least, through "o:ptimal frustration" (Kohut), the child can c:x:me to
a better sense of reality with the custodial parent.
possible with the absent parent of divorce.

This is not consistently

The following, then, are three

hypotheses regarding the relationship of the child of divorce, the absent
parental image and ego identification.
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Hyp?theses
Hypothesis I.

There is a relationship between a lack of fonnation

of parental image and the age of the child at the time of divorce.

If the

child is under 15 rronths old at the time of the divorce, the child has no
or little internal image of the absent parent.

This lack of parental image

allows the child to carq;ensate in his/her family, extended family, social
and cultural contacts in reaching ego identification.
Hyp?thesis II.

There is a relationship between a strong internal

positive parental image and ego identification that parallels the triadic
relationship, rrother, father, and child.

If the absent parent has on-going

oommunication with the child and parental conflicts on child-related issues
are worked out adequately, then the child reaches ego identification within
the triadic relationship.
Hypothesis III.

There is a relationship between feelings of rejection,

abandorurent, and ambivalence of the child towards the absent parent and the
formation of a distorted parental image.

Consequently, the child creates a

fantasy life surrounding the distorted parental image which can be a key
to understanding the child 1 s disrupted ego identification.
Anthony, in reviewing these three hypotheses, states that there is
literature to affirm the first two hypotheses.

He points to a need for

concentration of the third hypothesis in further research.

13

The child 1 s

stage in the rrourning literation process of the absent parent (SARA Searching, Anger, Rationalization, Acceptance) provides a vi tal link to
where the child is in his/her parental image and the fantasy life surrounding it.

When the child of divorce is able to a::mplete the rrourning process,

identification with the sense of a cohesive self is facilitated for the
13
.Anthony,

11

Interview, 11 (Appendix C, p. 250) .
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child of divorce.

It is the author's pJsition that the third hypothesis

needs further pioneering research.
Factors in Assisting the Child of Divorce' s Self-Identity
Preventive Versus Reactive Services for Children of Divorce
The divorce phenarenon has such a startling impact on our society
that, in the author's opinion, divorce services are still classified with
thera:peutic services.

With 46% of the children in the United States being

in a single-parent family at saue tirre in their lives, there is a need
for the children to be reached through preventive services as a part of
the divorce process.
services."

Often the child of divorce is reached through "reactive

The custodial parent actively seeks out thera:peutic services

related to a symptom or crisis that the child of divorce is experiencing
in a develop-rental task.

The author agrees with Littner that the yotmger

the child, the rrore vulnerable the child is to divorce.

There is a need

to have rrore services available to assess the needs of the fractured
family, particularly infants and preschoolers, as well as to educate
parents about the loss-rrourning process in the parents and children of
divorce.

There also is needed further in-service education for lawyers,

divorce Irediators, day care centers, kindergarten teachers, caregivers
and hospital :personnel to be educated in what hap:pens to the child of
divorce.

Thus, in preventive services incorpJrated as a part of the

divorce process, there is rrore a possibility of reaching a majority of
the children of divorce, and through in-service education, training and
errpowering the caring professionals such as educators, caregivers, health
professionals who surrotmd the child in

his/her vulnerable years.
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"Heimat"
The author perceives that one of the greatest concerns of the preschooler 3 to 5 years old after the divorce is "who will take care of rre?"
Abandonrrent is a major concern for the child.

The child may becorre concerned

about the custodial parent and 'Whether the renaining parent will be there.
The custodial parent then has to assure the child, "I will be here.
will not leave you. "

I

The Swiss educator, Pestalozzi, feels that a person' s

rrost fund.arrental and natural need is to have a "Heimat," that is, a place
where she/he is "at hclre," where she/he belongs and where she/he can enjoy
peace.

14

The child's need of a heme, a routine, consistent rreals and con-

sistent caretakers promotes the child's Heimat.

During the crisis of divorce,

the maintenance of the Heimat for the child eases the child' s deep-centered
preoccupation of "woo will care for rre?"
rre?"

"Will my ranaining parent abandon

It is the author's position that divorced parents and professionals

that assist the child should endeavor, as far as p;::>ssilile, to avoid

11

ananie 11

15

(Toffler), that is, too much change in life routine, both for the divorced
parent and the child.

This will ensure the core and security provided by

the climate of Heimat.
Transference
Are children capable of transference?
by theorists such as Arma Freud and

~lanie

This question has been debated

Klein.

The insights of Piaget

and Kohut point out that the concept of transference has a fresh and dynamic
canponent, based on the genuine affect of the :rrarent, yet linked to the
Reaction Schema of Persons.
1

As in the study of Kliman and Lopez with the

~ans Schieser, "Equality versus Freedan, Re-thinking Educational
11

Equality, edited by Andrew Kopan and Herbert Walberg, Berkley: McCutchan
Publishing Company, 1974, p. 136.
15
A1vin Toffler, Future Shock, New York:

Bantam Books, 1971.
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four-year-old, the "rerrarbered experience" of rrourning can be reached in
the child.

Subsequently, corrective affective experiences in the therapeutic

relationship can enhance the child 1 s sense of self.

The child, often

syrrbolically in play, will carmunicate the image and fantasy life of ha-v
the child uniquely perceives the aftereffects of divorce.

Through trans-

ference, the therapist is able to affectively ccmnunicate the idealizing
and mirroring behaviors the child needs to gain a rrore cohesive sense of
self.

The therapist also is able to work more closely with the primary

attachlrent figure of the custcdial parent.
Structured Experiences and Play Therapy
Since the child is in preoperational tlought, the "rerrerrbered
experience" discussed in the writings of Aima Freud must often be reached
by symbolic play with the preschool child.

Anthony, in the High Risk

Project with children, develops an excellent synthesis of structured expereinces based on Piagetian concepts and play therapy.

"Structured experiences"

simulate the divorce experience and familial crisis in the hope of reaching
the child 1 s unique "rerrembered experience. "

This "remembered experience"

includes the child 1 s image of the absent parent and the fantasy life that
surrounds it.

The Family Relations test (Anthony-Bene) is an example of

this structured experience.

Play therapy can be both diagnostic and thera-

peutic in nature for the preschool child.
symbolic play, including art.

The child oonmunicates through

Piaget 1 s stages of play (Appendix B, pp. 240-

243) identify the developrental formation of symbolic play according to
the age of the preschool child.

Wallerstein and Kelly, in Surviving the

Breakup, cite excellent examples of the use of play therapy with children.
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Guici:rl Imagery

The psycoophysiological approach of guided irna.gery, as in the work
17
16
shows much pranise in the field
of Jean Houston
and Bandler and Grindler
of working with children.

Though this form of therapy is in the pioneering

stages for children, the author perceives that for older preschool children
guided imagery can be a rich, therapeutic approach in reaching the children 1 s
inner worlds.

Hendricks and Roberts

18

already have begun to apply guided

imagery as an approach to reach younger children.
Psychosocial Support for the Custodial Parent
Particularly in the case of the child under two years old, the
affective state of the rrother, who in 90% of divorces is the custodial
parent, is important.

In the fractured family undergoing the divorce

crisis, the rrother needs psychosocial support.

The rrother 1 s normal develop-

mental rrourning process, as well as her adjustment to the loss of the
spouse role, with ecananic and social irrplications, are stressful factors
for her.

The rrother needs a psychosocial support network system.

Church

groups for the divorced, divorce rrediation centers, Parents Without Partners,
"Kindred Spirits" and the extended family often assist the custodial parent
in sharing loss experiences and coping with newer adjustments.

The growing

divorce culture in society is helping the custodial parent avoid stigrnatizing or alienating types of experiences.

With the psychosocial support

system, the custodial parent is able to cope better and with a better sense
16

Jean Houston, Life Force, New York:

Delta Book Inc., 1980.

17
John Grinder and Richard Bandler, Frogs into Princes: Neurolinguistic Prograrrming, Moab, UT: Real People Press, 1979: The Structure
of Magic I and II, Palo Alto, CA: Science and Behavior Books, Inc., 1976.
18
G. Hendricks and T. Roberts, The Second Centering Book, Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1977.
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of self esteem, is able to give to the child.

Consequently, the rrother is

able to band with the infant, co:pe with the arrbitendency of the toddler,
or enrich the mirroring/idealizing behaviors with the preschooler.
Divorce Crisis Versus Developmental Growth Crisis
One dynamic that needs to be identified by helping professionals is
whether the current behavior of the child relates to the divorce crisis or
whether it is a developrental growth crisis that the divorced parent
attributes to the aftennath of the divorce.

This study identifies the

divorce crisis as being 18 :rronths in duration and while the rrourning
process often goes on to a later tinE, there is adjust:Irent for the child and
family.

If the custodial parent is guilty about the divorce, the child

can quickly learn "secondary gains" over no:rrnal develo:prental growth
tensions

be~

the parent and the child.

One example is the child who

told the principal that the reason he was fighting on the playground was
because "his parents were divorced."

There is a need in further research

to identify normal developrental lines for children and the intrusions
of divorce during the time of the crisis in the life of the school-age
child or adolescent.

Education of divorced parents in the findings of

Child Developtent and Develo:prental Psychology

through workshops and

courses would be of great assistance in better understanding the child of
divorce.
Case Conferences
With the presch::>ol child, continuity of ccmnunication ensures rrore
of a Heimat atnosphere for the child.

Case conferences can bring the

family, exten:ied family, and helping professionals together to bring about
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this camrunication regarding the preschool child.

A case conference would

assist the family and each of the professionals to see their role in
assisting the child to work through his/her crisis in the divorce and/or
developrental growth crisis as well as his/her interaction with the custodial
parent and other persons that caringly surround him/her.
Conclusion
In conclusion, then, the child of divorce needs the consistency

and maintenance

of Heirnat.

There is a need to reach children of divorce

through rrore preventive services than reacting to the crises of children
of divorce.

Preventive services include education and. supportive services

to the fractured family, extended family, and helping professionals.
hypotheses are presented to espouse various ways

Three

of ego identification

for the preschool child in the divorced single parent family.

The "rerrembered

experience," including the absent parental image and fantasy life surrounding
it, can be reached by transference, structured experiences, play therapy
and guided imagery.

There is a need for helping professionals and parents

to identify whether the child's behavior relates to a normal developmental
grcwth crisis or the divorce crisis.

The custodial parent developing a

psychosocial support system, while undergoing the divorce crisis, is
critical.

Case conferences help in developing the necessary o:mnunication

of those caring for the preschool child of divorce.

CHAPI'ER VI

SUMMARY I IMPLICATICNS FOR RESEAR:::H I CDNCLUSION

Sumnary
In a review of the studies on children of divorce, a majority of

the stu:lies examine the behavior of the children of divorce or use adult
reconstruction of the divorce experience for the child.

The author feels

that there is a need to examine the intrapsychic process of the child
arriving at ego identification during the tirre of the divorce crisis.
After a review of the literature as to what is

kn~

about the preschool

child, the author hypothesized that a conceptual framework would errerge
that would give a better understanding about the affective-developnental
tasks the child is faced with during this age period.

ll:loking then at

the intrusion of the crisis of divorce in the preschool child's life, the
study focuses on how the child may be affected by it.
The author believes that divorce affects the preschool child
rrore dramatically than our present research indicates in its findings.
This belief is based on the vulnerable years of the formation of selfconcept, superego formation, and gender identification.
a loss-aspect which brings about the rrourning process.

Divorce inclu:ies
The divorced

single-parent family can differ fran other single-parent families because
of this loss-grief carponent, both for the parents and the child.

Con-

sequently, this study focuses on the child fran the divorced single-parent
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family with the m:::>ther being the custcx:lial parent (90% of the divorced
custodial parents in the United States) •

The crisis of divorce is defined

as being primarily 18 m:::>nths in duration.

This time, ho.vever, in the early

years of the child, can have major ilrplications affecting the child's
sense of self.

These ilrplications are examined in this study.

Because

the child does not have the cognitive tmught of abstraction, reversibility,
and perspective skills, the child develops his/her own unique way of
perceiving an coping with the divorce.

Divorce can affect the child's

sense of a cohesive self.
This work, therefore, has been an examination and fonnulation of
theoretical issues concerning the prescl'Dol child, mainly fran Piagetian
and psychoanalytic thought.

After examining these various theories, a

developnental frarrew:Jrk, including the factors identified for the preschool
child of divorce, is presented by the author.

This developrental frartE-

work includes a m:::>urning process for the preschool child.

After a review

of the literature regarding the divorce culture, a m:::>del is proposed shewing
the process of the child of divorce fran the nuclear family to the "fanily
of orientation."

Three hypotheses of ego identification are presented for

the prescl'Dol child in the divorced single-parent family.

The difficulties encountered in this study relate to the paucity
of research related to the effects of divorce on the intrapsychic grc:wth
developrent in the child of divorce.

The works of Wallerstein and Kelly,

Anthony, McDenrott, and Littner are the primary sources.

Wallerstein has

pointed out that there is no major research in the United States considering
the effects of divorce with children under two years of age.
Consequently, while this study exanines major theoretical positions
through docurentary research, the paucity of divorce research in certain
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areas related to the age of the preschooler led this study to be theorybuildmg and hypotheses-gen.eratmg research.

Because of the dramatic rise

in divorce m the last 20 years, the study of divorce and its implications
seems to be m the pioneermg phase of research.
Implications for Further Research
This research, then, leads us to further research projects that
need exploration.

Further research that this study suggests are in the

areas mentioned in the followmg paragraphs.
Anthony' s observation that there is a great need for pioneering
research in how the effects of divorce affect the birth process, psychic
lag, and the bonding bet¥.Ben the rrother and infant, requires future research.
Also, the implications of divorce in the "fundarrental education" of the
infant and the lavered responsiveness of the rrother, who during the crisis
of divorce has a diminished capacity to parent, needs critical investigation.
What effect does the divorce have on the mutual-cueing dialogue between the
rrother and the mfant?

How does divorce affect the attachrrent process?

Further examination of Bowlby's position of deactivation of the infant's
attachrrent behavior in response to the rrother' s rrourning needs is necessary.
Regarding the toddler, Anthony's observation that the ambiance
of the divorce magnifies the ambi tendency and ambivalence of the child
oould be an important key m understanding a major affect during this period
of child developrent, narrely ambivalence.

Does the toddler retain the

splitting affect from the divorce crisis?
The two year old period of developrent leads to a major area of
concern, narrely the relationship of the child to the father.

The caretakmg

activities of the mfant sean to be changing with a majority of two 'WOrking
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parents' hones.

With nine hours of babysitting for the infant by another

caregiver, the father seems to have rrore of an active role in early caretaking activities of the child after working hours.

Does this shift in

caretaking have any :implications for Lamb's research that rrothers are the
primary attachment figures and fathers the affiliate attachment figures,
particularly in the second year of life?

When the divorce occurs, does

the rrother have a transference of the father in the male tcddler at the
height of ambitendency?
There seems to be little identified in research regarding the
mourning process of the father.

Haw the father deals with the loss, not

only of his s:r::ouse but his child/children, presents questions such as:
Wnat stages could be identified for the father?
for both rrother and father?

Are they the sane stages

Does the father's res:r::onsibility of financial

support help or hinder the coparental relationships?

In remarrying, does

the father have to deal with the rrourning process in a second marriage
before establishing the identity of his reconstituted family?

There is

a need to see haw the absence of the father's role-rrodeling activities
affect the preschool child.
Haw does the child, particularly the male, c:x::ne to gen:ier
identification?

Anthony indicates that the rrother' s appropriate,

distancing behaviors and her attitude towards heterosexuality is a vital
factor.

How does this factor influence the child?

What is the effect

of the father's absence on the female preschool child?

The author feels

that there is a need to follav up on Hetherington's studies regarding
girls from divorced families and their relationships to boys.
Regarding ego identification in the preschooler, follav-up of
the three hY:£X)theses presented by the author in ego identification of
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of the preschool child would lead to a better understanding of the developmental process in the child.

The author concurs with Anthony that partic-

ular 1y the third hypothesis needs follow-up and research.

The proposed

m:xlel of the rrourning process in children (SARA) facing divorce is worthy
of further exploration.

Identifying stages of loss in relationship to

the child's cognitive, affective develop-rent is crucial in understanding
haw the child perceives the loss.

The pranise of Pollack that children

who have "develop-rental arrests" in these stages of rrourning develop

physiobiosocial symptarnology needs rrore research investigation.
Littner' s observation of the "repetition-carpulsion" cycle,
particularly when divorce occurs in the period of the child's superego
formation, is an area of research tha.t could lead to sare valuable insights.

Does the child of divorce repeat the dynamics of what happened

to him/her?

Can identification of these dynamics and interventions assist

in a better marital and familial adjust::rrent of the person who was a child
of divorce?
Elkind points to the need of an identifiable 100, 000 children of
divorce kidnapped in custody conflict situations.
have on the child of divorce?

What irrpact does this

This designated population of children of

divorce should be further stu:lied to detennine the effects of rootlessness,
disruption of attachrrent figures, and other effects on the child caught
in the situation.
Jacobson distinguishes learning disabilities due to organic
intellectual dysfunctioning fran acadanic disabilities
of divorce.

due to the crisis

Follow-up research in this area would have valuable contributions

for educators in understanding the child of divorce in the classroan.

The

author wcnders if children of divorce are classified as having learning
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disabilities when, in fact, they could have academic disabilities due to
the crisis of divorce.
The area of extended families surrounding the nuclear family
facing divorce is an area for future research.

Very little is written

about grandparents, aunts, uncles, and other relatives that surround the
child of divorce.

Does the extended family have a nourning process in the

loss of the nuclear family?

Many grandparents are involved in raising or

being caregivers for children of divorce.

Yet -we have a paucity of research

about intergenerational communication in the raising of the child of
divorce.

There is a need to exanine these differences in child-raising

and lifestyles.

With the advances in medicine and the longer age-spans,

intergenerational communication is an important factor to be considered
in the raising of the child of divorce.
The divorce culture that is graving in the United States presents
a need for further investigation and research.

Defining and distinguishing

typologies in the single parent family, such as the work of Mendes, needs
to be expanded.

Such studies would help identify how the child of divorce

functions and adapts in the single parent family.

The crnrnunication

patterns betvJeen the two families regarding the child of divorce needs
furt.h=r study in understanding hew the child adapts to his/her binuclear
family (Ahrons).

What obstacles does the child encounter in this adaptation?

Finally, the cry of Margaret M=ad for nore no:r:ms, rituals, symbols,
and tenninology in the divorce culture is a great need in future research.
No:r:ms of coparental carmunication, such as Goetting's studies, are valuable
contributions to assisting the fractured family in divorce.

Tenninology

needs to be developed for a divorce culture that is arerging in society.
Children's literature needs to identify nore the existence of the single

,,I
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parent family.

Haw

many children do not think they have a "family" because

there is no father in the hane?

Different family rrodels in literature

and media are helpful to the child.
Conclusion
This study examines the intrapsychic process of how the child
arrives at ego identification faced with the intrusion of the divorce
crisis.

It can be concluded that this study represents a more comprehensive

way of haw the divorce crisis may affect the preschooler's cohesive sense
of self than previously available in research.
The conclusion can also be drawn that this study provides a
developrental model, including the factors fran the crisis of divorce,
to view ego identification in the child of divorce.

This framework can

serve to better understand the child of divorce by helping professionals
in treatrrent services, education, day care centers, parents, and extended
family.

Hopefully, this research will generate more fruitful and expansive

research in better understanding the child of divorce.
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Total Period Divorce Rate and Average Duration
of Marriage at Tine of Divorce (1960)
Cotmtry

1

Total Divorce Rate

Average Duration

Portugal

1.4%

19.2 years

Sootland

3. 8%

13.6 years

Luxembourg

5.6%

13.4 years

England/Wales

6.7%

13.7 years

Belgium

6.7%

12.9 years

Netherlands

6.9%

12.0 years

Norway

9.3%

12.8 years

France

9.5%

12.8 years

Switzerland

12.6%

11.5 years

Sweden

13.9%

11.9 years

Dernnark

19.0%

11.1 years

United States

25.8%

9.7 years

1eouncil of Europe, 24 April, 1978, "Recent trends in attitudes and
behaviour affecting the family in Cotmcil of Europe M3'nber States," by
Louis Roussel and Patrick Festy, Institute National d'Etudes Derrographiques,
Paris, p. 1.
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In 1972, the divorce rate in the Uruted States was 4.0

population.

per 1,000

2
EASTERN EUroPE AND THE USSR DIVORCE RA'IES:
Number per 1,000 Population3

Cmmtry
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
German Democratic Republic
Hl.mgary

Poland
Ruuania
USSR
Yugoslavia

1968-1972

1968

1971/72

1.16
1.51
1.68
2.08
0.91
0.20
2.72
1.05

1.11
1.95
1.90
2.32
1.16
0.47
2.64
1.06

WESTERN EUroPE DIVORCE RA'IES: 1968-1971
Number per 1,000 Population4

Co1.mtry
Austria
Belgium
Dernnark
Finland
France
Germany, Federal Republic of
Greece
Iceland
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdan

1968

1971

1.32
0.63
1.56
1.15
0.73
1.09
0.37
1.04
0.64
0.80
1.42
0.91
0.93

1.33
0.82
1.93
1.47
0.93
1.31
0.42
1.48
0.88
0.96
1.88
1.04
1.50

2
Judith Wallerstein and Joan Kelly, "The Effects of Parental Divorce
Experiences of Preschool Children," Journal of the Airerican Academy of
Child PsyChiatry, 1974, 14(4), p. 600.

~aphic Yeartxx>k, 1972, United Nations Publication,
Sales No. E/F 73, XIII, p. 635.
4

Ibid., p. 636.

Geneva, Switzerland,
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Piaget's View of the Evolution of Play Activities
Types of Garnes
Practice Ganes
Substage 1
Pure Reflex
Adaptations

Average Age Range

Activities

0 - 2 rronths

No differentiation
between assimilation
and acoammodation.
Exercising reflex
Schemas does not
constitute 'real
play'
Slight differentiation between
assimilation and
accamcdation.
Repetition of
Schemata and selfimitation, especially
vocal and visual
Differentiation
between assimilation
and acoammodation,
both still overlap.
Repeating action on
things to prolong an
interesting spectacle

Substage 2
Primary Circular Reactions

1 - 4 rronths

Substage 3
Secondary Circular Reactions

4 - 8 rronths

Syrrd?olic Garnes
Stage 1
Type 1

Subtype A

Subtype B

Type II

Subtype A

2 - 4 years

Generalizing symbolic
Schemata (isolated
imitations of
Schemata)
Projection of symbolic
Schemata onto new
objects
Projection of
imitative Schemata
onto new objects
Symbolic games
(association of one
Schema to another)
Simple identification
of one object with
rrother
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Types of Games

Average Age Range

Subtype B

Activities
Identification of
the child' s bcxly
with that of other
people or with
things

Type III
Subtype A

3 - 4 years

Symbolic ccrnbinations (construction of VJhole
scenes)
Simple canbinations
(includes imaginary
friends). Reconstruction cx:xnbined
with imaginary
elerrents

Subtype B

Corrpensatory combinations (materializing
fears) • Reconstruction with
ccmpensatory
transpositions

Substage 4
Coordination of Secondary
Schemata

8 - 12 rronths

Clear differentiation
between assimilation

and accommodation,
Application of known
Schema to new
situation. Schemata
follow one another
without apparent aims.
Ritualism of activity
for play rreans
becxming an end in
itself.
Substage 5
Tertiary Circular Reactions

12 - 18 rronths

Ritualistic repetition
of Chance Schema and
canbinations.
Accentuating and
elaborating rituals,
experimenting to see
the result.
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Type of Garres

Substage 6

Average Age Range
12 - 24 rronths

Beginning of
pretense by
application of
Schema to inadequate object. A
syrrrol is rrentally
invoked and imitated
in make-believe.

3 - 4 years

Liquidating canbinations
(intensifying
powers, subordinate
threat) in pure reconstruction of
situation

Invention of New Means
Through Mental
Ccrnbinations

Subtype C

Activities

(Cont.)

Subtype D

Anticipatory
syrrrolic combinations (questioning,
orders, and advice).
Reproduction of reality
with exaggerated
anticipation of consequences.

Stage II

4 - 7 years

Increased orderliness; rrore exact
imitation of reality;
use of collective
syrrrolisn

Stage III

7 - 12 years

Decline of syrrrolism;
rise in ganes with
rules and syrrrolic
constructions

Ganes with Rules
Constructional Games

12 -Adult

Imitation of reality
or new combinations;
Gradually beCClltes
rrore CC~Tq?lex and
unique to the
individual

~aken and adapted fran Jean Piaget, Play, Dreams, and Imitation in
Childhood. Translated by C. Gattengo and F. M. Hodgson. New York:
Norton Ccnpany, 1962. In Clara Schuster and Shirley Ashburn, The Process of
Human Developrent. Boston: Little, Bra-m and Canpany, 1980, p. 306.
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January 27, 1982
Dr. E. Janes Anthony
William Greenleaf Eliot Division of Child Psychiatry
Washington University
School of ~icine
369 North Taylor Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri
63108
Dear Dr. Anthony:
Thank you for consenting to see ne an Monday, February 1 at 2:00 p.m.
My dissertation is "Ego Identification of the Preschool Child in the
Divorced Single-Parent Family, 1960-1980. '' My focus is how the child thinks

intrapsychically, both fran the Piagetian frarrework and psychoanalytic
framework. In June, 1981, I was at Washington University and Child Developm:mt Center exploring and reading articles written by you, listening to tapes
of the 'Hysterical Child' Syrrposiurn and while at the Child Develo.r;mmt Center,
spoke briefly to Dr. Julian Worland who gave ne a report of the 'High Risk
Children's Project'. I tren went to Geneva, Switzerland, for research in
the Piagetian Archives, particularly concentrating on the lecture notes on
'Affectivity' (Sotbcnn.e, 1954) and Piaget's concept of 'Reaction Schernas to
Persons' and parallel development of affectivity to cognitive processes.
Afterwards, I went to the British Psychoanalytical Society in London and
again experienced the lively dialogues between the Freudian and Kleinian
schools. Fran all of this, I have rrore questions than answers. Sore
assumptions I am crystalizing are:
a.

In the 1980's with 45% of children in the United States being raised
at one time in their life in a single-parent family, a child could
be reaching ego identification in a dyadic relationship (parentchild) rather than triadic relationship (rrother-father-child) .

b.

The Internal Image of the Absent Parent (Parental Imago, Idealized
Parent, etc.) and the Representational th:mght of the child,
particularly the child's fantasy life, is a crucial ccrrponent to
the child's adequate resolvarent in reaching ego identification.

I see varieties in this Internal Image of the Parent:
a.

Before 15 to 18 rronths, if the parent leaves, particularly the
father, a weak Image of the parent allows for the child to go on
to canpensate in his;11.er family, extended family, cultural/social
contacts to experience ego identification.

b.

If the Internal Image
camnmication between
parental conflicts on
child, that the child

is strong, but there is enough on-going
absent parent and the child, through visitation,
issues worked out adequately regarding the
views the absent parent predaninantly as
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p::>sitive, the child achieves ego identification close to dynamics
of triadic relationship.
c.

If the child's internal image of the absent parent is fixated in
splitting, arrbivalence, etc., or if the child's perception and
fantasy life vieNs the leaving of the absent parent as rejection and
the child has a sense of abandonment, the child's unique fantasy
life surrounding the absent parent's image is crucial in understanding
where the child is in the process of ego identification.

I knCM your expertise of both schcols (Piagetian and Psychoanalytic) brings
much to this search to better understand the a:rnplexity of the child's intrapsychic process towards ego identification.
The questions that I would have during our interview would assurre that the
father has left in the divorce and that the nother arrl child are the dyadic

relationship.

These questions are the follCMing:

1.

Haw do you view the child of divorce reaching ego identification in
the dyadic relationship? "What are the p::>ssibilities that you see
for the child achieving ego identification in light of the absent
parent?

2.

Is t.h=re, in your opinion, a major correlation to the Parental Image
of the Absent Parent and the child' s reaching Ego Identification
or are there other major factors equally i.rrq;ortant to you?

3.

In Piaget' s 'Reaction Schema to Persons' with affect being unique in
each experience, does Piaget identify an on-going process of identification for the child that takes into account other figures than the
Absent Parent to arrive at Ego Identification?

4.

In Mahler's theory of Individuation, she points out that in the period
of Rapprochem=nt, the toddler turns to the father and that this
intrusiveness leads to an object constancy for the father, thus leading
the child into gender identity, sex identity, sense of self (individuation) • What happens to the child that does not experience
the intrusiveness of the father in this phase of separationindividuation fran the nother?

5.

Haw does the grieving aspect of the nother in divorce affect the
infant prior to fifteen months?

6.

Is the boy (ages 2 to 5) affected in identification by not having
the father present and the modeling behaviors of the father influencing his ego identification, particularly gender identity?

7.

In Spitz's concept of Rudimentary Superego, is the child learning
'divorce' as a later reality for an alternative to marital relationships worked through in a marriage of long duration?
a.

By haw the divorce affects the child fran birth to five
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years old in fonnation of Superego?
b.
8.

By the lack of rrodeling behaviors in the hare as to
working through identification issues with OOth parents?

HeM does divorce affect Attac~nt and attachrrent behaviors with
the nother? the absent parent? the father? (B<:Mlby' s theory) ;
or such as in the work of Michael Rutter, would the relationship,
the process leading to the separation be :inportant in the effect
of the banding disruption?

Thank you for your tilre and consideration on this subject, Dr. Anthony.

Looking forward to neeting you, I remain
Sincerely,

~JL~g-n.
Sister Frances Ryan, D.C.
Assistant Professor
Division of Human Services
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F. James Anthony, M.D.

Division of Child Psychiatry
Washington University
School of Medicine
369 West Taylor Avenue
St. IDuis, ID
63108
Dear Dr. Anthony:
This letter serves many pu.t'!X)ses. First, I wish to thank you for seeing ne
in the aftennath of the worst snCMStonn in 70 years that paralyzed St. IDuis,
making 'business as usual' rather difficult. I also want to thank your
wife for our phone conversations and her encouragerrent to rre during those
intervening days.
Serond, I enclose my interpretation of our interview on February 4th. If
you find any misinterpretations, corrections or additions, I would appreciate
hearing fran you. The directions you gave me, such as the concepts of
splitting, creativity, and rrourning, have been invaluable to rre. I continue
to research the implications of divorce regarding these dynamics. The
Institute of P?ychoanalysis, Chicago, and their recent workshop on 'Children
of Divorce', March 5-7, substantiated many of your impressions, particularly
the talks of Dr. George Pollock on 'M:>urning and Creativity' and Dr. Mer
Littner' s work on children of divorce. When the, work is canpleted, I will be
glad to send you a copy of my dissertation chapter regarding 'theoretical
frarrework regarding children of divorce', as your assistance to rre is major
in fonning my directions as to how the crisis of divorce affects the preschool child.
Third, thank you for the notes on Piaget and affectivity. It gave rre new
insights and rrore of a total picture of affectivity and its relationship to
the cognitive developrent in the child. I was particularly surprised by
the 'intellectual unconscious' concept of Piaget, and the high correlation
of children of divorce being s:imultaneously evaluated for 'learning disabilities' held rrore implications for rre in my work.
Though I am sure you lead the busy life, I would like to thank you, not only
for assisting rre in person, but also the effect your writings have had on
my life in better understanding children. Indeed, your purposeful life has
sparked many ideas and insights in my struggle to better ensure the right of
a 'delightful childhcxJd' for the children I encounter in my life.
~

Sincerely,
/

/~/~u~ s~,d-7Sister Frances Ryan
Daughter of Charity

SFR/lr
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INTERVIEW WITH DR. E. JAMES ANTHGIT

February 4, 1982
St. Louis, Missouri
Ozark AirUnes - St. Louis Airport
I net with Dr. Anthony for an hour fran 3:40 to 4:40 p.m. For the first
ten minutes, we discussed the backgrotmd of my dissertation and hav I
arrived at the assl.lTptions presented in the dissertation, particularly my
concentration on the preschool age being the most vulnerable tirre for the
child of divorce. He affi.rrred many areas that I discussed with him. Dr.
Anthony th:m examined the questions that I presented to him.

to the works of Abe lin in tenns of 'triangular attachn'ent'
and thought this approach would assist rre in understanding the father's
role in divorce. He also referred rre to Henri Paren' s later work on 'Gender
Identity' which he th:Jught would be in the Psych:>analytic Study of the Child.
Dr. Anthony suggested if I could make a trip to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
to see the work of Henri Parens and Theodore Cohen (Risk-Invulnerability
Studies), it would further my research in divorce and its implications.
He also referred rre to Dr. Helen Morrison, Depa.rt::rrent of Psychiatry, Loyola
University, on the importance of the mother in the grieving process. She
has just ccnpleted a l:x:x::>k on this subject for which Dr. Anthony wrote the
f'oreward.
He referred rre

Dr. Anthony put emphasis on the need for divorce research and its implications
for children fran birth through two years old which is confiremd by the
studies of Wallerstein and Kelly that state, 11 there is no present research
on children of divorce in this age range. 11 First, he stated that he agreed
with Rene Spitz that object constancy occurred in the child about 12 months
rather than Piaget' s definition of abject constancy occurring between 15
to 18 months. He rrentioned the McDevitt studies substantiating the earlier
age definition of object constancy.
We talked about the intrapsychic process with the child under two years of

age. He talked of the work of Selma Fraiberg regarding depression. He said
that 'the third person' in the 'triangular attaclnent' of the family could
really help if the mo~ is the person depressed and with:lrawn from the
child, as for example, in post-partum depression. If then, for example, the
mother is undergoing a mourning process related to the loss in divorce, the
bonding with the infant and the interaction of the mutual-cueing dialogue
can diminish without the third perscn, the father, being there as support
to the mother and the inf~. Dr. Anthony explained that at the tirre of
birth of the infant there is a natural 'psychic lag' between the mo~ and
infant with the mother saying to the infant, 'mine outside' and 'mine inside'
(psychological adoption of the infant) . He wondered if the 'psychic lag' is
heightened whan the baby is born during the crisis t.irtE of divorce.
Regarding the child of three to five years old, Dr. Anthony suggested
centering in more on the splitting nechanisns. What would I nean by 'splitting'? Since M=lanie Klein, Margaret Mahler, Henri Parens, etc., define
splitting differently, what would be my definition of splitting and its
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impact on the child during this period of developrent and during the crisis
of divorce? His emphasis an this dynamic is that the child really is not
only caught up in his/her own splitting developrentally, but is also imbibing
the effects of the splitting fran the ambivalence experienced fran the custodial parent and in visitation fran the absent parent.
He affi:t::rred the inp:>rtance of concentrating on the :rrental image and the

fantasy life that the child develops about the absent parent. Dr. Anthony
encouraged me to develop heM the child reasons in his/her own egocentric
world and heM the child develoEs the fantasy life around the absent parent
ald also the parent 'Who is left, particularly fran the contributions of
Piaget.
Regarding Gerrler identity of the child, Dr. Anthony felt the rrother's representation of the father is particularly inp:>rtant. The image of the father
that the rrother represents to the child is crucial to the image of the father
that the child develops intrapsychically. If the rrother portrays great
antlivalence towards the father to the child, this confuses and influences
the child in the dynamic of gender identification.
Dr. Anthony also talked about Piaget' s affective schema and Piaget' s reaction

schernas of persons.

Dr. Anthony agreed that affectivity is fresh, unique
This has i.rrplications
regarding the impact of on-going experiences of the child either deepening
the scarring experiences of divorce or providing corrective experiences
for the child. Here, creativity plays an inp:>rtant role in heM the child
interacts in the present m:::xrent. Dr. Anthony carnented that Piaget' s
thoughts follCM the thJught of Erikson and how he defined 'transference' .
Erikson defined 'transference' in the here-and-nCM and in dynamic process.
The creativity of the child and the on-going transferences that the child
experiences play inp:>rtant roles in how the child fo:rrns the :rrental image of
the absent parent. Another factor that suggests vulnerability of the child
in the pre-school age facing divorce is that the child does not CCl'IE to
the 'reflective self' rmtil adolescence so that either the divorce trauma
is thought out or acted out in adolescence because the child does not have
the ~s of reflection fully developed rmtil the fonnal operational
period of cognitive activity.
and dynamic with a 'present m::nent' orientation.

He encouraged me to concentrate on the ~ ass1..11ption of

my dissertation:

If the child' s internal image of the absent parent is fixated in
splitting, ambivalence, etc. , or if the child's perception and fantasy
life views the leaving of the absent parent as rejection and the
child has a sense of abandonment, the child's unique fantasy life
surrounding the absent parent' s :image is crucial in rmderstanding
'Where the child is in the process of ego identification.
He s}X>ke of a case example of a patient he had seen recently. She was a
rrother with two boys, ages 12 and 9 years old. The 12 year old boy could
not separate easily fran his rrother and cried whenever there was the slightest
type of separation. The rrother saw this as an effect of the divorce. The
9 year old boy seaned less affected by the divorce because he was younger
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whan the divorce occurred, but wantEd the reassurance that the nother
be th=re and would ask for a backrub before he would go to bed .in the
Dr. Anthony .interpreted this that the older bay had not resolved the
separation trauma experienced fran the divorce, while th= younger bay
less affected by the divorce but still needed the reassurance that he
not lose the noth=r as well as the absent parent.

would
evening.
was
would

Regard.ing the question of how the child achieves ego identification .in light
of the absent parent be.ing gone, Dr. Anthony crnm::mted that the child
creatively goes to substitutes and is exp:>sed to other experiences assisting
in his/her ego identification. The child's creativity was not to be underest.linated .in neeting the crisis of divorce and the ego identification process.
In our conversation regarding reaction schema to persons and affectivity,
he offered to serrl m= his notes regarding affectivity and Piaget 1 s contribution to our understand.ing of it.

Regard.ing affectivity, Dr. Anth:>ny cautioned that the .infant has to be loved,
particularly .in the first year, e.g., the mutual-cue.ing dialogue, to resolve
the tasks of the other developnental periods and to have creativity .in neeting
the challenge of ego identification.
Regard.ing the question about Mahler 1 s theory of .individuation and the toddler' s
turning to the father .in the rapprochement phase and later the child turn.ing
to the father .in facing the tasks of gender identity, sex identity, sense of
self, etc., and what happens when the father is absent .in divorce, Dr.
Anthony thought the nother role was pivotal. The nother' s FQrtrayal of
the absent parent hav.ing a major effect on the .linage of the absent parent in
the child has already been discussed. Another .influence that the rrother has
is in her .interaction with the child and her perspective of the opposite
sex and heterosexuality. She can encourage or discourage gender identity
with the child by appropriate distancing behaviors and provid.ing substitutefigures or visitations with the absent parent. One inportant factor is ho.v
the rrother copes with the nourn.ing process and its impact on the separation.individuation Iilenc:m:ma be~ herself and the child. If the nother is
able to cope adequately with the rrourn.ing process and allo.v the separationindividuation of the child, then the child is able to resolve, with better
facilitation, the developrental tasks of ego identification.
Dr. Anthony was quite .interested .in how the grieving aspect of the rrother .in
divorce affects the .infant prior to fifteen rronths and said that he was
giving a paper .in california regarding the rrourn.ing process of the rrother and
how this affects the .infant.
In question number 7, regarding Spitz's roncept of the

1 rudi.Jrentary

superego'
and whether the child is learn.ing 'divorce' as an alternative to marital
relationships worked through .in a marriage of long duration, Dr. Anthony
questioned m= on my .inplications .in the question. I explained the work of
Steele and Pollack regarding child abuse and the abused child beo:ming an
abusive parent with a linkage to the ccmnands learned .in the rudirrentary
superego if the child was abused as an .infant. I wondered if .in the formation
of the superego of the child, that this dynamic rould be transferred to the
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child of divorce later ch::>osing divorce in his/her adult life?
aff.inred that dynamic but did not ccmnent further on it.

Dr. Anthony

He concurred with Bowlby's theory on attachuent and said that Piaget was
much in favor of the work of Bowlby and Erikson and that both concentrate
on the here-and-now in understanding the child as develapra1tally inprocess. He also a:::rrnented on Anna Freud' s work and her thoughts that children
of divorce had it :rrore difficult than the child whose parent dies, because
in the death of the parent, the :rrourning process is :rrore resolved. The
:rrother would 'idealize' the deceased father, and the child would have to
work through 'idealization' , but in death there was :rrore tennination to
the :rrourning process. The child in elivorce, however, can be caught in
ambivalence and splitting in working through identification with the absent
parent and the inaccessabili ty of the absent parent can hinder VK)rking through
the mourning process which seems not canpleted or finished. Consequently,
the working through of the :rrourning process and the identification process
can be prolonged or arrested in the child of elivorce.

Lastly, in the conversation between Dr. Anthony and Sister Nathalie regarding
the birth of the infant and the reaction of the mother, I was impressed
with the need of a support person for the mother in the birth process to
foster the :rrother' s 'mine inside' attitude of psychological adoption of
her infant and how this is disrupted in divorce.
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William Greenleaf Eliot
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April 30, 1982

Sister Frances Ryan
Daughter of Charity
802 W. Belden Ave.
Chicago, 1L 60614
Dear Sister Ryan:
This is just a brief note to tell you how much 1 also enjoyed meeting
with you and learning of your projected work. You seem to be keeping
a very broad eye open on the whole perspective and 1 hope that this
will be reflected in your completed task. 1 would be very glad to
receive a copy of the "Theoretical Fr-.work" when you have done this.
Wishing you all success.
Sincerely yours,
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